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Schools Desegregated In Jackson, Tenn.
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ERNEST BURFORD

Fighter Loses
Bout To Blade,
/faces Charges
A Memphis prizefighter, who
has been seen in bouts on television, lost a round to a knifewielding teenager in an unscheduled performance at the
Hitching Post last week and
is in John Gaston hospital with
stab wounds to his left side.

MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1983

Price 15c

Man Surrenders After
Shooting Two Sisters.\

Jackson Desegregates
Schools With Secrecy

The search for a 37-year-old women came in about 10.
Pipkins got into an arguman, who shot his girl friend
to death last Friday night and ment with Mrs. Taylor about
then put a bullet in his sis- 10 minutes later, it was reportter's head, ended on saturday ed, pulled a pistol from his
afternoon when the suspect pocket and fired two shots into
walked into Shelby County her abdomen and then shot
Sheriff's office and surrend- Mrs. Bell in the head.
Daniels told authorities that
ered.
Arrested and held in Shelby he had seen Pipkins walking
County jail pending arraign- along the road as he was going
ment on a murder charge was to the establishment, and he
Enos Pipkin of 698 Gillis rd. stopped to give him a ride.
He said that Pipkins had not
Shot to death was Mrs. Rosie
B. Taylor, 30, of 1805 W. Shel- been drinking before the
by dr. Her sister, Mrs. Lela shooting, and that he had no
Mae Bell, 26, who was carried indication that the man was
to John Gaston hositpal with armed before he pulled the
a bullet lodged in her head. weapon and started firing.
According to witnesses, Pip- Pipkins fled from the scene
kins and the victims' brother, as soon as the women fell, and
John B. Daniels, were seated was the object of a countyat a table in Smith's Inn at wide search until he gave him1140 Holmes rd., when the two self up.
FIRST IN JACKSON Plans
for the integration of schools
in Jackson. Tenn., were kept
secret until the •ve of the
chang S. and here parents
and three students involved

JACKSON, Tenn. — School notified of the board's decision
desegregation came quietly to on the night before.
this West Tennessee city of KEPT SECRET
about 46.000 recently as three The teachers and students
Negro eighth graders joined of Tigrett, except for the printhe more than 600 pupils al- cipal, did not know of the plan
ready enrolled in Tigrett jun- until a few minutes before the
three Negroes arrived.
ior high.
The students are Madeline Several policemen were on
Carol Walker, 13, daughter of hand to handle the normal
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Walker, flow of traffic and to prevent
who transferred from Lincoln any possible violence as the
news became public. Although
elementary; Gillard Sylvanus
Glover, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs. the news media had knowledge
of the plans the number acGiliard Glover, and Gilbert
Heron, 12, son of Mrs. Bobby tually allowed on the school
Heron. Both were formerly grounds was limited
The. students reported that
enrolled at South Jackson elethey were well received by
mentary.
the principal, teachers and
Calmness prevailed as the
two boys and one girl, accom- pupils. Aside from the normal
panied by their parents, re- course of adjustment everyported for classes about 15 thing appears to be going oe
minutes after the start of smoothly. The students have
free and unobstructed use Of
classes.
The decision of the City all facilities.
The three were among six
Commission, which acts as the
who requested transfers last
Boani of Education, to desegg uist Applications were
regate the school had been A u
kept a secret, and parents were
(See TEACHER, Page 2)

LeMoyne Chemistry Teacher
Dead, Suffered A Stroke

Approve Loans To
Negro Farmers In
Haywood County

in the transition get together after the first day. Seated
on front row from left are
Mrs. Bobby Heron. Mrs.
Frank Walker, Mr. Walker
and Mrs. Gillard G 10 var.

Standing in rear. sante order, are Gilbert Moron. Madeline Carol Walker and Oillard S. Glover. (P ho to by
Slone)

Scholarship Awards Owed
Omnibus-100 Club Presents
By Lincoln Journalism School Awards To Dinkins, Moore

The knife victim was Ernest
The LeMoyne college comBurford, 25-year-old weltermunity was shocked on Sunweight, who gave his address
day afternoon when it learned
as 434 Glankler.
of the death of a 36-year-old
Burford reportedly got into chemistry professor during
University high school.
Lincoln
The
an argument with the 17-year- Alumni Day activities.
Seven Negro farmers in School of Journalism announc- Applications for above scholold knife wielder who acci- According to relatives, Prof
Four of the city commis- Negro people are suspicious of
Haywood county have been ed earlier this week that arship awards should be redently bumped into him while Cassette C. Knox IT had just
granted operating loans by the scholarships awards from five cabled, Not later than Vay I sioners were praised, for the him
leaving the restroom.
arrived at the home of his faHaywood County Farmers different sources are being of- BM at Lincoln Unlipraiti. rec e nt appointment of Dr.
"Howfiver. •e are proud of
Home Administration commit- fered to students interested
Chairman, of the Deparitnent Charles L. Dinkit1s its t
‘Our investigation shows ther, Elder C. C. Knox, Sr., at
Memphis as at ,hining example
tee, while four othen were rtudyii g
of Journalism, Jefferson City, board of dtreetiors of Merrlphis of progress toward integration.
t Burford provoked the in- 1583 Ash at., and was practicon the
turned down.
Mn. Also applications for stu- City hospitals, by Elder Blair It isn't quite what we want it
cident," Homicide Captain E. ing for an appearance
The scholarship awards are:
on the
T. Hunt While he was deliverC. Swann told the Tri-State Alumni Day program
first time in his- (1) The Robert S. Abbott dent loans should be filed be
the
was
to be, but it is moving into
It
ing the featured address at a
Defender, "and he will be college campus, when he was
that Negro farmers had Memorial Scholarship, $300, is June I, 1962.
that direction." said Hunt.
tory
hemdinner
honoring
Dr.
Dinkins
have
"Students
who
maincharged with assault after he stricken with a cerebral
loans
Hunt said, "a great deal of
been able to get the
open to college juniors, seniors
last Saturday night. The dinis released from the hospital." orrhage.
through the local farm com- and graduates with good aca- tained a "B" or better average
credit for peaceful intener was given by the Omni- the
He was carried to Kennedy
and
a
in
studies
possess
their
gration in Memphis goes to
mitte.
demic averages.
BROKE YOUTH'S JAW
VA hospital and died almost
good command of English are bus-100 Club.
Commissioner Claude ArThe Negro farmers had ap- (2) Fourth Estate Scholar- invited to apply for the jourBurford was admitted to immediately after being adElder Hunt, while praising
mour."
pealed to the U.S. Department ships, two $200, are open to nalism awards. We particularly the commissioners, intimated
John Gaston hospital in "crit- mitted.
of Agriculture through their juniors, seniors and graduates welcome
that Mayor Henry Loeb re- The speaker went on to say
ical condition" following the NEWS A SHOCK
from
applications
attorney, J. F. Estes of Mem- with some college newspaper those with an interest and ap- fused to vote for Dr. Dinkins' that "a great deal of education,
stabbing, and the 17-year-old Dr. Hollis F. Price, presiCASSELLE KNOX. II
or .yearbook experience.
goodwill, brotherhood, and
phis.
was treated for a broken jaw dent of LeMoyne college, said,
any of the social appointment to the board.
Scholarships, titude in
(3) Curators
human understanding is needbefore being sent to Juvenile "The knowledge of Prof. bers of the family had just reLoans to farmers on the ap- five ;100, are open to ranking sciences, business management, Omnibus Club members preKnox's death came as a shock turned from the Douglass proved list ranged from $3,800
Court.
or audio-visual studies." said sented Dinkins, president of ed for Memphis to realize its
graduates of any accredited
campus communi- Church of God in Christ, where to 611,700.
Armistead S. Pride, head of Owen college, with a scroll in great potential."
The prizefighter was sched- to the entire
Missouri high school, renew- the school's journalism depart- recognition of his appointment. He urged his audience to
was so sudden Elder Knox is pastor, and Prof.
uled for an exhibition bout of ty, because it
mainSome Negro farmers were able four years to those
Commissioner Moore was pre- "get education in your head,
ment.
Knox was preparing to refive rounds with Bell Cheairs and unexpected.
very highly of hearse for a saxophone solo at refused loans because it was taining acceptable academic "The
University sented a Meritorious Award by a dollar in your pocket, a balLincoln
at the Abe Scharff branch of "We thought
was a bril- the college when he was strick- felt that they could obtain records.
Journalism program leads to the club in recognition of him lot in your hand, and God in
the YMCA on last Thursday him here, and he
them from other sources, and (4) Freshman Scholarships, the Bachelor of Arts degree in appointing Dinkins, who is the your heart."
Price added. en.
night. but the bout was can- liant teacher," Dr.
ranking
to
open
$120,
two
Journalism, calling for 30 vice presideni of Omnibus-100 Also speaking briefly were
A sister, Mrs. Evelyn Ken- "All of us thought that he because it was felt their farms
celled after he was stabbed.
graduates of any accredited
Commissioners Moore and Arsemester hours of journalism club.
n e d y, a teacher at Douglass had just had a stroke," Mrs. were beyond rehabilitation.
Burford sent two persons to elementary school, told the
Elder Hunt said further to m o u r, the president of the
and the remaining 90 hours in
club members and their guests, club, Lawrence S. Wade, Gilthe hospital for treatment with Tri-State Defender, that mem(See SCHOOLS, Page 2)
liberal arts subjects."
his fists last week, and in ad"For those who may not "you honor yourselves when liam, who presented the award
dition to the charge for strikmerit scholarship assistance you honor a man who has to Moore, William Jones, a
ing the young boy, he will face
the University has available known handicaps because of club member, who presented
Assault charges for striking
a nominal supply of student his racial identity." He ex- the scroll to Dinkins, ThadWis wife during an argument
loan funds sufficient to meet plained further, "A Negro lead- deus T Stokes, who introduced
•
in their home.
half the cost of college ex- er is a tragic figure. If Ne- the main speaker, John R.
Dr. Martin Luther King, jr., timated that' Dr. King 'made penses. The loans are payable groes think well of him . . . Arnold, chairman of the promore
with
SEAT WIFE
told a packed audience of personal contact
after graduation on liberal white people shun him. If gram, and Rev. Fred Lofton,
Mrs. Shirley Burford, 23, of
more than 1,006 at the First than 5,000 persons in the COa- terms," said Pride.
white people honor him . . . master of ceremony.
visit
The
region.
1394 Preston st., had to be
Baptist church at Clarksdale, hama County
country
treated at the hospital after Dr. John Hope II,nowa uniVersity. He is serving as as- Miss., "It is not beyond the included stops at
gins,
she said she was beaten by her member of the President's Com- sistant executive director foa realm of possibility that we stores, plantations, cotton
schools.
husband, and preferred charg- mittee on Equal Employment Federal Government Employ- can send as many as five Ne- public and parochial
Dr. King's plans called for
es against him.
opportunity, will address an ment, one of the main projects gro congressmen to Washingconcluding the first leg of his
President's Committee. ton."
the
of
college's
LeMoyne
in
ssembly
•
The youth is being held in
Speaking at a political rally SCLC's "People to People"
morning, He probably is best known
juvenile court on a charge of Bruce Hall, Friday
fur his work with the Race Re- of Negro voters determined to program with a trip into Jack10:30.
at
23,
Feb.
"unruly conduct," according
lations Institute at Fisk uni- send the first member of their son, Miss.. Friday morning for
His address will climax the
to police.
versity. He serves as director race to Congress since Recon- a series of non-violent workof
observance
college's annual
of industrial relations for this struction, the Southern Con- shops.
will
which
Week
Negro History
Rev.
body.
ference Leadership conference Ife was accompanied by
be staged jointly with the secHoward E. Sims, associate president said, "If we make a Wyatt Tee Walker, executive
Centennial
ond phase of the
of social sciences and determined push in voter re- director of SCLC, and Mrs.
Decade Celebration of the six professor
chairman of the week, will in- gistration, with an all out Dorothy Cotton, director of
colleges and universities foundtroduce the speaker. The Le- campaign to serve the ballot education.
ed and still sponsored by the
Moyne Choir, under direction ot in spite of the resistance and
American Missionary AssociaJohn W. Whittaker, will rend- the conniving methods of
tion.
er two numbers.
Southern registrars and counDr. Hope, one of the best
Others scheduled to appear ty sheriffs, we can change the
Commissioner Claede Aron
men
relations
race
informed
mour was the guest speaker at
are Miss Sherry C. Crump, or- entire political structure of the
in this country, is the son of
a Crime Prevention Week progan prelude; the Rev. John C. state of Mississippi.
of
Atlanta
president
late
the
Mickle, invocation; Miss Coun- "We must be - prepared to
eXam at Booker T. Washington
g h school on Wednesday,
tess S. Johnson (Miss Home- stand-in, sit-in, and walk-in An 86-year-old man w a s
eb. 14.
coming), the occasion, Miss El- by the thousands, in order to taken to John Gaston hospital
sie A. Lewis (Miss LeMoyne), reveal to the world that we suffering from severe burns
The week is observed each
greetings; U. Grant Harvey, are determined to be first on Saturday night after a fire
year at the school, and its purvocal solo, and Dr. Paul Hayes, class citizens."
broke out in the room in which
pose was explained by Georghe was sleeping at 766 Nepbenediction.
FUTURE IN OUR HANDS
ann Wainwright. CommissionThe observance will g e t
Dr. King Said, "We must tune at. He was Robert Boyd.
er Armour was Introduced by
underway, Wednesday, Feb. 21, continue to insist that the The room, situated at the
William Lambert, and the prowith a 10:30 am. chapel ser- President and the agencies of back of the 9-room, two-story
gram concluded with remarks
vice which will be addressed the Federal Government give house, was almost completely
by the principal. Jesse D.
by Dean Flod, L. Bass.
leadership in the area of Civ- destroyed by the blaze before
Springer.
FOLK SINGER
il Rights, but the Negro must the victim was rescued and
students
who
took
Other
Odetta, the celebrated folk understand that his salvation the fire department called.
program
were
Solthe
part on
singer, will appear in concert is not in Washington. Our fu- It is believed that smoking
omon Holley, who read scripir. Bruce Hall, Wednesday night, ture is primarily in our own ill bed was the source of the
offered
and
and
prayer.
ture
blaze, since the victim had
Feb. 21, at 8:30.
committed hands."
by the club during a dirmet
scroll presented
Booker T. Jone s, master of
The rally for the Rev. Thur- started blazes in that manner RECIPIENTS OF 0 M N 1- grasping the
LeMoyne's Modern Dance
SUS-100 Club citations Dr. to Dr. Dinkins, president of at Universal Life Insuranco
ceremonies.
Group, under the direction of good Trammell, candidate for in previous times.
college, by the Omni- building lest Saturday eveMiss Lucinda Edwards, will Congress, climaxed a two-day Four other adults were in Charles L Dinkins, center. Owen
Music for the program was
club. Com. Moore was ning. (Staff Photo by Withrender a special program Thurs- tour of the Delta Country of the house when the fire start- andCityCommIssien•r bus
ftsettished by the members of
era)
ed and were aroused when James W. Moore, right. and presented a Award of Merit
day morning, 10:30, in Bruce Mississippi.'
the senior band and senior
H. A. Gt ilia m. left are
A spokesman for SCLC es- smoke filled the rooms.
Hall.
glee club.
DR. JOHN HOPE. B

fita

John Hope II Coming
Negro History Week

Claude Armour Talks
On Crime Prevention
AtBooker Washington

King Says Mississippi Can
Elect Five Negro Congressmen

Man, 86, Rescued
From Blazing Room
On Neptune Street

1111r

•
Odetta, Nation's Most Exciting Folk Singer, In Concert At LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall, Wednesday, February 21, 8:30 P.11.

SATU
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L Williams

SATUIIDAY,

FEBRUARY 17. 1962

Guaranty Life Of
Savannah Sold
To Atlanta Life

The Atlanta Life Insurance
Company, with $180 million in
insurance in force, has announc
"Know Ye not that ye are ,meet. In most instances, those ed its controlling purchase of
the temple of God, and that who make decisions for the Guaranty Life Insurance Corn
the spirit of God dwellet in lending institutions are acting pany of Savannah, Georgia for
you?" 1 Corinthians 3 chap- as trustees for funds owned by a reported $wamis, a spokes
ter, 16 yen.
people of modest means. Con- man said.
• • •
sequently, as trustees, the man
The Atlanta Life, headed by
"If any man defile the agers of such institutions are N. B. Herndon with assets o
temple of God, him shall God bound to take every reasonable more than ;56 million, does
destroy: for the temple of precaution to make sure that business in 11 states.
God is holy, which temple ye funds advanced on mortgage se- Acquisition of Guaranty is be
are." 1 Corinthians 3 chapter. curity will be repaid.
lieved to be one of the larges
17 verse.
cash transactions of its kind in
Al the same time, such m- Georgia history. Immediatel
• ••
y
A great many people, includ- stztutions have a correlative after the deal was closed, Low REV. AND MRS. LOYCE Cove in Lakeview Gardens lot 75 x 160 feet.
The preobligation to protect the inter- Martin, Acting President
ing some who are engaged in
o PATRICK are seen above as Sub-Division. T h • lovely sentation of the deed was
the mortgage, business, have est of those they encourage to Guaranty, stated, "The tremen- they were presented • deed 3-bedroom. family-room and made by McFerren.
home
Ettle conception of the mean- borrow money. The purpose of dous Capital Assets of Atlanta by Bob McFerren, on t h • 2-bathroom home is located consultant for the
Peace
ing of mortgage loan servicing. loan servicing is to keep a good Life will give the policy-hold- lawn of their newly purchas- on • spaciously landscaped Realty Company.
In answer to an inquiry on the loan in good standing. Assum- ers and employees of our com- ed home at 184 Horne Lake
ing that it was a proper loan pany additional protection
and
subject, they frequently reto make when it was executed. security."
spond in such a manner as to
it is the function of the loan Guaranty Life operating only
Indicate that they think the
acceptance of a payment on the servicing department to make in Georgia has assets of $1,600.
sure that it does not change 000 a surplus of more than $400,
loan at the teller's windown or
its character for the worse. 000 and $8 million in insurance
the cashing of a check sent in
in force. It will continue to op•• •
by mail covers the whole subGeorge Washington: Strong- erate independently under its
ject.
When all goes well with the ly I am impressed with the own name, officers stated.
borrower and he meets all obli- beneficial effects which o u r The owners consisted mostly
SAMMY DAVIS, Jr., will be are seen taking a break durgations on time, his loan might country would receive if every of relatives of the late Walter
the featured guest star on ing the production. It will be
wen be classified as self-servic- good citizen of t h e United S. Scott of Savannah, who was
ABC-TV's "Thg Rifleman" seen in Memphis on Monday
ing. A fair synonym for "loan States owned his own home. president of Guaranty Life AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL 1536 Pope; boy, Alex Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Steven- starring Lucas
which he founded in 1904.
McCain. right night. Feb. 19 from 9:30 to
• ••
servicing" is "loan collection."
Jan. 26.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
George
Powell, son, 3020 Forrest; girl, Bar- as Tip
Negotiations for the sale were
Corey. Here the pair 10 p.m.
By this is meant the ,recovery Notice: The National
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mor- 937 Kentucky; girl, Winnie bara Ann.
Associabegun
by
Scott
before
his
death
of the amounts advanced to the tion of real estate
gan, 994 Texas; girl, Felicia Marie.
brokers, Inc.. two months ago, the
Mr. and Mrs. John Woods, mie Terrell.
borrower, according to t h
(realist) will meet Feb. 24.25. said, the negotiation spokesman Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Vann,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. 1634 Pillow; a boy.
s
were
conterms of the instrument which Washington, D. C.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1308 E. Trigg; boy, Terrence
Arthur
Wooten,
Neal, 3407 Reynard; girl, Vicky Mr. and Mrs. William Van- Feb. S.
cluded by Louis Martin, vice
evidences the loan, or as nearMr. and Mrs. Richmond Rodney.
president of Guaranty Life and 1547 Britton; boy, Anthony Laverne.
Hooks, 1574 Brookins;' boy, Banks,
ly' in conformity thereto as
1229 Argyle; boy, Ce- Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Bowles C. Ford, company Keith.
Tidwell,
Mr.
Andrew
and
Mrs.
Clay.
C.
W.
Garrett,
the circumstances will permit,
dric Bonoris.
Jan. 27
1225 Latham ct.; boy, Anthony.
secretary.
3087 Chelsea; a girl.
Feb.
6.
Mortgage loan servicing
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Emerson
and
Mrs.
R.
Edward
L. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones,
Atlanta Life was represented
Mr.'and Mrs. James A. Sills, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Cook Christon,
should not mean- merely col363 Lucy; boy, Bryan 231 N. Main; girl, Marilyn
by E. M. Martin, vice president Able, Jr., 1805 Keltner CL, Apt.
259 W. Dison; boy James Arth- 1690 Orr; girl, Elaine.
lecting the amounts due. the
Lee.
and secretary, and Jesse Hill, 8; boy, Emerson Russell III ur M.
louise.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulester Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Tender at the expense of the
Mr. and Mrs. Moses DilliLuther J. Kirk- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers,
Jr., actuary.
Baltimore;
510
Mr.
Pearl.
and
girl,
Mrs.
Frank
C.
Tay(Continued From Page 1)
borrower. Proper loan servichunt, 440 Honduras rd.; boy,
wood, 1055 Shaw; girl, Kather- 858 LeMoyne pk.; a boy. al
lor, 105 S. Parkway east; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Albert M ine Jean.
ing plans protect the interests
Ronald Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Johnsally
Margarita.
Hankins,
2345
Warren;
girl,
Jo
of the borrower while trying Kennedy said, "and he was
Jan. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Fed Crawley, 759 Concord; boy, Dennis
rushed to Kennedy where he
Anne.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bobby
J.
Lip.
19 collect the amount due to
iMr. and Mrs. Charles A.
1141 Chicago; a girl.
Rochelle.
died."
ford, 1632 Barton; boy, Bobby Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Echols, Mr. and Mrs.
the lender.
Wilson, 189 Beckford;
John H. Faulk- 'Mr. and Mrs. John H. WilTAUGHT
SIX
Ragan;
1501
YEARS
James
Jr.
Debra
girl,
Lynell.
All real estate mortgage lenCarroll Ann.
ner, 1922 Beacon; girl, Lavon son, 237 Gracewood; girl, Linda
Prof. Knox, who live at 580
ders have a dual obligation to
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Burrow, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Jean.
Yvette.
Jenson rd., was in his sixth
Davis,
Burks,
LeMoyne
950
Carolina;
163
E.
dr.;
girl.
boy,
a
Jr., 3298 Red Oak; girl, Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Birt Butler,
year as a member of the LeAnthony.
Mr.
James
and
Mrs.
Josh
Malone,
Denise.
226 Turley; boy, Jeffery Lynn. HARROGATE, Englanc1.14,Moyne college faculty.
805 N. Claybrook; boy, Henry Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oney, Mr. and Mrs.
Jan. 29.
Milton Phipps, (UPI)—Councilor J. E. Mann
A native of Memphis, he
1657 Monsarrat; girl, Patricia. 1201
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Pigram, Lee.
Texas; girl, Patricia Ann. thinks something should ase
was graduated from Manassas
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Vann, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody, Mr. and Mrs.
730-B Wells; girl, Marsha
George P. done about the education'of
high school and LeMoyne col4208 Sewanee; boy, Dewitt 981 Sledge; boy, Bobby Louis. Askew, 774 Olympic;
Denise.
boy, 15-year-old students in a lOrial
lege before attending TuskeHarold.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Gregory Martin.
*lb
Jan.
30.
school he visited.
made for transfer to Jackson gie Institute for his master's
Simmons,
Mr.
Fourth;
Mrs.
Charles
and
S.
384
boy,
PeterMr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
George GosMrs. William H. Mann based his complaint
high and to the Alexander ele- degree.
sett, 357 W. Fay; boy, Jesse son, '1204 Woodlawn; boy, Ronald Marvell.
Anderson, 2969 Hale; boy, Bar- on the fact that the youngsters
mentary school. Four of the Prof. Knox had done some
Cedric Vince.
Mr. and Mrs. Tbrnmie L. ry Dewayne.
Henry.
could not locate Britain on •
students, through their parents, work on his doctorate at the
Mr. and Mrs. Dan McWil- Mr. and Mrs. Lealon F. Andrews, 691 Marble; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. map without reading its printappealed to the Board of Edu- Universities of Indiana and
Tatum, 573 Winkley; girl, Jacqueline Elaine.
liam,
McDaniel,
1523
S.
Montgomer
1638
S.
y;
Third; boy, ed title.
cation after their original re- Tennessee.
Cynthia Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie John- Donald Dewayne.
• s •
girl, Antoinette.
quest for transfer had been SERVED IN NAVY
Feb. S.
son, 2112 Stovall; boy, Jerry Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jan.
31.
W. LONDON — (UPI) — Indenied. One application was He was a veteran
and
Mr.
Lee.
Jackson,
Mrs. Major
of World
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer HenderYancey, 1584 Victor; girl, Betty dustralist John Boyden has
rejected.
War II and served on a battleson, 324 Harrell at.; boy, Eric 2226 Stovall; girl, Ella Louise. Feb. 7.
Sue.
suggested that British worn.
The Jackson u tyr school sylim,ship with the U.S.
Mr.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Eddie
JenB.
Robert James, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Phillips, go on
Navy in
DeWayne.
a "love strike" to foi
te
tern operates
der the Ten the SOuth Pacific.
Greenwood
kins,
Firestone;
1395
650
girl,
girl,
;
Pamela.
Mr. ..nd Mrs. Calvin' Woods,
788 Alston mall; girl, Shirley their husbands to join a bannessee Pupil Placement Act, Aside from his
Annette.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Marparents, ElJr., 1611 Davis at,; a girl.
Ann.'
the-bomb movement.
under which religion, race, or der and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton E shall, 75 W. Desoto; boy, RobKnox, and the
AT JOHN GASTON
color is not a determining fac- sister, Mrs. Kennedy,
Davis,
Earl.
ert
Fourth;
girl,
912
S.
be is
HOSPITAL
tor.
• Gwendolyn Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smith,
survived by a son, Casselle
VERTIES SAILS
Feb. 3.
SIT-INS A FACTOR
Knox, III, and five other sis- HELPED IN VICTORY—VerMr. and Mrs. Willie Collins 3120 Lyons; girl, Janis Lavell.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Joe
Mitchell,
The decision of '-the Board ters, Mrs. Earline
890 Georgia; boy, Tommie Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Essie S.
Ledbetter ries Sails, sophomore from 282 Ayers; girl, Joyce Ann.
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
to desegregate was looked up- of St. Louis, Mo.;
50 EN V ELOPES
Mrs. Carrie Woodstock, got a fine hand Mr. and Mrs. James P. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin W Whaley, 1820 Kansas; girl,
on with favor by many promi- Hunter, Mrs.
World's finest stationery in color — blue, white or
Lyons, 1637 Marjorie; boy, Ira Rena Renal.
Edna Graffen- Friday night for his perform. 929 S.
girl,
Fourth;
nent organizations. The Steer- reid, Misses
Morita Dwight.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton A.
pine. Printed with your name: address; city and state,
Shirley Knox and am* for LeMoyne in the game Ann.
ing Committee of the Jackson Gloria Knox of
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Palmore, 2104 Benford; girl,
with Alabama A&M. Sails.
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Dot- Burke, 963
$1.50 per box
Citizens committee endorsed Funeral arrangemen
N. Dunlap; boy, Jacqueline Anneise.
ts were who has been riding the bench son, 855 S. Wellington; boy,
the board's action. The com- incomplete at
Ulysses.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Jefpress time, but most of the season, helped the Kenneth Eugene.
mittee's position was given in the J. 0. Patterson
Funeral Magicians beat the visitors, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie C. Wil- • Mr. and Mrs. Henry Davis ferson, 1678 Marjorie; girl,
the recently adopted "Plan for home was
784 Cherokee; girl, Victoria. Phyllis Yvonne,
scheduled to be in 90-72.
liams, 2335 Shasta; boy, Allen
Maintenance of Law and Order charge of final
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Colearrangements.
Levoid.
and Peaceful Progress in Race
Strong, 608 Brown mall; girl, man 1570 Ely; boy, Michael
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Tom
Sanders,
Relations."
LaPerry.
Rennie Jean.
NEW YORK, Feb.
206 Cedar; boy, TOM III.
This plan resulted from the —Members of Boy 12—(UPI)
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Scout and
Mr. and Mrs. James C. 897 Henderson; girl, Shirley Madison, 787 Castle; boy, Wilconcern of leading citizens of Explorer troop 570,
who were
Bradley, .1302 Bruce; boy, Jean.
the City following, the student camped out on
liam Curtis Jr.
the lawn o
Robert Kelvin.
sit-ins last fall. Others en- the mayor's residence
Mr. and Mrs. George Pleas- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew S
.0.1.5•••••1155.4.
yester4.4.4
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. ant, 884 Latham; girl, Jo Ann Truitte, 911 Florida; boy, Rondorsing the action of the board day when the temperatur
Ofte.4.000
e
Mitchell,
1495 Lake Grove: Mr. and Mrs. McKinley B nie.
were the Jackson Ministerial dropped to the year's low,
had
girl, Wendy Fontaine.
Association, president of the only one complaint.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie D.
Hendrick, 737 Mississippi; girl
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cox, Joyce Ann.
Chamber of Commerce, and The hardy scouts, stamping
Foster, 217 Bickford; boy, Jim1451
Britton;
girl, Jacqueline
the Jackson Community Rela- their feet, said their eggs, meat
Denise.
tions Council.
and butter froze.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jim Beard,
• • •
Jackson, "Hub of West Ten392 Mahannah; a boy.
nessee," is chiefly in an agri- DES MOINES, Iowa—(UPI)
Mr. and Mrs. Lucious Chatcultural region, but the city is —Mike Pagel, 3, went for a
mon, 1113 Azalia; girl, RCMPlooking forward to greater in- late stroll with his dog, Major,
,41
iind Lorraine.
dustrial expansion. It is located Saturday and didn't get home
rah. 4.
just 27 miles from the now until Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Armsted
famous Haywood county of Reason for the delay—Mike
6651 Michigan Avenue
which Brownsville is the coun- couldn't tell policemen who
Chicago 37, lllinola
ty seat.
found him where he lived.
WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF:
Informal notes - 36 Dotes - 36 envelopes $1.511 lee?
eentinental stripes - assorted, pink Or YellOir
24 notes and U envelopes Site per koa.
SEND CH3:1. K OR MONEY ORDER.
CLEE SANDERSON
GRAFTY ,MAGICIAN — Cleo
Sanderson. freshman guard
Presented by
from Evansville. Ind.. came off
Starts SATURDAY!
the LeMoyne bench Friday
February 17
night to help the Magicians deYou jest haven't tasted hot rolls at their very beet
feat Alabama AO M. 90-72.
ONE BIG WEEK'
smtil you've tried them with Forest Hill Sweet
Sanderson is fast and decep•
Cream Butter, made right here in Memphis from
Shattering'
dye and is a good shot.
the same sweet cream you use on your table.
FEATURING MIS.) PERITA BATES, noted interFor hot foods of every kind or a spread for breed,
there is NO substitute for the flavor of real butter.
national model and charm consultant of St. Louis,
Get Forest Hill Sweet Cream Mutter at your faThe story
Mo., who will teach charm classes and guest mod"mite foodatore, or call BR 4-2034.

Schools

' PRINTED STATIONERY

Rolls taste

err
TEA) th
Forest Hill

FASHION ENTERPRISES

14

Charm Classes Hair Styles
Workshop
Fashions
Bronze Beauty & Barber Supply, Inc.
1796 Chelsea Ave.
BR 4-1175

el in the Fashion Show.
sled
Hrs. Salimma Odums, Proprietress of Hollywood
Beauty Salon, Chatanooga. Tens.; a nationally
known model and hair stylist, and one of Tennessee's top tea.
alswg with
Mrs. Joan'Golden (The Golden Girl of WLOK) as
narrator.

CHARM CLASSES:
Sunday, February 15-6 to 8 P.M.
Monday, February 26-2 to 5 Pit.

WORKSHOP
Uonday, February 26 — 8 A.M. to 12 I)
At
Beauticians Bldg., 522 Linden Ave.
FASHION SHOW
Monday Night
February 26
8 P.M.
Manassas High School Auditorium

781 Firestone

For Tickets To All Activities Call
IIIR 6-6559 SA SAP11211 BR 4-2275

The Memphis-Tuskegee club
met Friday night, Feb. 9, at
8 at the Lelia Walker clubhouse, and all former Tuskegeans of the community are
invited to attend. Business of
importance.
Howard Lawson is president
of the club and Mrs. G. A
Jordan public relations chair
man.

Jeffrey Munter in his portray&
at feints irt Metro-GoldwynAferyer's proreatation 4"Kiri;
4 kings." The So1,%“114 Brow'sew prodaterion, unfolding
story 4 she life &al limo.4
Ourist. sins *directed b., Me-hot& Roy end Aimed an 70unna
Napo? Technirooto Technicolor. &at•reef nf ihn••••••iie.
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Open Saturday. Feb. 24
at the New Daisy Theatre

Afferrtion,Bowlers!

ALL
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you.

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
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Owen Choir To
Sing In Benefit
Recital Mar. 4

Left Side

DOWN

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
ALL WAS QUIET ON THE came- up mining between a
PARTY FRONT before IC club meeting and a party
after the police arrived.
where he was expected.
party goers you demandecithat LAWRINC1 S.(for Stanley)
appear
in
item
Wade is quite-a speaker. Ask
colthis
this
umn. Well! Here it is. It was him about it.
written by the host of the
party in response to demands
of our many readers.
ATTY. RUSSELL SUGAR
MON had a very good point
w h e n he explained that all
news fit to print should be
printed even if the editor of
a newspaper is one of the main
„characters in the item of news.
Zwen if the editor doesn't like

The Owen college choir will
be presented in a pre-spring recital in Metropolitan Baptist
church on Sunday afternoon,
March 4, starting at 4 p.m., end
the public is invited to attend
the recital.
The program is being sponsored by the Hiawatha Art and
Social club, of which Mrs. LilTHOMAS DYETT
WILLIAM B. TOLLEN
DR. STEPHEN J. WRIGHT
JOHN B. DulicAN.
H. CLAUDE JOHNSON
lian Scott is president.
An outstanding feature of the
program will be the rendition
of selections that recall the
sacrifices and outstanding leadership of Dr. S. A. Owen and
laymen of the State Baptist Association, who opened the col'41ow that integration has
lege baek in 1954. During the
e 4o Memphis restaurants.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr. for the Commonwealth of program the audience will learn
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Bailey said his committee
waitresses don't appear to
Stephen J. Wright, president Pennsylvania, will be honored of the progress being made by
begin hearings Feb. 27
would
was
to
A
made
proposal
new
mind it a bit, that is all but This week our spotlight is on allow Congress to toss to the on the proposal.
of Fisk university at Nashville, for achievement in the field tile school under the leadership
one waitresses at Pantaze drug Ruthis Stout, a senior at Mt. states the hot potato of fed- It would proVide federal aid
will be one of five distinguish- of social work, while Commis- of Dr. Charles E. Dinkins.
store on Monroe and Main. A Pisgah high. She is the daught- eral aid for private schools, to public schools at a rate of
ed graduates of Howard uni- sioner Duncan, a 27-year-vet- Program chairman of the
middle-aged woman, she de- er of Mr. and Mrs. E .D. Stout but it immediately ran into a 2 per cent of what each now
verisity to receive a I um ni eran of service with the Fed- Art and Social club is Mrs.
mands payment as soon as the of 243 South St.
achievement awards when the eral government, will he cited Flora Cochrans. The choir will
spends for education. It would
civil
snag.
rights
• food touches the counter. On She is a member of the Glee Rep. Cleveland M. Bailey, be up to the states to decide
university observes the 95th for achievement in govern- be directed by Mrs. Dorothy
Graham.
a tour of Main street, she was Clul-, Student Council, and N. D-W. Va., chairman of a House whether any of the money
anniversary of its founding on ment :Ind public affairs.
who
One patron dollar is the price
the only waitress, so far,
H. A. After graduation. Rbthie General Education Subcommit- were used for support of
Friday, March 2.
wants
she
of admission and will be used
made it clear that
plans to attend Tennessee A & tee, enthusiastically announc- private schools.
Ot her recipients of 1962
customers.
in the scholarship fund of the
TO Negro
I university. So hats off to a ed a "new approach" tn the Bailey said he 'believed this
awards for distinguished postclub .
• DID you EVER HEAR OF very fine young lady.
graduate achievement will be
school aid controversy and said approach would be approved
Kinder&
QUESTIONS
the Kyles' Nursery
it would "cut the heart out by Congress as it would MRS. ELIZABETH RUSSELL Dr. H. Claude Hudson of Los
garten? Its something new in
Why is Peanut so quiet on of the religious dispute."
"transfer the fight (over parAngeles; Thomai B. Dyett (il
a
is
it
that
told
town. We are
the bus? ,Is it because he has WET BLANKET
ochial school aid) from Wash
New York City, Dr. William
exclusive.
eyes for Henri Jean Brown?
bit
B. Totten of Harrisburg, Pa., and
It would allocate nearly, ington to the 50 state capitals.'
PEOPLE ARE TALKING Why was Clevia Boyce so $500 million over a three-year However, Chairman Adam
District Commissioner John B.
the
of
action
fast
ball?
the
sharp at the coronation
ABOUT
Duncan of Washington, D. C.
period of new school aid to Clayton Powell, D-N. Y.. of the
sensing
in
Club
boyGaberOmnibus-100
have a
Does Lois
the state and let them decide parent. House Education and
The *wards will be present"Let's Twist With La Rites"'
comthe
of
still
needs
Johnson
many
Erma
Is
friend?
the
whether to pass on any of Labor Committee, immediately
Geeter high school plans to will be the theme of the dance
ed at the annual Charter Day
munity — servicewise, which swe t on Henry Wilson? Who is it to parochial or other private raised the civil rights angle
Founders
annual
its
observe
assembly in Cramton auditorium
to be given on Saturday night,
was pointed up during that Floyd Leake's secret admirer? schools. But integrationists even before seeing a copy of
&wing a morning service, and Day with a program and open February 24, by the members a(
beautiful affair given in hon- Is it true that Annie Pinsor quickly objected because this policy's proposal.
The
18,
Feb.
Sunday.
house,
a^ceptance remarks made by
the La Rita's Homemakers Soor, of Dr. Charles L. Dinkins likes Larcell, Estella?
also would allow aid to private "Under no condition would
the honorees at a Charter Day speaker for the occasion will be ri-I club, and the public is in:
nil Commissioner James Couples: Henry Wilson & schools opened in defiance of I allow such legislation to go Mrs. Elizabeth Russell, a
pastor
Mt-Daniels,
A.
J.
Rev.
banquet that night i Is Baldwin
vited to be present.
immy" Moore, last Saturday Montyne Clark; Laddie Morris school integration orders.
unchallenged in committee or houstwife, was unanimously
of Bethel Presbyterian church, The dance will be held at
and Calvary Malone, Percy This threw a wet blanket on on the floor." Uowell asserted. elected president of the Elev- hall.
night.
Urban
Memphis
the
of
director
the Flamingo room, and the 1962
HAROLD WHALUM, one of Dandridge & Everlent Boyce; the Bailey plan, casting doubt He said he would insist on a enth Ward Precinct Democratic Dr. Wright is being cited for Leap.ue. and a civic leader.
queen will be crowned during
his achievement in the field of
the nicest persons known to Hebert Slocum and Lavader on whether it would be able provision to ban federal aid club at a recent meeting.
Open
invited.
is
public
The
the intermission.
higher education.
the writers of this column, Fascon, Clinton Pyle and Jo- to get off the ground. However, to segregated schools.
One of the founders. of the
house is from 2 until 6 p.m. Mrs. Alma Morris is presi- - sepine McGhee.
Dr.
a
Hudson,
and
dentist
organization, Mrs. Russell was
There will be departmental pro- dent of the club.
Dedications: "I lost someone:"
the first president of the club. businessman, will be cited for jects displayed in the gymnaClara Boyce and George Grain
the
achievement
of
field
busiShe is the wife of Edward H.
sium and students' work will
ham. "Letter Full of Tears;"
Russell, and they live at 860 ness, dentistry and civil rights; be displayed in the classrooms. The far-off rumblings in InPeggy Jones and T. C. Johnson.
Dyett,
an
be
will
citattorney,
donesia could affect the price
pl.
"Hello Again:" Lula Dotson By: RUTHIE STOUT and in arguments and restrictions. Clinton
ed for achievement in law and Mrs. M. Fowler, president, T. J. you pay for pepper. Indonesia
emotions
the
for
Installation
services
strong
the
Now
and Robert Stout.
public service; Dr. Tollen, Com- Toneys, principal and Mrs. Una is the world's largest producer
RUBY JONES
seen at report-card time have club were held in Mrs. Rus- missioner of Public Assistance B. James, coordinator.
"I'm Blue;" Marvin Jones &
of the food seasoner.
with
sell's
Kilwho
home,
Frank
those
of
Most
subsided.
Lavern Dabney.
- Hello! All you chicks and
to
seem
well
patrick
installing
officers.
exceptionally
will
did
"Turn on Your Love Lights;" cats out there in readers' land.
.Two men and a woman
work.
good
the
up
keeping
be
Saturday
Pearline Negent and Clarence These are your reporters givAside from the president.
serve as judges on
Many who resolved to do bet- other officers of the club are
ing all the latest happenings
niet, Feb. 17, and select "Miss Scott.
better.
doing
actually
are
ter
DID
at
KNOW:
YOU
Mrs. Annie K. Pope, vice presiaround the big "P'", Pisgah
NDCC" at a military ball
John Riley has quite a few that is. The talk is that David (That's the spirit!)
dent: Mrs. Mary L. Horton, secCarver high school.
dropany
g'rls?
been
hasn't
retary; Mrs. Lillie Foster, aswant'd cat There
The judges, according to Ma- Bobby Spears had a date at Dorsey is the most
where the girls are concerned. outs because of failures or poor sistant secretary; Mrs. Allie
jor George Robinson, local ND- the Coronation Ball? Elizabeth
grades.
on
Gregory, treasurer; and Miss
The other cats better get
commander, will be Mrs.
Wilson has eyes for a certain
To study or not to study'? Jacqueline Partee, chaplain.
"Gear Speight, jr., of 1885 S. basketball player? Lillie Mae their paws.
Our Cornation Ball was out That is a foastant question. The Eleventh Ward Precinct
Plirlzway east, Clark Porteous, Brown was elected "Basketball
of space. The girls wore their The answer lies with each has been traditionally a onereporter for the Memphis Press Sweetheart" last Monday?
party ward, but through the efformal dresses. The boys were student.
Scimitar; and Don Delugach,
',Os of Mrs. Russell, Mrs. Pope
The ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
also.
wear
formal
their
estate
real
in
dr.,
Clover
N.
5411
king and queen were also at- The Mt. Pisgah 4-H Club met and Mrs. Partee, the precinct
broker, builder and member
in their exquisite gar- January 22, to select officers was carried by the Democrats
the
tired
of
direfors
of
board
of the
in the last presidential election.
ments.
for the year 1962-63.
Center.
Daycare
Mahan
Jessie
falls
week
this
Edinspotlight
Paulette
are
They
Our
seven
Contestants from the
upon a charming young lady, burgh, president; Philip Wil- bara Thomas, Claudette Grice,
high schools are Misses Shirley
Beverly Burrows. She is a son, vice president; Ruth Ed- Connie Walton, William Keith,
Hill, Carver; Frances An it a
Support from 25 social and member of the senior class. ding, secretary; Charles Hern- Jodell Holmes, Mable Harvey.
Dancy, Booker T. Washington; civic organizations brought
TOP
STAMPS
VALUE
Religiously, she is a member don, assistant secretary; Bar- Charles Herndon, Paulette EdJuanita B r a nc h, Manassas; success to the 1961 Christmas
of Royal Chapel CME church bara Fleming and Jo de 11 inburg, Bobbie Bolden, BarCarolyn Jones, Hamilton; Fred- Project of Children's Bureau's
Reserved to Limit.
Right
21.
February
throughWednesday,
good
Prices
where the Rev. J. W. Crawford Holmes, reporters; Mrs. Mary bara Fleming and Regina Windie Mae Rooks, Douglass; Eu- Colored Case Committee, Mrs. serves as pastor. Upon gradu- J. Branch. recreation leader: frey.
Lester,
nice Marilyn Logan,
Thelma Davidson, Committee ating from Mt. Pisgah in June Susie Arnold and Henry Thom- ELEMENTARY HONOR ROLL
and Ernestine Prewitt, Mel- Chairman, announced.
WITH
First Grade: Wade Lee Jackof 1962. she plans to attend as, junior leaders and Connie
rose.
The Committee's project, Memphis State university.
Walton, Mattie Branch and son, Willie C. Shotwell. Ray
COUPON BELOW
The judging of the candidates which annually raises funds TOP COUPLES
George Boyland, song leaders. Charles Terry, Shirley F.
Lb.
at the ball for National Defense to meet the special needs of Georgia Toler and Albert All members of the Mt. Pis- Branch, Helen Locke, MarCan
RISCO
Cadet Corps officers and spon- children in foster family Thomas; Geraldine James and gah 4-H Club are asked to garet Trice.
Second: Joyce Allen, Floyd
sors will start promptly at boarding home care produced Louis Boyland; Montyne Clark please prepare your project
Anderson, Randall Jones, Jan6:50 p.m. It will be followed $263. Against a goal of $200.
and Henry Wilson; Lillie for the county' elimination.
Or with the srie coupon you may purchase a 3-Lb, can of
by a banquet and the military, ,Donor groups were: Alpha Brown and Robert M. Walls; The Girl Scouts of the Mt. ice Baker, Beverly Brooks
Gamma Chi Sorority Council: Emma Stokes and Theodies Pisgah Elementary school have Olivia Gray.
ball.
Third: David F. Reid, MichMusic for the occasion will be Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter, Zeta Williams: Mvrtis Burrows and made great progress in their
furnished by Ben Branch and Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.; Alpha Mabone
Dorothy first year, with an enrollment ael E. Scott, Barbara A. ShotHodges;
well, Johnie R. Granderson,
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Beta nuogs and James Shotwell.
of 18 girls.
Largoes
KROGER FROZEN
Epsilum Omega Chapter: Al- DID YOU KNOW?
Leaders are Mrs. Beatrice Sandra K. Moore, Linda C.
pha Pi Omega, Sigma Kappa Donald Allen has headaches Fitzgerald and Mrs. Jean Har- Swift.
Fourth. Mattie Chaffin, WilChapter; Alpha Gama Sigma lately because a certain girl ris. Other girls are invited to
aOnIs
Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta has his nose open? Veris Wat- become Girl Scouts at our liam G. Green, Terrie N. Watkins.
Mamie Brinkley. Larry
Sorority; Collins Chapel CME kins is looking for a fellow school.
They will have cookies to Chatrnan, Clore Owens.
KROGER
church, Marshall E. Kent CYF with these qualifications: InKROGER
Group; Congenial "12" Social telligent, handsome, neat, and sell when the Girl Scout cookie Fifth: Eddie Allen, Eddie
LeMoyne college's regular en- Club; Davidson's Grill; Flam- knows the latest happenings? drive begins, therefore, we are Baker, William Wilson, Clyde
trance examination for high ingo Bridge Club;
A certain junior has already asking all people of the com- r:randerson, John D. Guinn,
munity and surrounding com- Virginia Owens.
school seniors has been ,set for And Goodfellow's Service selected her prom date?
AVONDALE YELLOW
munities to prepare to purchase Sixth: Hilda Arnold, Lonnie ' KROGER
Saturday, Feb. 17, starting at Club Inc.; Gnosis Glint club; TO STUDY OR NOT
or
Branch,
Plain
Terry,
ClaudArthur
ouecookies.
8:30- a.m., according to Dean Housewives Community Club;
By K. P. HOLMES
Self Rising
Li-gb
Floyd L. Bass.
Ideal Thrift Club; La-Bas- Last week the honor roll for The best dressed students in ette Grice, Betty Harvey, Billy
The examination will be held Desoie Club; Ladies of Mem- the first semester was pub- the elementary division are R. NeaL
SWANSDOWN
in Brownlee H a I I. Studentr phis Goodfellows Service club; lished. When it was posted on Madalin McCray, Roy Ander- Seventh: Shirley Hogan, CorKROGER
need not file applications be- Ladies Riverside Community the bulletin board, there were son, Jackie Keith, Olivia Gray, nell Keith, Henry Thomas.
fore taking the tests and there Club; Ladies Union Surprise some who were very happy be- Michael Scott, Larry Chatman, Eight; Ruby Cunningham,
Club; Leath Social Club; Loyal cause they felt rewarded for Jimmy A. Shotwell, William Bobbie Jean Jones, Marvell
will be no fee attached.
Educational Club; Memphis, their efforts. There were others Walton, Mary A. Huston, Bar- Harris.
Beef
Tenderay
Kroger-Cut
Inc.; Memphis Chapter of who were sad, because they
Links; Merry Circle Club; had just missed the honor
All Cuts
Peabody Hotel Captains, Wait- group.
ers and Bus Boys; Phyllis Some, realizing that they
Wheatley Club; and Sorosis had loafed too much, resolved
HUCK, ROAST
to do better this semester.
Social Club.
Chairman of the 1981 Pro- A few probably considered
If you want to improve your game, then the book
TENDER AT
CENTER CUT
ject was Mrs. Minnie Lee dropping out when that report
"HOW TO BOWL BETTER" is a "MUST" for you.
card they took home resulted
Allen.
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By
Lillie M. Brown
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Fisk President To Be
Honored At Howard U.

School-Aid Plan Hits
Civil Rights Snag

McDaniel Speaks
At Geeter High La Ribs To Present
Founders Day Dance Al Flamingo

Eleventh Ward
Democrat Club
Elects Officers

Judges To Pick
'Miss NDCC '62
Are Announced

MT. PISGAH HIGH NEWS

Kroger Has

LOWER
PRICES

Children's Bureau
Drive Went Over
Its 1961 Goal

•...Plus

34;

Kroger Golden Shortening 7 290

'11

NEED CASH!

ATTENTION BOWLERS!

Members of General Remodelers of Memphis

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
S'enature
There is o reason why people
Inie to do business with us.
too, will like out tour.
q u,
us treatment and desir• to
you.
en Thursday and Facial,
Nights Until 8:1)0 P. M.
.Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00

tp

01515 FIN A.0IC CO.
Home

Owned - Horne Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'We lik• to say yips to your'
loan requestisomined and Supervised bi
the State Depattment of
Insurance and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
I;! S. Main, .1A. 7-S581
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

6

Orange Juice WITHB=P,O" 66C

High School Seniors
Test Set For Feb. 1

DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
$33.95 WITH THIS AD

at-port,
omhinatiop Doors - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Instilatecl Siding - Roofing - insulation
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
I

cr

Porlo• - Driveways - Fro. E ft invet••

FliA and Conventional lerms

WII 8-1079

Soft-Lite
Fiber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. 01-

,
'trill'

1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST

This book carefully edited, beautifully library
bound in cloth with over 300"SHOW HOW" illustrations and photographs in its 144 -pages will
show you how to perfect your game. ,
You will be shown how to hold a ball, the
proper distance, footwork, delivery, and followthrough. You are taught how to throw a straight,
a hook "ball and proper bowling form. Head pin
and spot bowling, making strikes and spares, and
what to do about splits are just a few of the subjects covered.
,There are special sections on team play.
bbwling guide for women, league bowling, and
how to score. This book is absolutely guaranteed
to improve your game, even if you have never
bowled befdre, Order today. Send $2.50 Cash,
Check or Money Order to:

SIMS BOOK SALES
P.O. BOX 1391 MEMPHIS 1, TENN.

Fruit Cocktail

194 Catsup

2 B4

394

Flour

394 Cream Corn

3

394

Tomato Juice

254 Cake Mix . s.

sr°

C

Pork Chops

Lt

TENDER AT

ARMOUR STAR

Sliced Bacon

La 494

694 Chuck Steaks

La

La. 154

494 Boiling Beef

KWICK KRISP

WITH

Sliced Bacon
Bananas

P N
CBOE O
Lb

GOLDEN RIPE
BUY PLENTY

CRISCO
Or KROGER

Golden 3 L b. Con
Shortening

39
29,

4,th this Coupon and 55.00 add.rianal purchase at K roger,
memphis Area and W•st Memphis, Thrts Wad., Feb. 2181--

KROGER Frozen

KWICK KRISP

ORANGE JUICE

SLICED BACON

6 I. 69t
CMS

Wish this Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase as K re g•r,
Memphis Ares and West Mere.
phis, /*Mu Wed., Feb. 21st.....

Lb.

29C

Woh th.s Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase at K repair,
Memphis Area and West M e.o.
phis, Thru W•d., Feb.
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'Pacific Paradise' Is
Theme For Church Tea
RELIGIOUS WEEK

1

makes it quite hard for t is e
weight watchers. A table laden
Your scribe has really been with baked ham and all the
on a hop, skip and jump as the trimmings enticed everyone pre
first of the month is always a sent.
busy time; especially with the OFF TO WASHINGTON
clubs.
Leaving for Washington, D.
First a bit of religious activ C., last week was Mrs. Essie
ity k ept interested persons M. Perry, Miss Linda Kay Shipp
quite busy. The Rev. T. C. and James Crofton to attend the
Lightfoot of Atlanta, Ga., was National Alumni Council and
guest speaker for the Religi- Pre-Alumni meeting of the 33
ous Emphasis week observance colleges belonging to. the Unitat Lane and many of his school- ed Negro College Fund. Mrs.
mates, including your scribe, Perry is national secretary of
turned out to hear him; for the Alumni Council while Mr.
he did his college work at lane Crofton holds the office of treacollege. If you noticed, I didn't surer of the Pre-Altunni. Miss GOSPEL TEMPLE Baptist Sundays in 1961, and here the
give the years.
Shipp was chosen as "Miss Pre- church recently honored per- children and the teachers are
The ninth anniversary of the Alumni" on the campus of Lane sona who had attended Sun- seen with the Sunday school
Anderson Circle, one of the college and will represent the day school for at least 45 superintendent. McAdam s
auxiliaries of St. Pauli C M E college in that capacity.
church, was celebrated on Wed- Prior to Mrs. Perry's leavnesday night. An informal gath- ing, she was honored with a
ering heard tips on maintaining visit from her son, Dr. Howard
good from Mrs. Willie Fogel- Widen, who serves on the staff
man, a newcomer to Jackson of Homer G. Phillips hospital
who works with the Jackson in St., Louis, Mo. He was
also
Health department for dental to spend a few days in Athealth.
lanta, Ga., before returning to
Also enjoyed were the slides St. Louis.
brought to the group by Mr. Cur sypathy goes out
to the
Chatman of various affairs held family of Mrs. Helena
leaders from AtlanBennet Religious
at the church or sponsored by Glenn, Madison
County teach- ta to Tallahassee are filling the
Shuttlesthe church. A delicious treat er who was buried
last Satur- pulpit of Rev. Fred
was that of homemade cookies day. The
funeral was held at worth of Cincinnati while the
right from the oven of Mrs. Lane Tabernacle CME
minister is serving a 90-day
church
Frances Houston.
of which she was a member. sentence in a Birmingham jail
•
It was also regrettable to as a result of his challenging
SOCIALLY
The Criterion Bridge club hear of the death of the father a bus segregation law in that CONGRATULATING Danny
Thomas on the opening of
was entertained by Mrs. Lula of Mrs. Ellease Hutson. Sym- city in 1958.
Bell Martin in her home on pathy is also extended to that Appearing for the minister St. Jude hospital for children
during the month of February following the opening day
Hays ave. An appetizing salad family.
menu with spiced hot tea pre- It seems good news in the are Revs. C. K. Steele, Talla- ceremonies here last Sunday
is Miss Orrelia Pickett, presceeded the playing of bridge. sports world for Merry high, hassee; Kelly Miller Smit h,
The second straight win was both girls and boys, are al- Nashville; Ralph D. Aberna- ident of Orrelia's House of
Beauty, and a student at Jan
captured by Mesdames V. Fern ready in the tournament play- thy, Montgomery, and Martin
Angel's School of Modeling
Walker and Bernice Lucas for off and it seems as Lahe is very Luther King, jr., Atlanta.
high score. Mrs. F. A. Dobbins much headed for the Southern Dr. King reevaled that the and Allure's School of Beauty. The 1959 queen and gradreceived the consolation prize Conference playoff. Success to ministers' transportation expenses will be paid for by the uate of Father Berthrand
for low score. Other members both schools.
Southern Christian Leadership high school is the daughter
present w er e Mesdames J.
Conference, and added, "All of of Mr. atir Mrs. O. W. PickSheegog, G. Ford. G. Atkins, V.
he clergymen feel that this is ett. Mrs. Pickett is special
Brooks, A. Maney, A. M. Bond,
education teacher at Georgia
he least we can do."
R. S. McKissack, M. M. Hughes,
Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, ex- Elementary school. Pickett
Miss P. Granberry and your
ecutive director of SCLC, led is manager of Cornett. Realscribe.
off the schedule by preaching ty company.(Withers Photo)
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack preor Rev. Shuttlesworth on the
sided beautifully at the New
last Sunday in January.
Idea club meeting on the first
Rev. Shuttlesworth and a felFriday night in February. Inlow minister went to jail recidentally, your scribe w a s
Mr-,. Carrie Clark. pianist cently when the U. S. Supreme
guest at the lovely meeting in
Court refused to review theii
the home of Mrs 0. C. Beck for the Sunday school and
convictions because of errors
when s is e served as hostess. Young People's choir of Triniin the , appeals.
On Sunday, Feb. 11, the
'Twas a Valentine setting in ty Baptist church, was honDouglas high school Glee club
keeping with the month of ored recently at the church lounder the direction of Omar
February. During t h e social cated at 1058 Overton Park.
Robinson will be the guest ,of
hour a game of "Hearts" was Featured as a soloist durthe Ever-Ready club in their
conducted by the hostess which ing the program was Mrs.
observance of their third anbrought first prize to Mrs. A. Dorothy Beasley. Other selecM. Bond; second to Mrs. E. tions were given by Mrs. Izzie
Memorial services for Prof. niversary.
The Ever-Ready club of
M. Perry and guest prize to Holmes. the male chorus under Casselle Knox, 36-year-old
the direction of Robert Ken- chemistry teacher at LeMoyne Ward Chapel AME church has
your scribe.
college who died after suffer- been celebrating its anniverVery tasty was the menu of drick.
A gift was presented to her ing a cerebral hemorrhage
Southern fried chicken, baked
on sary in February every year
by Mrs. Pearl Anderson, pres- Sunday afternoon were held
N 'lite potato with butter,
in since it was organized. This
pine- ident of the Missionary
so- Bruce hall on the campus Wed- year's celebration promises to
apple salad, hot tea, and angel
ciety. Mrs. Mattie Harris and nesday.
be the best yet, and starts at
cake surprise.
Mrs. Della Alston headed the Taking part in
the services 3:30 p.m.
Other members present not
finance committee, and Arthur were Dr. Hollis F. Price.
The public is invited.
presipreviously named were Mrs.
Vaulx was pianist for the pro- dent, who delivered
the meSarah Gibbs. Mrs. Edna White,
gram.
morial address; Dr. Paul read the scripture.
Mrs. M. Kate Smith, Mrs. LuDuring the morning, a num- Hayes, professor
Music for the service was
of religion
dile Sangster, and ,Mrs. Vivian
ber of young people were in and philosophy, who offered provided by
the LeMoyne colBell.
charge of the Sunday school. the prayer; and Rey. J. C.
Mic- lege choir under the direction
With springlike weather in
Miss Minnie Ross acted as kle. personnel director,
who of Prof. John Whittaker.
the air; it appeared that spring
superintendent,
Miss
Gail
attire went along with it as
Franklin was secretary. and
Delta sorors traveled, to Boli- serving as
teachers were Misses
var, Tenn., to t h e monthly Leigh and
Carol Franklin. Armeeting of the Jackson Alum- nette Rainey and
Rhelia Davis
nae chapter on the first SatMusic for the morning servurday.
ice was furnished by the JuHostesses for t h e meeting nior choir under the direction
were Mesdames Lillian Harri- of Miss Eleanor Rainey.
son, Clara Bond a n d Grace
Rev. J. B. Jones is pastor
Hunt at the lovely home of Mrs. of the church.
Hunt.
MAGNOLIA SECTION—Lakeview Gartteris
President Mildred Hay, very
stunning in a powder blue knit,
Featuring.-3 BEDROOM HOMES
conducted the business session
of the meeting with all
EACH HOME HAS:
sorors
excited over the forthcoming
EAT IN KITCHENS
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee
AUTOMATIC CENTRAL HEAT
Pageant."
Annual Men's Day was obTILE BATH WITH SHOWER
Twenty-two pretty and tal- served at First Baptist Beale
ented young misses will vie
NATURAL WOODWORK
for Street On Sunday, Feb. 4. and
the title on March 9 in
KNOTTY PINE KITCHEN CABINETS
the the pastor. Rev. James A. JorMerry high school
ser-i
morning
delivered
his
dan
gymnasium;
ROCK WOOL INSULATION
so circle the date. An
taken
Jos-'
text
from
on
a
mon
added atEXTRA LARGE LANDSCAPED LOTS
traction will be the Fisk
hiia. "Now, Therefore Give Mel
uniWALKING DISTANCE OF SCHOOL
Th:s Mountain."
versity dancers, under the
.
diThe music for the programl
rection of Mrs. Mablc
Robinwiis provided by the male chorson Love, Delta soror.
us of the church.
Needless to say, here
IITY BUS SERVICE
good
Featured during the afterfoo d prevailed again
DOWN PAYMENT
HOT COFFE - DONUTS
which noon service was the Rev
LIKE RENT
TODAY
—
FREE
Eugene Bates, pastor of Mt
Gil ham Baptist church in
Orange Mound. His message was
Usher Board, Deaconess.
---- SI 00 --- $10.05
TOTAL MOVE IN COST
based on the text, "Let Us
Mother of Church,
Down
per Week
Nurses, Missionary,
Make Man."
Prayer Sand
Music for the evening meetFHA TERMS $50.00 CASH
Nylon. Dacron, Cotton,
in q was furnished by the
Poplin, Sizes 5 to 52
Southern, Mt. Gilliam and New
Long,Short and /
3
4 Sleeves
Era Male choruses, and the TriILROGSS FOR 5114101
nity Baptist chorus.
ILNO ORGANIZATIONS
The financial goal for the
leneed Prices Available
day was $1.000. but the total
SMITE POI FOOl CATAIOG #7
CALL AGENT
receipts amounted to 01,009.
SPIER FASNION UNIFORMS
Joseph T. Greene was chairCalhoun
EX 8-6900
John
, 711 II St., N . E. 77 Alabama St., sm.
man of the observance and
Wasillogtoo 2,D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
131 8-6704
Night Phone
Thomas Sharp secretary.

Preachers Come
To Aid Of Rev.
Shuttlesworth

Trinity Baptist
Honors Pianist
During Program

Members of the Young Pinkston, on the electric HawAdult Fellowship of the Cen- aiian guitar. He was seated in
tenary Methodist church gave front of an Hawaiian scene,
persons who attended their and was accompanied at the
"Hawaiian Tea" a memorable piano by his son, Donald
visit to the "Paradise of the Pinkston.
Pacific" recently in the E. J. COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Cox hall of the church.'
Among those persons resHostesses dressed in color- ponsible for the successful tea
ful clothing, with leis around were Mesdames Blanche Hunt,
their necks and flowers in their Louise Harris, Ann Lumpkin,
hair, presented all guests with Juanita Powell, Frazelia Gris•
a leis as they gave them the ham, Willie B. Pierce, Bessie
"alohas" on entering.
Wooten, Myrtle Donoho, Ruby
REV. C. H. TAYLOR
Beautiful lilting music re- Carnes, Dora Etta Roberts,
sounded throughout the eve- Charlestine Miles and Ella Mae A Chicago minister, Rev. C.
H. Taylor, is expected to be
ning as the guests enjoyed de- Hewitt.
licious Hawaiian frappe, and
Also Maude Sartor, Mattie the featured speaker at the St.
cookies served from an at- Jackson, Josephine Perkins, Matthew Biwtist church, 643
decorated
table Annie Laurie Willis, Mae Bell Wicks ave., during the morntractively
adorned with avocadoes, pine- Blount, A. Langford, Callie ing service at 11 o'clock, Si.
apples and other food from the Jones, Clytee Lewis, Lena day, Feb. 18.
Sloan. Adults from left are Pacific area.
Fouche, and Jean Ricard, Rev. Taylor will speak on
Mrs. Maggie Hutchins, Sloan,
The beautiful Hawaiian mus- Misses Joyce Tate and Robbie "Faith In Action." The public
Mrs. Edna Haywood and Mrs. ic was furnished by Thomas Rucker, and Eleanor Johnson, is invited to attend the service.
Fannie Smith.
James Hyter, L. R. Castle- Rev. H. H. Harper is t h e
berry and Robert Hewitt.
church's pastor.
Special hostesses were Misses Carol Clayborn and Metia
Grisham,
Rev. D. M. Grisharn is pastor
The Melrose high school PTA of the church.
has announced that plans for
"I Neatly itched to death
the Annual Tea to be given in
CHOIR ROBES
714 years.Tise.!found.
the gymnasium on Sunday, Feb
slew
molder creme.Now
coshion
Hugh
25, are almost complete.
Styling
I'm happy," writes Mrs.
Mrs. Mattie Suttles, PTA
Superbly Tailored
P.Ronsay ofL.A.Calif.
president, says that the dead- —At An Economy Price II
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of y•ginal itch,
line for persons who want to
rectal itch, chafing, nob
SHAPIRO- SOUTHERN
place advertisement and names
and KAMM with an amazing- new sclendlin
UNIFORM COMPANY
formula called LANACANF.Thisfast•acting
in the Souver
booklet will be 314 South Mom St.
JA 6.3611
medicated creme kills harmful bacteria=
•
on Monday night, Feb. 19.
Cull for Mrs. Lifilo
while it !soothes taw, irritated and inn
tint.. Stops KIIIItgZ
A I
:
irdi beeline.
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
Floyd Campbell is principal
Don't/Om Cest
drieniailb
Church for Inforrnotion't
of the school.

Deadline Announced
For PTA Tea Patrons

Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH
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Glee Club To Sing
At Ward Chapel
Church On Sunday

FIRST!

Memorial Services
Held For Teacher

QUALITY
STAMPS
The Public's

WALLACE JOHNSON
REALTY Co.

First Choice.
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DOES IT AGAIN In The

Men Of Beale St.
Baptist Church Go
Over $1,000 Goal

JACK SPRAT

Ue
60

Famous.Family
of Fine Foods!

UNIFORMS

1WALLACE JOHNSON REALTY Co., Suite 2
Phone 452-3112
3756 Lamar Ave.

Nehl lEife

CENTENARY
Methodist Church

353 LUCY AVENUE
seeda, yowl - 9:30
h
B .t'.
ill N

NI.
P M

morales oormhoi - II
- S
Night 11 orship

A.M.

p.m.

.1011N h. 11011 %RD, Pastor - Mits. u. M. BINS]ilre. secy.

878 Mississippi Blvd.
Sunday School -9:30 A.M. MornIngWorshIp 10 55 A.M.
5:00 P.M. EvenIngWorshtp- 1:15 P.M.
M. F. F.

REV D. M. GRISHAV, Minister
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Newsman To Direct Alaskan
Tour For Methodist Church

Rev. C.
d to be
t the St.
rch, 643
e mornc4c, Su.

peak on
e public
service.
s the

tired
TCH

sdantiall
att.acting
everrta
a healingi,
druditaMe

•

mei

A CAMPAIGN was launched
for Coppin AME church's
Youth Center by Rev. S. S.
Morris—pastor. The center,
which is to be 50 feet wide
by 130 feet and three stories
high with a gymnasium on

the first floor, mezzanine on
the second and class club
rooms and library on the
third floor will cost approximately 9200,000. How•rd
Major, trusties of Coppi n,
(left), is chairman of the

drive: Rev. Morris. (center)
and Wilmer Jordan. superintendent of Sunday
School, will lend their efforts to make the drive a

success.

NEW YORK — George Dan - will take its members to coun
cis, assistant director of the tries to be studied as a part o
Hoard of Missions Department the 1962-83 Protestant mission
of News Service of the Metho- st•idy theme, "The Christian
dist church, 475 Riverside drive, Mission on the Rim of East
will direct a tour of Alaska Asia." The countries included
in both the study and the tour
commencing July 30.
Methodists will have an op- are Korea, Okinawa, Taiwan
portunity next spring to visit and Hong Kong.
lands about which they will A visit to Japan is thrown
be studying in mission classes in fur good measure as a part
during the fall and winter, of the tour. The group will see
A Methodist Board of Missions Methodist schools, churches
tour will go to five Far East- medical institutions, social centern countries April 24-May 30. ers and other mission work.
For those interested in home They will also take in popular
b.issions, especially Methodist tourist attractions.
work in the Forty-ninth state, The tour director is the Rev.
t h e Board of Missions will Frank S. Williams of Los Ansponsor a tour to Alaska July geles, Calif.. executive secretary of the Board of Missions
30-August 11.
Both tours are in line with of the Southern Californiathe Board's policy of sponsor- Arizona Methodist Conference.
ing one home and one over- The tour is sponsored by two
set ; mission tour each year, agencies of the Board of Missions, the Division of World
EAST ASIA
The "Rim of East Asia" tour Missions and the Joint Section
of Education of Cultivation.

BishopsUrge
Passage Of
Rights Bill

EUGENE H. MATTHEWS
(center), was recently presented with a trophy for his
among
work
outstanding
youths. During the past year

nue Baptist church. Youngpresented him with a
loving cup during a ceremony in the church.

sters

leaders.
The members, of the Joint'
Boald of Finanie include the
Revs. A. Ryce, II. G. W. Armster, T. C. Lightfoot, Sr., Mr.
Robert Birdsong, and Mr. Jackcouncil of the the Revs. O.L. Naylor, G W son Bracy.
mid-winter
The
C.—BishWASHINGTON, D.
The host pastor, the Rev.
Southeast-Missouri and Illinois Arni,ter, Amos Ryce, II, and J. Marshall Gilmore and his conops John Wesley Lord of the
Frank V. Middleton has lary are Mrs. Mary Whi te
various
The
Pettigrew.
Christian
M.
Conference of the
gregation are to be commended
Area of the Methobeen elected commander of Mrs. Annie Johnson and Mrs. Washington
Methodist Episcopal church met choirs of the Chicago C.M.E. for their hospitality. The faciliCelsus E. Buguesse Post 1705 Erma Owens, vice presidents; dist Church, and Edgar Love o
church
C.M.E.
churches did the singing. The ties were excellent and the
at Bray Temple
of the Catholic War Veterans Mrs. Camille Black, treasurer; the Baltimore Area and their
in a two day session January Rev. J. H. Henderson and A. service left very little to be
of the USA, and Mrs. Florence Miss Joyce Madison, secre- cabinets of 11 district superinW. Bishop served as worship desired, said a church member.
24 and 25.
K. Robinson has been named tary; Mrs. Isabell Sterling, tendents have petitioned GovThe council wai presided over,
president of the group's Lad- welfare officer; Mrs. Ethel ernor J. Millard Tawes of
prethe
Allen,
by Bishop J.C.
Wells, historian: Mrs. Beatrice Maryland to call a special sesies Auxiliary for 1961-62.
Episcopal
late of the Third
GEORGE DANIELS
Other post officers are An- Lee, ritual officer, and Mrs. sion of the General Assembly
District.
a
on
drew Robinson. William H. Annie Johnson, color guard. to secure favorable action
Highlights included a stimuALASKAN TOUR
Benson and Lemon Cole, first, Trustees are James Hopkins public accommodations bill.
lating address by Bishop Allen,
Alasto
tour
Methodist
The
the
in
held
second and third vice com- and Anderson L. Rose for the The meeting was
were
sum- the excellent reports that
manders, respectively; Samuel post, and Mrs.',Leo C. Joseph, Methodist Building here on ka will come during the
made by the presiding elders
conis
landscape
the
when
mer,
30.
HenMrs.
January
W. Black, treasurer; Percy A. Mrs. Pearl May and
Rev. Dr. David E. Readye theran Church, 6200 S. Pebeautiful. and the department heads, and
Alexander, Sr., welfare officer: rietta Jones for the auxiliary. The letter to Governor Tawes sidered at its most
the stirring sermons that were was unanimously elected presi- oria; Secretary: Mrs. Virginia
Methodist
see
will
group
The
bill
the
of
framMcsupport
F.
urges
Edward
Guests were
Willis J. Hotter, judge advodent of the Englewood Com- Poore, 6519 S. Emerald; CorAn- delivered.
eate; Eve M. Cantrell, officer Elroy, commander of the CWV ed by the Governor's Commis- work at Ketchikan, Juneau,
Pastors, lay members, and vi- mittee for Community Action' responding Secretary: Mrs.
and
Fairbanks
Rev- W. J. FAULKNER
Kenai,
chorage,
Ann
and
Rose
Miss
Problems
on
sion
Interracial
and
of the day, and Joseph Daw- in Illinois,
from other conferences at its third annual meeting. Emma Green, 6434 S. Peoria;
Nome (the latter having the sitors
Zaloudek, president of the Il- Relations.
son, historian.
attended the meeting despite January 30, at St. Stephen's Treasurer: Gerald Grabill,
Methodist
northwest
farthest
leaders
churches
of
and
auxiliary.
Negro
State
linois
Other officers of the auxilAss't Dir. of Business Day.,
the fact that the temperature Parish Hall, 6453 Peoria St.
both races favor this bill over church in the Western hemis- was around zero.
Dr. Readye is pastor of the Chicago City Bank & Trust
"•••••••••
an alleged "weaker" one pro- phere).
Greater St. John AME church, Co.. 63rd & Halsted; ComAPPRAISAL"
A special feature will be a "AN
posed by the State Legislative
Bishop Allen spoke to the 6201 Throop St. He has served mission Chairmen: Education:
visit to the flourishing new
Council.
council on "An Appraisal of this church since October 1960. Rev. Philip Dripps, Pastor,
The latter bill calls for the Alaska Methodist university in America's Double Standard as Dr. Readye came to Englewood OgdenPark Methodist
abolishment of segregation in Anchorage, built by gifts from it relates to the question of from St. Peter's AME church Church, 8754 S. Loomis; Mem-—
Methodists throughout America.
public accommodations bill.
race relations." It was indeed in Decatur, Ill., where he had bership and Development:
sister s, Mesdames Elizabeth
By SALLIE BUTLER
excepting certain places of The director is George M. an unforgettable message. Bish- served for eight years.
Rev. Harry Conner, Pastor,
Daisy
Hammond.
of
Jones,
Northern Light Chapter 52
Daniels, assistant director of
The
amusement.
Commission
the C.M.E.'s In Decatur, he was the first Normal Park Methodist
Bennett, and Sarah Moore, of
of News Ser- op Allen is giving
Department
the
hold
will
Order
Masonic
bill
the
of
makes
no
in
its
exception
Negro to serve on the Board Church, 7128 S. Emerald;
RICHMOND, Va. — Dr. Wilthis area leadership.
Centerville, Ala.: four brothvice of the Board of Missions. of
Friday ers, Johnny, Tommy, Oscar provisions.
and of Education. He was twice Planning and Conservation:
Southeast-Missouri
The
liam J. Faulkner, minister of their monthly meeting
Persons desiring detailed inMasonic and 0. T. Martin, of Alabama, In addition, to the Bishops,
Illinois Conference contains elected. He was chairman of Henry P. Wilson, 8508 Sangathe Park Manor Congregation- at 7:30 p.m. in the
signers of the appeal to the formation about either tour are three districts: Chicago, the the Neighborhood Organization mon; Recreation: John Bell,
and a host of lesser relatives
Worthy
Hammond.
in
Hall,
Governor are: The Revs. J.B.A. asked to write: Dr. John R. Rev. A.R. Davis, presiding eld- for Urban Renewal in Decatur, Community Secretary, Southal church of Chicago and forand friends.
Dyson, Kenneth P. Barnes, Hilt- Wilkins, 13th floor, 475 River- er; St. Louis, the Rev. F.M. he served five years as the town YMCA, 6545 S. Union;
mer dean of chapel at Fisk matrons and worthy patrons
Among persons of Hammond
on
A. Parker, Ramsey Bridges side Drive, New York 27, N. Y. Dickey, presiding elder; and the president of the Decatur N.A.- Welfare: to be selected; Memuniversity, will give a series of the lodge are requested to
who are convalescing t his
and
Kelly L. Jackson of the
of talks during religious activ- be present.
Griggs,
Champaign district. the Rev. T. A.C.P.; and he was on the Ur- bers-at-large: Rev. Clyde
week are: Mesdames
ities week at Virginia Union
The Missionary Council of Allen Norful, Willie Perkins, Washington Conference, and
Emerald
ban Renewal Committee of the Allison, Pastor,
R. Taylor. presiding elder.
university, Feb. 25-March 1. Mt. Zion Baptist church, met
Wycoff, Edgar Burton Clarence L. Fossett, John BayThe presidents of the de- D,1..catur Association of Com- Ave. Presbyterian Church,
Jenny
- Dr. Faulkner will speak at Thursday. Mrs. Callie Rodgers and Lulu Owens; Walter Hicks, ley Jones, Daniel W. Justice,
6701 S. Emerald Ave., Mrs.
partments are: Mrs. A. L. Tierce.
11 a.m. each day from Monday. is president and Mrs. Fannie Amos Powell, Henry White, Paul F. Warner, Edgar W. BecGrooms, Missionary Society; Dr. Readye was educated at Laura Sydnor, 6137 Green;
'Feb. 26 t hrough Thursday, Devine is president of the Mt. Jelly Reynold, George Walker kett, and Marion S. Michael of
Mr. Marion Guyton, Lay Activi- Wilberforce university, Wilber- A resolution was unanimousthe Baltimore Conference.
The Rev. T. J. Howard, well- ties; and Miss
Feb. 28. His topic will be in Zion Mission. Rev. A. R. Burns and Miss Josephine Porter.
Lucille Randall, force, Ohio, where he received ly passed In support of Parker
will
guest
known
be
evangelist,
▪keeping with the theme of the is the pastor.
his A.B. and B.D. degrees. He Elementary School Parents sitYouth Committee.
Wathe
before
Selfspeaker
Sunday
observance, "Christ and
Mrs. T. L. Smith spent the
The reports revealed that the was given a Doctor of Divinity in.
club
Breakfast
bash
YMCA
hood."
weekend in Indianapolis, Ind.
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Rev.
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mond.
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OF COLDS?
The senior Smith was trans- Morris, will preach at the Good to Pope John XXIII commend- to attend.
•Then break the coughing-choking- ferred from Da yt o n, 0., to Samaritan Methodist church of ing the
Pontiff for his recent
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NEGRO HISTORY—NEVER! suo, who doesn't have to—to
THADDEUS T. STOKES
There are Negro people in identify himself with a group
.....
•
Editor
Memphis today who are op- which is a symbol for incornpeSubscription rate: One year, $6; sit Ineetats. 43.50, (2.year
special Subscription rote $10) posed to the annual observance tence, degradatio
n, inferiority,
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tor
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. of so-called "National Negro and ostracism. So, today, there
History Week." They are right are increasing numbers of NePublished Every Thursday by the New Tri-St aye Publishing Co. Second
Class Postage Paid
in line with a lot of white groes who welcome the inte•
Americans who oppose the ob- technique from everything that
at Memphis, T.....see. Under Act at March 7, 1879.
/"0111,
servanee.
s;-•;.
,
V4" %
gration on effort as an escape
.1)
f0"
4
But the reasons for the 0P has gone before in the back—
,•
position—in the case of Negro- ground of "God's Chillun" (Ne- •
es and whites—differ. By way groes, to you, Sir.)
SERVING L000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE
w--HALP—AP
E
AREA
of background for what is to
Yet, there are still Negroes
be said, a bit of recapitulation
who
insist
that being accepted
(looking back) is in order. Neas human beings, worthy of regro History week was initiated
spect for their dignity as such,
by Dr. Carter G. Woodson, one
••••••••• "'•
••••••10
of the first members of his race does not mean destroying their
viZZ;;•-to understand and appreciate individuality. There are Negroes
who feel that they can be huthe value of a knowledge of its
4.1 *
'
own history for building elf man beings—with all the reThe more the Republicars howl about ing in expanded urban
4
areas in housing respect
spect and dignity that implies—
and supporting its digthe President's Urban Affairs Depart- that does not exist,
and still be Negroes. They argue
moving about by nity among men,
within a
ment, the more they convince us that means of systems of
urban transportatiqn racial or national group—any that in the natural course of Na- .ture, varying
they are laboring under the weight of a that do not now
exist.
pigmentations in
where, anytime. Doctor Woodguilty conscience. They have constructed
skin coloring—varying
"The challenge is great, and the time is son launched his movement
cl.
to tioning
an elaborate series of critical appraisals short. I propose
influences in their
to act now to strengthen focus attention on the history
to show that this new Federal Depart- and improve
the machinery through of the American Negro back in backgrounds, differing outlooks
and attitudes toward life and
ment is not needed.
which, in large part, the Federal Gov- the 1920's.
its manifestations, that make
One of their contentions is that it ernment Must
act to carry out its proper He climbed a rugged path. In men
vary from each other.
would be impossible to concentrate in one role of encourag
ement and assistance to the first place, most Americans There is such
a thing as "differdepartment all the officials now dealing states
and local governments, to volun_ weren't aware that the Negro ence" even in
•-• •
the American
with various aspects of urban problems—
had any history. Most Amen. "melting pot." All men
tary efforts and to private
are
not
"because most of the existing agencies
i
t
n
,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
enterprise'
cans had never had
the solution of these problems.
brought the sa nse—even when it is in"
i
and departments are necessarily national
their attention that the Ne- sisted that all of them
Writing in the New York Heraldare THE
It; scope, and not divided on urban-rural
Tribune, a rabid Republican newspaper, gro had been anything more "equal."
lines."
than a slave, a "thing" in the
So, Negroes who think like
the celebrated Walter Lippmann had this
The question is asked: "Is the Secreevolution of this nation. It was this
to say:
can't see why the "differtary of such a department to be the
hard for them to accept a preence" which makes them Ne"I do not know what part the pro- sentation
lobbyist-in-chief for the mayors and
of facts to the congroes should be hidden—denied
councils and cities? If so, could not this posed appointment of Robert C. Weaver trary. It was hard for them —forgotte
n—deplored—and cast
has played in promoting the coalition of to believe that the Negro
The Chickasaw Council ofserved its 52nd anniversary of
be done better by getting all the city
in aside. It is their view that even 111111illitilita1111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111
Boy Scouts of America ob- the organization during
Boy
officials together and have them select a Southern Democrats and Republicans. America had made any tangi- in a condition of chattel slavery,
By EDDYE PICKETT
Weaver is already the head of the Hous- ble and useful contributions to
Scout Week, Feb. 7-13 by emHi Lady, Top and you too,
member of their group to live in Washand semi-slavery, the Negro in
the
ing and Home Finance Agency, whibuilding
phasizing the important part
of mer
the "American
chA
ington?"
ica has made many and "Ole Great One." This is the
the family plays in the develwill be the largest component of the de- Way of Life."
valuable contributions to the Jeb Stuart International back
There are those who maintain "the
opment
of boys, scouting andle,
President is going out of his way to bat- partment, and a refusal to promote him Doctor Woodson was among development of this nation. And on the scene to bring you the
the American way of life.
chatter around the world
tle for this measure, to compensate for when he is so pre-eminently qualified the first Negroes to set out a they feel these contributions latest
.
could have been explained only as racial program of "re-brain-washing" should be emphasized in such 0I music, jive and social events.
More than five million boys
the failure of his administration to
and adult leaders and more
the nation about the Negro—in observances as National Negro CONGRATULATIONS
espouse civil rights legislatively to any discrimination,
than 131,000 units will par"Nevertheless, he is no doubt the terms that would include in the History Week—in order to help This week, we congratulate
particular extent."
ticipate in Boy Scout Week.
main reason for the opposition of the Negro "image the features of raise the Negro's self-respect, the Olympic Track Star, Wilma
They admit that the patriotism of the
and dignity as in- and'i help enlighten his white Rudolph for becoming "FE"We in Scouting" say J. T.
man who will head the Urban Affairs Southern Democrats. But he cannot be dividualsy.
neighbors who have hitherto MALE ATHLETE OF THE
the
reason
for
Chandler, T. J. Toney and
the
oppositio
n
of
the
Re- TO YOU SIR
Department is unquestioned. So is his
been
"brain-wa
for
shed" into the YEAR"
two consecutive
publican leaders who are making all sorts
Louis B. Hobson, Memphis
dedication as a public servant. "Only the
Doctor Woodson wrote books general acceptance of the times.
chairmen of the North Central
of gestures, no doubt sincerely, to prove
color of his skin," opined the Chicago
telling about the Negro's past "image" of the Negro as a clown
Miss
Rudolph
is a student SPOTLIGHT
and South Divisions, "know
themselves to be friends of the Negro in the
United States. Be lec- and half-ape.
Sun-Times, "is at issue."
at Tennessee A & I State colThis week our spotlight falls that through the active partured. Started a Negro history Yep, in the modernworld— lege.
All of these arguments carefully skirt voters.
upon Jannie Rhodes daughter ticipation of parents in our
"I cannot help thinking that the Re- Study Association. "Sold" his existence is increasingly be- TRIBUTE OF WEEK
the fact that three-quarters of the people
program, a profound impresea—until in time Negro high coming a matter of "images" This week we pay tribute of Mrs. Anna Rhodes of Dexlive in urban areas which need rehabili- publicans did not stop to consider what idtudy
ter Road. She is a senior at sion is being made on the home
s
schools,
colleges,
and
like
the
to
The
David
"Ugly
they
Porter,
American"
were
a
doing,
is an
tation; adequate transportation systems
graduate of Mt. Pisgah high where she is life of millions of American.
and that they acted on
began to observe a 'Week" hi image in foreign lands against Booker T. Washington
High the top honor roll student and Families brought together by
and other public facilities which are being their reflexes, which take it for granted
which to tell the good thing? which the Kennedy Administr school, who began his
profes- a member of the Future Scouting are stronger families.
ataxed by the increasing density of the that any new proposal to deal with the about the Negro
in
America.
sional
tion
endeavors
and
other
national
eight
leadermonths Teachers of America. She a t_ and stronger families mean a
changing world is automatically undecity-population.
But times have changed, ship institutions are battling ago.
tends Hills Chapel Baptist stronger America."
President Kennedy's message to Con- sirable.'
There are Negroes today who today. They want to combat
Porter
has
appeared
the
at church.
Mr. Lippman is pulling his punches. reseLt being referred
The principal activity of the
gress asking for the creation of a Departto as Ne- "image" which Communist Rus- various schools throughout the After
graduation, Jannie division will be the annual
•
ment of Urban Affairs and Housing He knows well that the Republicans are groes. They want to divorce sia has
given the world of the Memphis area. Also he has plans to attend LeMoyne col- Recognition Dinner which is
should be a sufficient answer to those opposed to the new department mainly themselves from all connections United States. They must
battle appeared at dance halls in lege. So hats off to a fine young scheduled for Friday. Feb. 9
critics of the plan who say they are honest because a Negro woUld head it, and that of race. And, their view is un- that "image" if America is to Arkansas, Mississippi and Kenlady.
at 7 p.m. at Universal Life
the credit for so unprecedented a promo- derstandable. It is pretty in- survive and progress along-side lucky. David was one of the
in their opposition to it.
Insurance Company.
CHATTER
convenien
t
t9
be classed with a the rest of the world.
featured
"The time we live in," declared the tion would go to theDemocrats. This, the
ed attractions at the W. Y.K.W.
is out to get a cer- Principal speaker will be A.
President, "urgently calls for this action. GOP leadership fears would place the group that is regarded as in- In the same light, the Negro C. Handy Music Festival last tam fellow
at Lester. (Look _ L. Johnson, dean of Prentiss
ferior.
still has a battle of the "image" December at Ellis Auditorium,
In a few short decades we have passed Negro vote forever and a day solidly beout, she may be ranking your Institute of Prentiss, Miss.,
It's asking a lot for a per- to fight. Now,
He is doing quite well with hustle.)
whatchubet!
from a rural to an urban way of life; in hind the Democratic party. In this
Bonnie Carnes is the a graduate of Fisk university
his latest record release en- break
on, we must confess, the Re- i"•••••••••••••••••••
a few short decades more, we shall be a assumpti
in the heart of Cliff Hen- and New York university. A
.
•••••••••••••••••••••• titled
.
•
"Farewell" (which he derson Pearlie Biles isn't
nation of vastly expanded population, liv- publicans are right.
blue long time scouter, he is holder
•
wrote) on Eagle Records of
•
anymore— Charles Dorsey is of the Silver Beaver award in
Memphis.
pulling toward happiness. Ray scouting.
"So Hats off to a Crooning Mullins,
once you were interSongster."
ested in Faye Brown, now she
• OPERATION WAXVILLE
is interested in you.
•
• "Coming Down With The
DEDICATIONS
•
.
Blues," Bertha Carr and Willie "Cry
So long as ex-French Africa enjoys
The ex-French territories derive such.
To Me," Veris Watkins
• English.
close preferential relations with France formidable economic advantages from t..................******.......
"Popeye," Paula and Valarie
•
_
............46
"Cry To Me," Joe Marie Richmond;
...
n GLORIA TUCKER
and the common market, while the ex- their association with France and the
Jones and Curtis Phillips.
"It
Must
Be
British territories do not, trade barriers common market that they will hardly "TAKE MY HAND
Love,"
Lillie
stop feeling a morbid fear of "My Little Angel,"
Mae ******er
y
Minnie and Jake Waller; "I'm
are introduced into Africa which reflect abandon them. Yet the solution for such PRECIOUS LORD-Blue,"
the Memphis Negroes because Rawls and James
Mitchell. Florence
ce Washington.
By GLORIA TUCKER
Ano
Another pillar . in the wall of their own background is filled
not African so much as European ar- states as Nigeria and Ghana—which, in
"Something's Got A Hold TOP GIRLS
Hello Guys and Gals, friends
segregatio
racial
n
crumbled
rangements and interests.
with persecution because of Of Me." Ruby Carton and
European eyes, seems quite straightMr. Heneritta Barnes and
in Memphis last week their religious beliefs. We must
Faye and pals. This is Jo-Jo-Bell of
Europe continues to project its eco- forwardly to lie in joining the association here
Wonderful.
when all of
Richmond.
Carver high school bringing to
the downtown de- understand that the officials
nomic divisions into an area from which —runs counter to their profound hostility
"What's So Good About TOP BOYS
you, the latest chatter in and
partment stores desegregated fears are unfounded.
Good Bye?," Gloria Lynch and Timothy
its direct political influence has been to the idea of a "Euro-African" union in
their eating facilities, with one We must not ru,l) rashly on
Richmond and Mel- around the Big "C." Here is
Joe Houston.
removed. Inevitably, Britain's proposed which, so it seems to them, Africa will ex ception—t
yin
Henderson.
this week's happenings.
hat exception is in demanding that the Gerber
entry into the common market has inevitably play the subordinate part, John Gerber company, one
JUNIORS IN ACTION
of officials desegregate, but it is
strained this aspect of West Africa's rela- hewing wood and drawing water.
the town's finest did not de- our constitutional duty to take
The JuniJr class is having a
tions with the West.
Britain's negotiations with her former segregate its eating facilities, them by the hand and lead them
Junior Talent Review, March 2,
It has created an uncomfortable situa- territories have not yet reached the point Officials of the Gerber coin- ir .o the path of democratic
at 2:00 p.m. The title is "Swingtion in which the African powers seem to of fOrcing the issue. But once its entry pany i no surpriseme y ideals as firmly as parents reing Juniors In Action."
Class officers are: president;
be left with two unsatisfactory choices— is assured either its ex-colonies must find refusing to .discontinue racial strain a wayward child .
By GUEST WRITER
either to get rid of division at the cost ways of coming in as well. or Africa's segregation in their eateries. We must use a brotherhood in
campus Baby Huey, the Man- Joseph Bell, vice president;
CarolynBettye
Jo
h ns
Johnson.
Asecretary
st. secre-;
of continued dependence or to avoid de- divisions and resentments will harden They themselves have been and dealing with Gerber officials Like hi Tigers. With much assas High N.D.C,.C.
Battle
Sherman,
to a large extent today are vic- and all other persons opposed joy I greet you. This week
pendence at the price of further division. along the old colonial frontiers.
group. So bow down big bat- lacy;
Cuba Jenkins, business
tims of a similar type of racial to the democratic way of life, your indispensable bard, Gwen
tie group and take five. They
manager; Gaye Mason, Ast,
hatred that has been long suf- We must do like the words of Johnson, stepped down
to let say the backbone of the Army
this be love?
business
Colnoel
fered by many American Ne- the Negro Spiritual, "Take My her unexperienced apprentice
manager;
is
the
buck, but to the corn- Gi'liland, and Larry Coney, reOtis Thomas has been told groes. There is not any person Hand Precious
Lord-Lead Me try his hand in lousing up the missioned officers we say
he has the power. Otis, do you or a group of persons who bet- On "
take porter: Larry Coney.
.
printer's ink. If you didn't dig ten. Now don't
be bored be- Advisors are: Mrs. N. Jonet
really believe this.
ter under how to utilize the
my title I'm Coby Smith cause you wouldn't
dare if you and Mrs. J. Truitt.
Phoebe Weaver has sudden- tactics of racial hatred than the
otherwise known as Vernon, hooked horns with
Captain LONELY HEART'S CLUB
ly become a counselor on teen- victim who has half-way es- Orange Mound Club
your guest writer.
Willie
Ware,
but
first year Carolyn Sherman
agers! We hear that she ap- caped it. In the Gerber case.
Since it's known around the men don't play Captain
By
Hears
plied for a job as "teenage it is the victim becoming the
Panelists
James Louis Vaughn
st
big "M" that I'm a Tiger tear- Harris cheap cause
he's got Your Truly
counselor"
victimizer.
LAURA WILEY and
ing down antique procedures fifty more merits
t
than
Hanley
he's Ruth Craft
We wonder who's taking We must not deal harshly
School
just relax guys and dolls and going to keep.
LOIS BOLDEN
Cora Jackson to Hamilton's with the Gerber company oftTOP COUPLES and SONGS
The Relationhip Between string along with king, if
Senior Dance? Will it be icials, however, we must deal Voting
Now Cadet Colonel Henry Colonel Gilhland and Hittie
Power and First-Class you're able now.
Well, here we are back on better watch what you write Malfred or (Oh! we forget, with them firmly in helping
Montgomery is meek and Bonner—"Duke of Earl."
Citizenship," was the theme of AS YOU LIKE IT
the scene to relate to you or you'll have more than
you we aren't suppose to tell!), them realize that they are ene- a panel discussion when the Tuesday's talented guys and sweet but when he calls in- Larry Joyner and Faye Massome of the goings in and can handle.
Why is it that Fred (party mies to the democratic princi- Orange
on—"I Lost Someone."
Mound Democratic dolls struck gold with two spection you'd better be neat.
around this mad city.
Irvin Grice and Yvonne Hill
Joyce Walton is wondering time) Griffin won't make his pals for which both black and club observed its first annj. swinging talent shows. And if The staff officers are
Lieu—"I'm
move?
Blue."
white
men
SPOTLIGHT
have sacrificed their versary on Feb. 6
what Raymond Ratliff is going
you dig social sciences you tenant Colonel Terry Edwards,
Alvin Floyd and Shirley
TOPS AROUND TOWN
lives to continue.
Stepping into the limelight to do.
Members of the panel were should have been there be- Major Marvin Alexander AdBrown—"Isle of Sirens."
Clarence Bolden.
No doubt, some of the same Mrs.
this week, is a very charming What's
Elizabeth Russell, Mrs. cause the Premiers introduced jutant! Major James Phillips, Ronald
this we hear about Billy Doss,
black people Gerber company's Ruby D.
Turner and Linda
and gracious young lady, Billy
Spight, Frank Mpg. the Duke of Earl but Richard Major John Greene, and Major Jones—"Th
Davis and Phyllis Davis? Morris Webb.
ings I Wanna Hear!'
officials are denying service, trick and
Patricia Allen. She resides at Could
Atty. Russell Sugar. Graham says, The Duke of Freddie Rollins. The staff BEST
this be the start of Theodore Pickett.
DRESSED
fought during World War II, to mon. T.
1943 Colvia Lane with her something
T. Stokes, editor of Earl is only Human. After dwellers of lesser status are Lena
big?
protect this country against in- the Tri-State
Derden and Carolyn
Grundy Nolas.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Tommie
Was
Bradford
Defender,
sang,
"I
Captain
Sherman
Clarence Bolden. we won't Lee Ann Cooper.
Dicking, Sherman.
vaders—and to safeguard not moderator.
F. Allen.
Think He Does," Evertina Captain Milton Brooks, Lt. Chester
tell anyone that you have a Carolyn Hollingworth.
only Gerber company but the
Moore and Willie
Fred Davis, president of the Roderick reeked the ply cause James Smith and yours
She is a member of the growing
truly Calvin.
fan club.
very lives and properties of
Verna Hooker.
sophomore class at Melrose. I
the
she
organizati
pun.
"Don't
on
stated
the
Card
l
A
former
Captain
Smith,
Coby
Public
TOP
wonder why Marva Bolden
ubCHICKS
HIC
HKSy
company officials themselves. poses
ard.
Doris Rowe.
Around the campus she is af- and Larry
of the club before the Manassite Miss Almerta Cark information Officer. Now for
Johnson are trying JUKUOX TURMOIL
PATIENCE DEMANDED
'Faye Mason,
filiated with the NHA, and the to
discussion, and Mrs. M. H. took house just as she did two an array of talents the cornkeep their affair a big Billy Davis and Phyllis We must be patient
Virginia
Nelson,,Shirley Jones,
with the Strong introduced panelists. years ago with Isaac Hayes pany commanders are
Senior Y-Teens.
somesecret.
Joy
Gerber company officials, howReeves, Shirley Hill, Mat
Davis. "Cry to Me."
Mrs. L. Bates, vice president,(Baby Brook) swinging with thing else. It is rather amazing
In social life, she was re- Josephine Be II specializes
Brown, Lena Derden, Caroly '
Bolden and Cora ever, we must continue to in- made remarks
"Baby, you've got what it to dig Captain Isaac Hayes, Sherman
ending
obthe
cently initiated into the Sherit- in nose jobs. Isn't that true Jackson,
sist
on them to desegregate serv ce.
and Bonnie Bailey.• 6'
Lost Someone."
,
takes." And that,ain't all, the the man with a million dollar TIP
tes Social club.
Robert "Pete" Wells.
FELLOWS
Mack Bennett and Maxine their eating facilities—not that
j
Refreshments were served junior high talent was by no voice or his protegee, frogman
Religiously she is a mem- Charles Graham and Morris Perry, "Duke
Charles
all
Brown, Kenneth Wil.a
Negroes want to eat there after
of EarL"
the program held in the means left out. If you dig, of the drill team Captain Bob- kins,
ber of the St. John Baptist Brunson are on the same bat- Otis Thomas and L.M.W., but because
Harold Adams, Eugent,
as long as the recreation room
Hanley Mr. Postman brought t h r cc by Reed. But that isri:t a//. If Campbell,
church, where she belongs to tlefield, battling over Patricia "Irresistib
the
of
facilities
James Gray, C. G.'
le You."
continues to be closed elementary school.
letters, "The Twist," A letter I had the face of Captain Gilliland,
the Red Circle.
Hooks!
Jr., James Peppers
Larry Lee and Lena Rich- to the Negro, simply because
ful
tears,
of
and "A Hundred Vance Moore who'd care about Otis Elden, Ernest
After graduation from Mel- I wonder why Dollye Jack- mond. "Letter Full
Marshallk
of Tears.' le is a Negro, the Gerber off.
Pounds of Clay." If there's any Captain Curtis Owens' versa- and Zeb Hill.
rase. Pat plans to matriculate son has such a keen eye for Larry Johnson and L. M.
W., icials hold back the full imdoubts
about
our nation's tility. Sorry but for reasons STUDENT COUNCIL
at the University of Chicago, Lawson Rowe? Tell us is it Bolden, "Hello Again."
plementation of democracy in
Words of the Wise
defense, just leave it to the beyond my control the nemain- The Student
where she will major in psy- Lawson or his gas pipe?
He that cannot forgive
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Council met
Memphis.
Missies
combo,
I'll say they ing officers will be listed in a .ursday, February It,
chology.
Carl Hubbard has developed Stop! Look! and Listen! The GREAT FEAR
others, breaks the bridge
1982, Ai
jolly
are
well
highly
exploSive.
later issue (much later). So after school in Mr. Waller'01
Our hats are tilted. to you, a n.j. on a certain junior Sheriette Social Club is spon- We must
,
1
deal with the Ger- over which he must pass himHow's that Billy Moore? May- let's raise the garrison flag and room to make
Pat for being such an out- around Hamilton High!
plans for Bro-'
soring
all season fashion her officials with great kind- self; for every man has head
be
Mrs.
Harvey
twenty-on
should
standing young lady.
e gun salute thrhood Week. Student counbe a fire a
I
wonder why Patricia show at the YWCA on Missis- nest and understanding. We to be forgiven.
talent scout.
CHATTERBOX
to the instructors and officers cil is under the leadership of.
—(Lord Herbert)
Hooks and Carla Allen are sippi on March 4. This affair is must be kind enough
in our
SpOT LIGHT
of the swinging Manassas High James Gray, president, and,
Simone McAnulty, you had always seen together. Could really going to be swinging, dealings
to demand that they
Hata off this week to the Battle Group.
supervised by R. L. Waller.
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
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Fan Club Recognd on Dinner
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Teen News
By
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Africa And Common Market

Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T. Stokes

Carver High

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
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PARDON ME SIR...BUT COULTI
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OFFICIALS OF HOWARD
university and First Congregational church of Washington. D.C., are shown during
the recent dedication careloonies of the Howard Memorial Tower in honor of
General Oliver Otis Howard.
The tower and its cross are

N•ei

part of First Congregational
church, where Howard university was conceived during
a monthly prayer meeting in
1866. The university was
named after General Howard, a prime founder Of the
school. Standing and reading
the inscription left to right,
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Dear Mme Chante: I am an willing to work to accomplish
intelligent gentleman of 36, in the better things in life. Somegood health, enjoy modern one between the ages of 18
living. Would like to meet a and 28. I am a hard worker.
young lady between 20 and 40 Will answer all letters. Please
who is interested in marriage. send photo in first letter. —
All replies will be answered. Charles C. Dilworth, Route 1,
Women with one or two chil- Box 278K, Tuka, Miss.
•••
dren will be acceptable. I am
understanding. —William Rob- Dear Mme Chante: I am
inson, General Delivery, Mun- writing you in hope that I may
be able to accumulate a host
cie, Ind.
S..
of pen pals (girls). I am 28. 5
Dear Mme Chante: I would feet, 6 inches tall, 142 lbs. All
like to meet a nice understand- correspondence will be anshg gentleman with good char- wered. Marriage is the ultiCOULDN'T....HAD SEE 11CW FAST
acter. I am • Christian lady, mate goal. Please include in
siOU WALK/
39 years of age; a widow. — letters age, height and marPauline Williamson, 1321 Dodd riage possibility — Cecil
Brown, 4140 S. Michigan, c/o
St., Clarksville, Tenn.
Raymond Bradley. Chicago 53,
Dear Mme Chante: / believe
•••
you have contributed much to
our society and I am hoping Dear Ignite Chante: I am
to meef a lady I'd want to from Winchester, Va., but now
rr,arry. I am 34, 5 feet, 7 inches living in Brooklyn, N. Y.
tall, 165 lbs. I have a Civil Would like to hear from ladies
Service job and completed a in their late 20's, since I am
hal' year of college. Would like 28 years of age. Race doesn't
to meet or correspond with matter. I love dances. As they
ladies between 26 and 35.— say, I'd like to be your ValWalter E. King, 515 Clinton entine — Moses Avery, 185
St., Apt. 18, Buffalo 4, N.Y. Hart Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
see
Dear Mme Chante: I am
very lonely. Would like very
much to meet a young lady
who is sincere, honest and true
and is willing to work with
me in seeking the better things
in life and make a future together. Please write for more
details. Like children. I am 36,
5 feet, 9 inches tall, brown—
Ga.
Atlanta
ATLANTA,
skin, not bad looking. All letuniversity has announced April ters will be answered; photos
1 MS the opening date of the exchanged upon request. —
21st annual exhibition of Hank Robinson, Rt. 3, Box 43,
paintings, sculpture and prints Leavenworth, Kansas.
•••
by Negro artists. The univerpurchase Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
offering
sity is
awards to the amount Of $1,- constant reader of your col400, the prize-winning works to umn. You have t_elped so many
become a part of the universi- other people find happiness. I
ty's Contemporary American would like to meet a young
lady between 17 and 27; race,
Art Collection,
March 9 is the final day for creed or .color do not matter.
the receipt of entry blanks and I am 5 feet, 5 1/2 inches tall,
of works entered. The Jury of medium brownskin, black
Selection will meet on March hair. I am 26, have no bad
habits.— Robert Earl, c/o John
20.
Yancey, 4402 S. Prairie, ChicaThe following • prises are ofgo 53, 111.
•
fered:
•••
$250 for the best landscape Dear Mme Chante: Would
In oil; $300 for the best por- like to meet a serious and sintrait or figure painting in oil; cere lady who wants a life
$150 for the best oil, any
an companion. Someone who is
'
ject: V W for the oil receiving immimmiummoimmininiminummimin
the highest number of ballots
I"
are W. Fletcher Lutz, moder- from those atte_ncling the exfirstthe
foe
$125
hibition;
ceremonies;
the
during
ator
Rev. David Colwell, pastor prize in water color; $IBS for By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF HONORED FOR her long
of First Congregational the second in water color; $250
time assistance to the JPC
church: Dr. Mordecai John- for the first in sculpture; $100 WHY DON'T THE TRIBES Credit Union., Mrs. Gertrude
UNITE AS ONE
son, president emeritus of for the second in sculpture;
Williams, vice president of
Howard: and Dr. William $35 and $15 respectively for the That tribal strife
Johnson Publishing Co., reStuart Nelson, vice president first and second prizes in Will sap the life
ceives thanks in the form of
of that great land.
of special projects at the uni- graphic arts.
Why don't they wake
versity.
plan merited whole-hearted And give and take
4
great band.
by 'Tuskegee institute to ex- st-pport of the several institu- Be one
tions and while no formal con- Why can't they see
plore and study its curricular tractural relations were estab- They must wee
and physical facilities. The gen- lished, a program is expected Put hate on shelves
To save themselves.
eral consensus was that the to develop at an early date.

Tuskegee Institute Sets
3-2 Engineer Program

M.. St-A-DAY

•

TUSKE GEE INSTITUTE, proposed plan of cooperation in
Ala. — Tuskegee Institute's the venture. Advantages claimschool of engineering faculty ed include: three college years
was host recently to represen- near home; lower tuition
tatives from 11 Icolleges affili- costs for engineering, educaated with the United Negro tion and an enriched experiCollege Fund and concerned ence which provides for more
with a three-two program on maturity and job success.
engineering education at Tus- Opportunity was provided
kegee institute.
The three-two cooperative
program has long passed the
experimental stage and is m
effect at many colleges and
universities throughout the nation. It provides an opportumembers of the
nity for applicants to enroll in Several Parenthood Associaa liberal arts college for three Planned
available to speak to
years, pursuing a liberal arts tions are
groups, young adult
program that includes the es- couples,
groups and
sential pre-engineering courses groups, women's
required by the engineering men's clubs.
procreation, the
college involved in the coop- Responsible
population explosion and other
erative program.
of
Transferring to the engin- related subjects might be
religious
eering college for a two-year very real concern of
period, they would qualify for groups in the community.
‘,/ Bachelor of Arts degree at Also available is a 14-minute
their original institution and film on family planning, titled
a Bachelor of Science degree "Fair Chance," and a 28-minute film on the population exat the engineering college.
Under the chairmanship of plosion in the U. S., titled
Dr. Paul Dybczak, dean of the -The Young Crowd."
Tuskegee institute school of The association will show
engineering, the 17 visiting either or both to interested
representatives were given an groups. The offices are 203 N.
orientation of objectives and a Wabash ave., DE 2-4856.

PPA Offers
Films, Speakers
To Groups
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O BUNGIE!
TNIS IS WONDERFUL.

-TELL ME...Do YOU
ALWAYS FLV HION
LIKE -11.1‘5?

an orchid from the officers Doris Resift (right), credit
of the dredif union, during committee chairman, Mrs.
its eighth annual meeting Edna Sims (lefl), secretary,
Friday evening, at the Lake a n d Mrs. Geneva Patch,
Meadows club. While the or- treasurer, look on.
chid is pinned by Miss La-

2 Get Top Spots With
Interracial Council

NEW -'ORK — Appoint- mission on Human Relations
ments to ter top positions in since 1957, serving as housing
the Catholic Interracial Coun- supervisor. He is a graduate
cil of Nev,York, following the of St. Joseph's College in
retirement of two veteran Philadelphia, from which he
leaders of the movement, have holds a bachelor's degree. He
been announced here by Raw- was employed as a housing
son Wood, council president. specialist with the Fellowship
Dennis J. Clark of Philadel- Commission from 1954 to 1957.
phia, was named executive From 1951 to 1954 he was a
secretary to succeed George specialist in problems of race
K. Hunton, who has served the and housing with the Philapost for nearly 30 years. Mr. delphia Housing Authority. He
Hunton continues as con- has served also on other human relations committees in
sultant.
The Rev. John LaFarge. Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
S. J., associate editor of The
appointments
new
DENNIS CLARK
America. founder of the Cltn- will be noted, along with
olic Interracial Council move- Council activities, at the anment :and chaplain since its nual
meeting
membership
stepping and communion breakfast to
is
establishrnetrk
aside and will be succeeded by be held on Feb. 11 in the Hotel
the Rev. Philip S. Hurley, Roosevelt in New York. HighS. J., of Fordham university, lights of the meeting will be
who has been assistant chap- the farewell address by Father
lain for the past five years. LeFarge and introduction of
Center
Father LeFarge becomes chap- Clark. The breakfast will follain emeritus.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — An
Mass in Old
Clark has been associated low an Interracial
outdoor recreation facility in
St. Peter's Church.
with the Philadelphia
which the story of the Negro
._ Cornin America would be presented in drama is now in Prospect in N. Carolina, reports
the North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service.
The drama will be developed
provided the State is able to
convert a 105-acre plot near
ALBANY, Ga. — After the turn to school until Bertha Warrenton into a memorial
Student Nonviolent Coordinat- Gober and Blanton Hall, SNCC recreation forest.
ing Committee called the sus- volunteer workers, were read- In addition to the outdoor
pension of 40 students "arbi- mitted. Miss Gober and Hall chapel where the drama would
trary, unjustifiable, and a vio- were expelled after they were be presented, plans call for a
:
lation of civil liberties," Al- arrested at the Albany bus sta- golf course, a lake for swim!
bany State President W. H. tion last Nov. 22.
ming and boating, camping
Dennis sent letters to the stu- Dennis has sent letters to areas, fields for games, a resdents telling them that they the students, saying that they taurant, and a hotel.
may be readmitted.
may re-enter Albany State if Backers of the project see
Charles McDew, SNCC chair- they fill out admission forms it as a nonfarm source of inman, said the suspensina of the he has sent them. Normal pro- come for the people of the destudents after they participated cedure calls for tudents to pressed areas of Warren and
in anti-segregation was "a vio- write and ask for the forms.
nearby counties. The populalation of academic freedom." Some students said that tion of these counties is more
In a telegram to Dennis, the Dennis was trying to get them than 00 per cent Negro.
Georgia Teachers and Educa- back in school before the State
tion Association, said that Den- Board of Regents — Albany
meeting and ask that the stunis' action was a "disgrace." State College's Ruling body
eidgnand Den'
tts
o ire
edadtm
d
t
nats neisntbsebaeskre
irnpreth
tte
Students antnd thae
Some of the suspended stuexpected
mareet.
renot
would
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N. Carolina To
Develop Negro

Drama

MAKING FARM PLANS lishing goals for their 77Like thousands acre diversified farm. Assistfor year
of other good farmers. Mr. ing them are their farm and
and Mrs. Plumer Jones of home demonstration agents.
this Lake City, Fla., area are Left to right: Alfred Wayne
now roi riding out their farm and Regina Simpkins, grandplans for the year. This in- children: Mr. and Mrs. Jones:
cludes taking an inventory McKinley Jeffers, Extension
of their resources and *stab- Service farm agent; and Mrs.

Virginia D. Gardner, home
agent who has recently been
assigned to Pinellas County
with headquarters at Clearwater2Thls is the first time
that county has had a colored home demonstration
agent — USDA Photo
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By Swan

etfoREWE WEKE
MARitte.0 I OSE0 To
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rCALM YOUNSELA 5841I Medd
PANO.10 ANS.I WILL SERVE AS
, YOUR SOPYGUARPS BERYHIS/fr
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Secret Agent X9

By Bob Lewis

WHERES YOUR
CLASS REPORT'
CARD l'LL
SIGN IT

I MEAN PAYINC1
1-1Ela OWN,lr/AN/
MATS A GiRL FEEL
SO INDEPENDENT

DID YOU AND
WINGEY GO
DUTCH LAST
NIGHT

02,0
/
,
604.

GLAMOR GIRLS

WHIN HE BROUGHT
YOU HOME /
HEARD HIM
ASK YOU TO
SPLIT
A GOODNIGHT
KISS

gv

DAILY FORTUNE
To learn your."Rortune" for

emit
FINDER
01 EMERRY

MENAGERIE

By Walt Maw,

I/

today from tine gam write in the letters
if the alphabet corresponding to the numerals
on the line of the astrological period In which you were born. You ell fled
ft fun.
1 2 3 4 1 6 7
10 1011121314131617181110212223
242126
PilAIC•
K tAINOPCIIITYVWXT
Z
JAN.22.
71$ 5 120
512 5 21$ 120 9 15 16
M.20
Fn.21. 6 15 15 4 615 18 20 8 5 19 16 91$
920
MAP. 20
NAP. 21. 14 5 23 5
20
14
18
5
20
1
9
14
13
5
14 20
Arc 20
APR. 21.
715 5 1 19 25 15 14 25 15 21 18 3 119
11
MAY 20
MAY 21.
914 114 59 1 12 18 523 11$ 419
NM II
JUNI 22.
4 513 9 7 $20 6 21 12 $ 11 114 7 5
JULY 23
JULY 245
24 21 2 5 28 1 14 10 19 16 9 111 9 20
AUG.12
1.5
AUG.23. 3 21 16
9
4
1
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19
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16
18
91)
5
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Fortertninsting

By BENNETT CERF

LOWF:LL, who loves to collect letters Written
by
.31,
2
.1 the
e kiddies, submits the following prize specimen
6
s:
1. Dear Mailman: Could you please put my
nett report
card under the bush at
the right side of the door
so I can see it before my
father does? Freddy.
2. Dear Miss Lowell: I
tern planning to enter finishing school next month
and want to begin buying my clothes now.
Would you please send
me a suggestive wardrobe list? Freda.
3. Dear Mama: I em
beer
ant
norencei
rr ln
deilath.b°uli
tiilrrY
ind
teacher told me not to
try because now she is the. engvs.
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Try and Stop Me

does not live by bread alone—thank
goodness!"

nitinh was hAnimbed to a boat In the deftitlyCowi
atro
ma7m
lcrhasle
"i
ato
1F:
rinig
est and dreariest part of town. Him sin? He inadvertantly arrested • man climbing Into a taxi in a convict suit, only to discover that said man was an irascible judge cm his. way to a fancy
dram party. The nrip learned hie lemon. -That's tile Mat Us&
he swears,'ID ever book a judge by hie sever?*
me; ay Niesaaft OerL Dintrilnand
flag lrestaraillamillelle

• So

urFEN nrit
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Coronation At M Pisgah Hi h Schoo

1`

MI6

• •

ON THE THRONE following ceremonies are the king
and queen of Mt. Pisgah
high school, Lee Ernest

Shotwell and Joe Rh•tt•
Winfrey who held title last
year.

Fitchpatrick and Peggy
Jones. Participating in the
ceremonies were Michael

23 Choirs Booked
On 'Singing Bazaar'
At St. Andrew AME

REIGNING in the junior
high school department of
the school this year will be

•

Bobby Bolden and Ruth Ed.
dings. seen here wearing the
crowns of "Mr. and Miss

More than 20 of the city's
top choirs will be featured in
a "Singing Bazaar" to be presented Sunday night, Feb. 18,
starting at 8 at the St. Andrew AME church at the corner of Mississippi blvd., and S.
Parkway east.
Included will be choirs from
Noreh Chapel, Avery Chapel,
Provindence, New Tyler, Green
Chapel. Galilee, Mt. Zion. Clayborn Temple, St. John a
n,
James AME churches, MtMt. Pisgah, Surnmerfiel
tist churches and First Salida
- of Bartlett.
Also Warner Temple, Ford
Chapel, and Princeton A M E
Zion churches, Walker Memorial Christian church and the
Fourth St. Church of God in
Christ.
And Martin Memorial, Greenwood and Mt. Olive C M E
churches and the men's chorus
of St. Andrew.
The public is invited to be

Junior High." Miss Eddings
holds a bouquet of flowers.

TOTS—The smallest crowns
in the Coronation ceremonies were placed on the heads

HOLDD1G HANDS af ter
they were crowned "Mr. and
Miss Elementary" are Glenn

Green and Tress Harri s.
Hearts are motif for the
children's crowns.

VICTORY DANCE — After
cheering Mt. Pisgah Eagles
on to victory, members of
the Pep squad did a victory

dance when the Whiteville
team was defeated by a score
of 74 to 69.

DANCE GROUP — One of
the highlights of the Mt. Pisgah Homecoming was the
performance of a "Blue Tango" dance by members of
the s•nior class. Girls on

front row are Misses Alma'
tie Brooks, Josephine Richmond. Barbara Johnson, Sarah Porter, Chariesetta Lewis, Calvary Malone and Wiltthe Winfrey. On rear row

are Theon and James Shotwell. G e or g e Jones, Ray
Mullins, Charles Brooks.
Laddie Morris and Michael
Shotwell.

WELCOME TO MT. PISGAH is extended to Ernest
Riven,• teacher at the Al.

Ion White high school by
Prof. and Mrs. Searcy Harris. at right. Seen with fly-

era is his daughter who case
to the school for the Home•
coming ceremonies.

of Randle Jones and Olivia
Gray. who won the titles
"Mr. and Miss Tiny Tots."

Memphian Finds 'Adventure'
On Trip To New York For Job
CROWN BEARERS who
took part in the coronation
ceremonies are a e•n here
with Olivia Gray, seated second from left, who was

crowned "Miss Tiny Tot."
They include Linda Turner,
Roy Anderson, Sandra
Jones, Michael Scott, Margaret! Trice, Marvin Collins

*

•

ACHE EAGLES — Members
Wof the Mt. Pisgah Eagles
were confident of victory before their introduction to
spectators at the Homecoming game. On front row, from

left, are Willie Brooks. Na.
than Brown, David Dorsey,
Herbert Brooks and Vernon
Morris. Standing in r ear,
same order, Sr. Payton

When Mrs. Willie Mae At- Mrs. Fannie Garthrin, got a
and flower girls Madelyn
kins of 802 Saxon ave. left call from Freeport, N. Y. It
McGray and Mamie BrinkMemphis on Saturday night, was her daughter, Mrs. Atkins
ley, who stayed up late for
Jan. 27, with 29 other young calling. She said that she had
the festivities at Mt. Pisgah.
women seeking jobs as maids no job, and was getting little
in the state of New York food.
night, Atkins
Wednesday
members of her family did not
expect to see her again until came home and heard the
story. He concluded that his
Christmas.
Mrs. Atkins had inserted an wife was being held in New
advertisement in one of the York against her will, and he
daily papers seeking a job as called the police at Freeport.
a maid in the city. The day it They manifested little interest
appeared she received a call in his story and said, "There's
from the ABC Employment nothing we can do about it."
He called the New York emagency in the M and M building inviting her to come by ployment agency to which his
wife had been referred, and
and see them.
On arriving at the office, they told him, "Mrs. Atkins is
Mrs. Atkins met Clay Christy out right now."
the manager, who told her
Atkins called the local ABC
that he could offer her a maid agency and was told that the
job in Rochester, N. Y., paying matter was out of their hands,
$40 a week to start, with a and that Albert Mogul in
raise later on, and an agency Freeport was the man to talk
in New York state would pay to.
her fare there.
Where was Mrs. Atkins all
NOTHING TO LOSE
the time her relatives were
And if she did not like the making calls the next day tryjob offered her, she was told, ing to locate her?
her expenses would be adwas on a bus with the
vanced for a trip back to She
large word, "MEMPHIS" on
Memphis.
and headed South. She left
Jobs would be in homes with it,
the 29 other job seekers in
six to seven rooms, she said
Freeport.
she was told, and there would
be few small children for them $10 LESS
Mrs. Atkins told the Trito care for .
Mrs. Atkins decided to go, State Defender that when she
since her husband, Louis At- arrived in Freeport, she was
kins, had been laid off from offered a job paying not ;40
his job at the Whitmore Til- a week, but only $30. She was
ing company, and besides scheduled to work three days
themselves there was 18- at one house, and three days
Smith. trainer: Sylvester month-old Ezra Louis who at another one.
"Instead of them being six
Jackson, Clearthur Morris. needed milk.
She expected to be at work and -seven room houses," she
Eddie Price, John Riley, AlMonday.
In
on
Rochester
said, "they were 14-room
ton Ivy and Coach James
houses, and the women had
MYSTERY CALL
Scott,
I,ast Wednesday. her mother, small children,"
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Night in a Turkish Bath."
Among the large audience,
we saw W. Benjamin Kelly and
Mrs Georgia p Quinn, Miss
Velma Lois Jones and Mrs.
•
Arthur Mason, Mrs. Floyd
Campbell, Mrs. H. Clinton Ray,
•
Miss Paulette Brinkley, Mrs.
Caffrey Bartholomew, Mrs.
William Roberts, Mrs. O. B.
The annual Charm Clinic, tips on good manners, how to
sponsored by the Teen-Age de- -get along with one's family,
Braithwaite,
Mrs.
C.
C.
Sawyer, Mrs Thomas Watkins,
partment of the Sarah Brown and other timely topics imand her daughters, Mrs. L.
branch of the YWCA, 1044 portant to young women. .
Alex Wilson and Miss Marilyn
Mississippi Blvd., got off to a DATING
good start on Tuesday with
Watkins; Mrs. Gerald Howell
On Tuesday, February,' 20,
and her daughter, Miss Lynn
Mrs. Mary Hacker of the "soy-Girl Relationship" will be
M. Howell, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Memphis Dairy Council con- the topic. Mrs. Gracie Lewis,
ducting a session on health YWCA Area Director, as 'the
Arnold Jr. with their son,
John III; Mrs. Lewis H.
and dating.
speaker. She will define what
The clinic is designed for Y- popularity includes.
Twigg; Mrs. Theodore Jackson:
Bright February sunshine, Board of Directors and patrons Mrs. Sam Brown, Mrs. B. L. BRAIN SESSION — A typi- on individual research from on national achievement tests Teens, but any interested girl Hair styling will be illustratwhich heralds the approach of of the Jessie Mahan Child Hooks, Mrs. B. Carruthers cal scans in North Carolina Brenda Randolph of Rich- and are being subjected to may take the course. Its pur- ed on Thursday, February 22.
pose is to help girls improve Mrs. Allure Lee of Allura's
another Springtime, kept its Care Center in Dixie Homes to Bland, Mrs. Taylor Ward, Mrs. college's new honors program mond, Va., Adelaide Cobb acceleratod instruction depromise of a symbol that life benefit the school, provided George Stevens, Mrs. Emmitt for gifted students is illu• of Raleigh, N. C„ who are signed to challenge the gift- in manners, personality and ap- School of Beauty will demonamong
with
25
students
Dr. Cecil
who scor•
ed at the colleg• at Durham.
pearance.
strate hair care and • styling,
was again stirring in Mother opportunity for would.be "first Horsy, Mrs. Christopher Nel- strafed above
Mrs. Hacker discussed food skin care, and the right use
Nature's breast, with the ap- nighters" to enjoy the antics son; Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Patterson hearing reports ed in the upper percentages
habits and their effect upon of make-up.
•
pearance of a fragile jonquil of the sophisticated adult White, Mrs. Katherine P.
complexion and pre- 'T'he final session on ThursThomas, Dr. Clara Brawner, Miss Cornelia Saunders and treasurer.
•••••••••••••••••••••••• one's
amid the other dreary eviden- comedy.
sented
a movie.
day, March 8, will be "Y
Bridgewise,
there
were
ces of fast-waning winter in The event raised the hopes Mrs. Fleming Polk and her scads more.
Mrs.
Marlene
Young, a mem- personality," Miss Louise We
smart prizes for members Elour front yard.
of all theatre lovers in our mother, Mrs. T. J. Johnson; DUNBAR SOCIAL CLUB
ber
of
the
Teen-Age
Program of Bethlehem Center, ••
Though tender and weak midsts to henceforth look for- Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Tarpley, DUNBAR SOCIAL CLUB myra Williams, Ruth McDavid
committee will be the lecturer speak on poise and personality.
in appearance, the brightness ward to more and regular fare Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson has been busy on the civic and Louise Ward, and among ••••••••••••••••••••••• on Thursday
afternoon, Feb. 15
All of the sessions will be
of its color was the perennial of this nature—in our climate and their son Halvern; Mr. and front, though it's been a long guest competition, Jeanette
By CLARENCE BOLDEN and will speak on "Etiquette." held at the YWCA from 9:30
harbinger of the brighter and of the Bluff City which tradi- Mrs. Horace W. Wallace, Mrs. time since we've heard of its Powell and Edwina Fields.
The discussion will include to 5:15 p.m.
stronger blooms destined to tionally has been practically Loretta Kateo and her daugh- activities. When Mrs. Alma OMNIBUS 100 CITATIONS
After a week's vacation, the
ter Mrs. Rose Marie Peterson; Wyatt was the holiday hostess OMNIBUS 100, the new
follow in its wake.
devoid of culture.
Mrs. Bernice Callaway, Mr. at the Sigma Gamma Rho sor- men's service club whose grapes have certainly piled up.
PLAY'S THE THING
"Auntie Mame," based on and Mrs. Onzie Horne,
Jr.; ority house, besides the cheer motto is, "The Service We The time has just about come
Denied as we have been of the novel by Patrick Dennis, Miss Hazel Pyles,
Mr. and Mrs. and fun for members, the Give is the Price We Pay for for me to throw them on you.
much opportunity to enjoy was produced under the direc- Cleotris Peterman,
Dr. and Goodwill Orphanage received the Space We Occupy," did SPOTLIGHT
legitimate theatre, the bene- tion and supervision of George Mrs. Floyd Bass,
Rev. and Mrs. money and individual gifts themselves proud at a dinner Into the club limelight this
fit performance of "Auntie Touliatos. Settings and lights J. C. Mickle Mrs.
William ranging from shoes, sweaters, meeting held last Saturday weeks steps a very gracious
Mame" at the Front Street were by Richard Wilcox; and Owen, Mrs. R. Q.
Venson, Mr. skirts, jewelry hosiery and night at the University Life and lovely young lady, who
theater last Wednesday night, the costumes by Don Fibiger. and Mrs. John Taylor,
The YW-Wives department Arthur Horne on "HypertenReginald
through the efforts of the In the cast. young Stewart Morris, Atty. and Mrs. Russell other items for the girls at the Insurance Dining Room, which resides with her parents, Mr. of tie Sarah Brown Branch s)on."
and
Mrs.
Alex
Wiley
at
2030
home. Also, the new YWCA citation awards were made to
Young Women's Christian As- Forty-three persons were
Allen made his Front Street Sugarmon, Dr. and
Mrs. was presented a check to pur- Dr. C. L. Dinkins, as the first Corry st.
sociation recently held two un- present and questioned
him
Theatre acting debut as Pat- Theron Northcroas, Dr. and chase chairs for the beautiful Negro
member of the board of A junior at Hamilton high usual and outstanding events.
freely following the address.
rick, and stole the hearts of Mrs. Leland Atkins, Dr. and auditorium.
directors of the City of Mem- school, she is affiliated with For the monthly luncheon,
his
enacted
the audience, as he
Mrs. W. 0. Speight. Jr., Miss
phis Hospitals, and to Com- such organizations as Senior the group held a kitchen show- Mrs. Willie Pegues, president
role with seasoned amateur Marie Bradford; Mrs. Ander- Later, Mrs. Daisy Blackburn missioner
of the club, was in charge of
James Moore for his band, Student council, and er for the newly erected "Y"
her
club
entertained
member
Boyd,
Tom
Ernestine
the program.
players
son Bridges, Mrs. ` Virginia
appointment
of
Dr.
Dinkins
to
Fine Arts elnb.
building and many useful kitCarson. Barbara Cason, Harvey Grinner, Miss Delores Purdy. at the newly decorated beau- the
Members and guests present
position.
Dice, Andy Eudaly, Jack Holl- Still others seen were Mrs. ticians' home on Linden ave., Lawrence Wade, president In her social and religious chen articles were presented to were Mesdames Abbie Rule,
life she is a member of the the director, Mrs. Addie Owen. Gertrude
ahan, Carol Howell, Macon Mc- Howard Pinkston; Mrs. R. S. when current events topics of
Armstrong, K
Omnibus 100 gave the purCalnum, Jacque Murrat Mau- Sugarmon, Sr., Miss Maedella were lead by Mrs. Mosetta pose of the organization; and Little Rock Baptist church The program included an ad- Yarbrough, Irene
Sand
where she serves as vice pres- dress by Mrs. Henry C. Bunt- Geraldine Smith,Dora William ,
reen Overman, Ott Rousch and Reeves, Miss Gertrude Walker, Vaughn.
Thaddeus T. Stokes, TSD ident of the Junior choir. She on, wife of the pastor of Mt.
Charles Stillwill. Stewart is Mrs. Edith Hubbard, Dr. and Two members of the group, editor,
Isabelle Roublac, Marie L.' Adintroduced the speaker
a sixth-grader at Idlewild Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mrs. A. A. Mrs. Mamie Pamphlet and Mrs. of the evening, Elder B. T. socializes With a group called Olive Cathedral, on "Negro ams, Katherine Rawli nig S.
Folk Music." She illustrated
School, and handled his role Letting and her daughter, Miss Susie Hightower are hospital- Hunt, who really needs no the "Sheriettes."
Gladys Parker, Beulah Phillips,
with candor and seasoned stage Judy Letting, Mrs. Ernestine ized . . . sorely missed by their Introduction to Memphis ind After graduating from Ham- many of the original songs ty Nellie Osborne, Katie McGuire,
assuredness.
Guy, Mrs. Dorothy Graham, friends and well-wishers. Mrs. Shelby County—so many have ilton next year, she plans to singing and playing the piarlb. Lula C. Johnson, C. • Jeffrey,
Mrs. P .F. Carruthers preNarcissus Jones, Mary Jones,
Front Street Theatre is a Mrs, Donzaleigh Patterson, Allure Stains Lee is the prexy been his activities educational- matriculate at Kentucky State
university and major in social sided in the absence of Mrs. Marjorie Johnson, Dottie A.
member of Ford Foundation's Rev. and Mrs. Prod 'Lofton. of this well-known club which ly, spiritually and civicly.
Lois
Greenwood,
YW-Wives Jones, and Audrey Hall.
Communications Dr. C. L. Dinkins, Dr. and Mrs. has long made its presence felt Mr. Hunt gave another of science. Of course you know
Theatre
I'm talking about, none other chairman. Mrs. Bunton was in- Also Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mary
Stanley Ish, Mr. and Mrs. A. in the community.
Group.
his masterful speeches, entitroduced
by
Mrs.
Marie L. Collier, D. Irons, Lula Greer,
than the charming Laura
Racy, and often risque, the Maceo Walker, and Mrs. Walk- NONCHALANTS CLUB
tled "All God's Chillun Got
Adams. Others appearing on the
Wiley.
Lucille
er's
hh
of
When
NONCHALANT
Miss
Elizabeth Harris, Martha Dusista!,
vehicle's humor delighted the
Wings," containing the timely
Chicago; Mrs. H. D. Whalum, BRIDGE
CLUB
members and sage advice that the oint- To Laura, I would like to program were Mrs. R. S. Lewis, laney, F. A. Eaguis, P. F. Carcapacity audience.
Sr.,
Mrs.
Dan
J.
Thomas,
Sr.,
Miss Carol Jamison, Miss gather, a good time is sure to ment of education, the oint- wish all luck in your future
ruthers, L. E. Brown, Mary BuComing to the theatre soon.
Mrs. Genevr Williams, and
Naomi Creswell, Mrs. Andrew
ford, Elizabeth Bailey, Mrs.,
and such was the case ment of goodwill and the endeavors.
will be George Kaufman and Dancy, B. G. Olive, Lewis H. be had,
Mrs.
L.
J.
Lee.
Jessie Brown, Myrthle Bailey,
in their party of last week bandage of brotherhood are I. WONDER- WHY ...
Moss Hart's perennial comedy
Jr. and his fiancee, Miss
her home the solutions to our problems Charles Graham has all the Among those present were Roberta Benton, Annie Mae
favorite, "You Can't Take It Twigg, Bond, Mrs. Richard with Thrift Green at
Meulanuis
Ruth
Anderson,
Miss
Orchettes at Hamilton Patricia
Myrna
Branch, Maud D. Bright, Addie
on Quinn ave. Dinner was
!.irs. Josephine Norman, With You," and another de- Greene, Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr. sumptive—barbecued chicken, from having plucked out the Hooks, Carla Allen, Glover Mettle Bell, Thelma Bailey, Le- G. Owen.
feathers of virtue, patience,
lightful farce, Bernard Shavis and her granddaughter, Miss
ola
Brooks,
Merits
Brown,
Cora
one of Memphis' most "Misalliance." and "Ladies
French beans, pear salad, kindness, love and temperance Tillman?
Sharon Lewis; Miss Charlotte carainel cakes, and piquant ... that with common
Lee Ann Cooper (Cool) tries Billbrew, Vivian Baker, Mary
popular hair stylist and
sense
Bradfield, Hattie Braithwaite,
Brooks, Miss Phyllis Brooks, vanilla ice cream . . . which and education In the head so hard to get a nose job?
Congratulations to
a student at CHARM,
Mrs. William Williams, Miss followed cocktails and hors money in the pocket, the
Robert "Pete" Wells (Los Corine Currie, Miss Emma Critballot
ten,
Iona
Cochrane,
Ruth
ColINC., says:
intimately
was
Jewel Gentry, Mrs. Philip d'ouevres.
in the hand and God in the Caballeros)
B. the lins, Clara Colitis, Sara Cham'The self-assurance and
Booth. Mrs. Rubye Gadison, Election of officers was the hearts" .....You've Got Wings talking to a certain J.
bers, Abbie Clay, Classie Coother night?
business offering . . . with And You've Got to Fly!"
vington, Elmer Davis, Betty EdMrs. R. L. Adams, Mrs. C. B. Frances Hayes elected the new
poise I've always wishThe presentation of citations I wonder who'Laura Wiley wards, Hazel Lee and P. L
King, Mrs. Willette Humphrey, preiry, Samellen Wilson the
ed for is now becoming
was made beautifully by Wil- (Sheriettes) is collecting for Lockett, C. Lindsey, E. Fleming,
401 Linden Ave. ,
Mrs. Pearlina Saunders and scribe and Thrift Green the liam Jones and H. A. Gilliam. her fan club, now?
a reality --- Thanks to
Lowenia Moore, Mildred Mitchthe
wants
Gant
Dr. Dinkins' response was Lue Amy
Charm, Inc.'
ell, Eliza Mims, J. C. Mickle, On Your
humble and inspiring, as was public to think she has a fan Miss Elmer Mickle, Miss MargaYour wishes can also be
let's
be
Amy
Lue
Formal Opening
Now
club?
Commissioner Moore.
Studio At
ret McCulloch, Mamie'McClure,
fulfilled CALL:
Also present was Commis- honest about the matter.
Miss Cleora McEwen, Willie February 17 and 18
319 BEALE STREET
sioner Claude Armour. John R. Marva Bolden (Sheriettea) Moore, Addie Golden Mrs.
Miss Bernice Lansky
and Larry Johnson (Los CabaArnold,
chairman
of
programs,
Sadie Guy, Also Mesdames
WE SPECIALIZE IN
BR 6-2724 (Anytime)
presented guests, including lleros) are keeping their Irene Gluden, Mrs. Charles
•Fo,,ly Groups
147 Beale Street
Jack Agnew, WMCT promo- romance in the dark?
McArthur Bynum (El Do- Golden, Onie lluni, A. L Hig• Church Groups
tional direction, and Mr. and
CLASSESSN:
gins, Willette Humphreys, NanFULL SET OF TOOLS
Mrs. Marvin, chief adminis- mingoes), is having J. M. talk cy Hardiway, S. A. Hammond,
• Horne Photos
VOICE
ETIQUETTE
trator of City of Memphis to Julie for him?
WARDROBE STYLING
• News Photos
CONTACT:
Christine Plunket, Miss MinMAKE-UP
Hospitals. Others were Odis Millard Brown (Los Caba- nie Payne, Belle Pettigrew, Joy
GOOD GROOMING
• Weddings
,from
too
died
hasn't
lleros),
HAIRSTYLING
Lockman of Kansas City, Mo.,
TITLE INSURANCE";
Horne, Janie Irvinjj, Lila Gord• Receptions
FIGURE CONTROL
Dr. T. M. Northcross, Dr. John much air, with the nose job en.
ESCROWS
has?
he
Morning i Evening Classes
Jordan, Richard Butler, and
JA 6-5835 or WH 6-3289
Others were Mesdames IsaAND ABSTRACTS y'
Clark Porteous of the Memphis TOP CLUBS
Counts, Bondads, Cavaliers, belle Rouble, Narcissus Jones,
Press Scimitar.
S. Rudder, Leora Knowles,
Commerce Title
Rev. Fred Lofton was the SeQuitas, El Domingoes,• Los Helen Smith, W.
D. Speight, N.
Caballeros, Sheriettes, Orchetmaster of ceremonies.
Building
R.
Smith,
A.
K.
Smith,
Dorothy
Preceding dinner and after- tes, Koolas, and Raylettes.
Tureau, Mary Lou Taylor, Alma
12
SOUTH MAIN
wards, guests enjoyed pink ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sonia, R. B. Sugarmon, B. Sulchampagne from a champagne The Sheriettes Social is len, Velma Sherman, M. Johnfountain posed at the back of having a way-out fashion show son, Effie Satterfield, Scruggs. Mid -South Building
at the YWCA on Mississippi.
the banquet hall.
Thyra Taylor, Jennie Tarpley,
We shall continue to watch March 4, 1962 from 4 until 7 Marlene Young. Nellie Quint3181 POPLAR AVE.
the good works of this much o'clock. Admission is free.
cher,
Hall,
Lessye
H.
Hardy,
F.
needed organization in our Some attractions of special Robinson, T. H. Watkins, Miss
Telephono
community, and look forward importance are the Valodors, Louise Weeks, Maud Bright,
JA 7-5301
to the appearance of many na- Mrs. L. Griffin, Famous hat Nettie 0. Cole, Bertha Stegall
personalities designer, "The Twisters" and and Miss
tionally-known
Barbara Neal,
who Will be invited to speak the "Women of Paris." Sheriet- Mrs. Anna Morris and Mrs.
at subsequent luncheons of tes are selling 10 cents votes G. Buntley sent gifts for the octo be crowned Miss Sheriette.
Omnibus 100.
casion.

Annual Charm Clinic
Open To Teenage Girls •

SOCIETY

Merry
•••
•• Go-Round

• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

Club Haps

Folk Music And Hypertension
Discussed In YWCA Programs

21
1.

1W
1\11

School of
Charm & Modeling

Pictures Tell A Story

Simmons

ERNEST C.
Photographers

Real Estate Co.

FARM FOR SALE!

120 Acres
Near Cairo, III.
$14,000 TERMS

MID-SOUTH TITLE
Company, Inc.

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St, Chicago 9,111., KE 8-1112

"Vdemline &ex/674"

from Memphis M. I. College Alumni Club

On February 5, members of
the Hospitality Club invited
guests to hear a lecture by Dr.

r,r1\2,
•

FIFTIETH WARD CIVIC CLUB
II

West Sags

So be on the look out for the
lovely young ladies with the
tickets.

Phase WH 6-6645

President, E. L. Young
VIce President, Charles Marshall
2nd Vic• Pr•sident, Mrs. Goofs. McN•al

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Secretory, Mrs. Annie Johnson
Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Mary Webster
Benevecolent Secretary, Mrs. Olo Coley
Treasurer, Mrs. Exx•II Patterson

(POUND FICOR

Parliamentarian, Mrs. Annl• Clark

STIRICK BUILDING

Chaplain, Mrs. Mary Williams
Athletic Director,

CAN YOU USE

VOU
WHIP( 10:VS
GU POMPON/1AI

M. Walker

Assi•tont Atletic Director,
Mr. Richard Clerk

INCOME
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EXPERTLY PREPARED
We Have Capacity To
Solve Your Inc3me
Tax Problems
Cone To 319 Beale St.
Ask For CAREY GRIER m.,
6 to 10 P.M. Week Days.
All Day Saturdays
JA 6-5835
Carey Grief.

Sn
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0i...rasp...idling Seemlier
Laurin. Harrigan

;3 1

MODEL UPHOLSTERY
1499 E. MeLernore

Phone 275-0571

- MID WINTER SPECIAL -

SAVE 84*
$!

On Re-Upholstery
.
.imi
horn• eirrov

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

!!!!!!!!!!!!

)r,,

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Platform Rockers
Seta aid
2 sr 2 Oushlen Sofa
Club Chair

$29.95
49.95
69.95
34.95

Wide Selection ef Materlals Including:
Tweeds
Naugahyde
FrelLe
Matlelasse. etc.
Tapestry
Call far Appointment
• Shown in Your Home •

Free Estimates

Easy Terms

21
•PI
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HUMBOLDT
NEWS
By
Cottrell C. Thomas

Youth Week Activities at
Lane Chapel CM! church closthink the trip would be proBy C.ANLOTTA WATSON
ed last Sunday after noon with
fitable, mentally? Teen Age
Musing:
panel discussion. Theme for
Symptoms of an unhealthy Ann.
week was used for the topics.
personality: In every commun- Dear Ann:
Miss Bunioe Carr, Morning Star
You are quite fortunate in beity there are people who show
Dentist church spoke on,
by their actions, attitudes and ing offered a trip to the city
"Youths Enrichment in Christremarks that they have per- whldh nestles by the Wasatch
ian Living Through Worship."
Mountains. To most people Salt
sonality diffiMiss Mary Jo Bonds, L a is e
Lake City connotes the Morculties of one
Chapel spoke on, "The Role of
mon church, but the Mormons
kind or anthe Youth in the Community:"
on hand for the picture were
are not lushly-breaded fellows AWARD WINNERS for the miles during the put HI
other.
Ervie T. Warren spoke from,
and as you know, do not have Memphis Goodwill Industries months without an accident. Emmett Brown and Terry
Everyone has
"The Role of the Youth in the
Bruce.
many wives.
some problems
transportation division got Also given awards but not
Church."
The mode& male of the Lat- together for this photgoraph
some weaknesArthur Gillespie, Lane Chater Day Saints church is as after being cited in the orses and some
t, spoke on, "Youth Enrichclear shaven a:: the Chicagoan, ganisation's Merit System of
handicaps. It is
e n t in Christian Living
%awn or Memphian. When you go Awards that was begun II
.
the way a per-cariott
h'rough Study." Martha Coletl.ere, expect to see a city of months ago. Pictured are
son reacts to
ODETT A
man, Morning Star, spoke on,
his difficulties that determines wide boulevards and enchant- John Cleveland. LeRoy An"The Fruits of a Well Planned
the kind of personality he has. ing vistas. It is a city of fine derson, Warren Moore, SherLA BELLE TOUJOURS CLUB\\
Marriage." Mattie Cleaves, St.
Some people ignore their hotels an drestaurants. and its man Johnson, transportation
James Baptist, spoke from,
are
and
inhabitants
Rogers
from
cordial people manager: Willie
"Va/entine 6rudin5').'
problems or run away
-"Can Youth Be Trusted With
them: others try to find a way aid will go all out to welcome McKinley Jackson. The drivChristian Freedom as a Basis
mrs. Le Eleanor Benson, President
of getting around them; still v 1.,1 tors.
ers made some 52,000 stops
of Sharing Ideas?" Peggy Don100.000
You will enjoy visiting the while
traveling
others tackle them squarely and
Juanita Beasley, Vice President
N'ts.
aldson, Salem Baptist church
temple which seats 10.000 peofind a solution.
Mrs. Corothy Chisn, Secretary
spoke from, "The Responsibiple and has a world famed orDear
Carlotta:
lity of Parents to Their Chil- Hundreds of Mempluans are Courier and now a music writ- I have an offer to go to Salt
Miss Maglie Winfrey, Treasurer
dren in Regards to Sec." Doro- anxiously awaiting the concert er for the Detroit Free Press, Lake City. We have had an The accoustics of the buildMrs. Freddie Dowdy, Bus. Manager
The Elite La Vogue social club
thy Gentry, Lane Chapel spok in Bruce Hall Wednesday night, had this to say of Odetta's con- argument as
to what it is like. ing are remarkable—one may formulated plans for its annual
n
Mrs. Sophie Ware, Corresponding Secretary
from,:What Can We Do T Feb. 21, which will star, the cert in the Motor City:
We have heard and read stor- stand in the rear and hear a Sweetheart's Ball during a reOver Corse Moral Denay in nation's most exciting folk sing- DESCRIBES CONCERT
Mrs, Mozella Williams
ies that are connected with the pin drop on the platform 250 cent meeting at the home of
er, Odetta.
Our Race."
"Finally the curtains parted, Mormons, also concerning the feet away. But why tell you Mrs. George Clark, 286 Ingle
Mrs. Shirley K. Johnson
Tickets to the concert which and there was Odetta. She was temple. Do the men there still more? . GO and see for yourMiss Martha Robinson, Morn
ball has been set for
The
st.
Dorothy S. oiemmens
Mrs.
ing Star, was moderator for th is being sponsored by the col- wearing what has become her have long hair etc. Do you self.
Saturday, Feb. 29 at Foote
panel. Music was furnished fo lege's Cultural Life Committee, trademark--an almost muuauditorium.
Home
the program by the Youth Choi are on sale at LeMoyne, Owen muu-like dress, absolutely formTwo members of the Progresof Morning Star Baptist church and Goldsmith's ticket offices. less—and carrying her guitar.
sive Saving club has consented
The program was sponsored by Collins George, formerly a
to enter two contestants for the
"With a smile that would
The Christian Board of
member of LeMoyne's faculty,
ball. They are Curtis Jackson
melted an iceberg and in
Educetion. wa later a World War II corres- have
Mrs. Nelda William
and Hurbert Lane.
... .. '
r beautifully modulated
Ii e
, ...1,crman for arranging th pondent f o r The Pittsburgh
Following the meeting respeaking voice, she apologized
\- • N
.vities for the week. Rev
`.
'• '
freshments were served. Mrs.
for the mishaps that made her
;I'l
•
%...
C.. D. McKelvy is pastor.
`•••,....)°'
Fred Clay is club rep,cter.
Stio.11 girls won their game tardy.
Misses Flora Harrell, Marth by a score 24-20.
"And then she started singHouse, Echildress Warren, Jac
The band and all the majoret- ing. What sounds came out!
quelyn Ivy were participants o
the Youth Program at Dye tes performed between the two What evocations of all the grief,
Methodist church in Observance g.mes. They received a great all the hope, and all the faith
of "Youth Week" program ovation f o r their spectacular of a people she manages to GUEST WRITER,
Veasey are going steady.
The LaFabulous Ladies social
They were accompanied by Mr performance especially for the convey!
Bettye Lester and James club has made plans to install
LUE AMY GANT
and Mrs. John Thomas and S-H-S and P-C-H-S formation. WIDE VOICE RANGE
inseparables.
Marshall are the
its officers during a program at
The boys game started after
Hi, everybod, this is your
daughter, Deborah.
"Her voice ranges from a
DOUGLASS
the Lelia Walker club house, 717
StIgall high school observed this entertainment. The senior high soprano falsetto almost to swinging guest writer bringing Warren Brown admires Pa- Walker ave., at 3 p.m. Sunits second annual basketbal majorettes performed at half a bass. She changes the tex- you the latest happenings tricia Hooks.
day. Feb. 18. Installation oftime of the boys game. The
around the city.
Homecoming, Feb. 2.
notes she HAMILTON
Fred Jackson, who will it be ficer will be Rev. Richard
President, Anne Burford
Hornets won their game also ture and color of the
She
effort.
The activities started with by a
without
produces
Jones. The affair is open to the
Lelia Abron is wheeling a '59 Carla Allen, or Carol Jones?
score 62-42.
Secretary, Sallye June Bowman
full
th c- band playing the Nationa
from
Mrs.
instantaneously
B.T.W.
goes
public said the president,
Plymouth.
Treasurer, Beverly Guy
Stigall high school gymna- power to pianissimo.
Anthem. Eddie Louis Jones,
Birdie Blue and Aubrey Wal- Arella Miller.
Frank Reynolds is giving
senior, gave the welcome. Mis sium was filled to capacity.
Business Manager, Cakrolyn Brandon
;on
love.
in
are
faithfully all Dorothy James her ring in June.
reproduces
"She
Many people had to stand.
Kathleen Moffitt from
Rebia Young has eyes for FANCY EGG SALAD
Chairman of Junior Board of
the earthy nuances of an un- Congratulations, Dorothy and
PolkCar re
school gave t h e,
Assistant principal A. P.
Billy Doss.
Jana Louise Nail'
trained, natural voice. This is Frank.
hard cooked eggs
5
Chop
sponse. The band then bega Nunn was master of cermonies
Dorocalling
is
Rice
Sedrie
all the more _remarkable, be- Velma, did you know that
Journalist, Yvonne Jordan
and mix lightly with
coarsely
e march for the royal pro for the occahion. The band perthy
James.
cause in spite of the illusions Roosevelt Richardson has apSsion. The majorettes bop formed under direction of diAdult Advisor, Miss Irma Laws
Morris Webb and Fred Grif- 1-4 cup diced celery. Stir toshe cr e ate s, Odetta has a plied for an application to the
gether 1 tbs. sherry, '3 tbs.
senior a n d junior formed
rector G. Walden. The majoret- thoroughly trained voice.
"Lonely Hearts Club?" If you fin are the best dressed boys. mayonnaise
1-4 • rap
and
court-of-arms while the royalt tes performed under the direcJames Kilgore has a new love,
were would like to have further incrumbled American blue cheese.
of Stigall and Polk-Clark schoo tion of Mesdames Jewell Rid- "Especially memorable
Minnie Bass.
"VALENTINE GREETINGS
me.
contact
formation,
songs,
the
of
presentations
of Milan marched to the stage, ley, Nelda Williams, Cottrell her
Txrone Beale is giving up. Blend dressing into eggs and
Willie
and
TO ALL OF YOU"
James
Georgia
Chain,"
Long
a
Wore
Helen Prudent has competi- celery. This tangy filling is surQueen 011ie Mae Reed, es Thomas•and U. M. Garrett. The "He
Can Keep Me Paine are real tight.
delicious on pumperprisingly
tion.
corted by Hester Guyton, led committee on decoration and ar- "Ain't No Grave
I'd Be a Roosevelt Partee has an- Carnell
McFaden claims he nickel slices.
the procession followed by rangement was Mesdames Nel- Down" and "Before
now.ced his new love, Mildred
Dorothy Poplar, escorted by da Williams chairman, Velva Slave."
Young, a very attractive sopho- and Sammie Edwards are real
Finis Campbell and Alisha Pulliam, Johnella Bryant and
tight.
at'ractive.
more at Manassas.
Brown, escorted by Ernest
Martha Lacey, D. H. Tuggle is the pastor and wife Rev. and
Bettye Agness has a secret LESTER
TOP COUPLES
Mrs.
Lbrust.
Mrs. C. D. McKelvy and
Principal of Stigall.
admirer at Hamilton.
John Swift, Dorothy James
Millard Brown and P,aulette
Beatrice Barnett.
Junior Queen Barbara Bry
Barbara Sykes, what did you is still waiting.
Mrs. W. S. Vance was guest
Brinkley.
son, escorted by William (Billy speaker at Stigall high school CLUB AFETS
receive for Valentine's Day?
Eva Durrett what happened Dorothy James and Frank
Baskervillel, lead the junior at Wednesday morning f o r 11
Reynolds.
The oloxinia Art and Gar- Charles Huggins, I would like to you?
tendants Donna Seliy, escorted o'clock assemble program. The
trust
don't
you
why
know
to
February
MELROSE
Bettye Laster and James
den club held its
by Tyrone Farmer and Virgini program was sponsored by the' meeting in the home of Rev. me. I trust you.
Irene Taylor, why did you "Vrshall.
Wilson, escorted by Jerry Cox New-Homemakers of America
quit MW.?
Lora Green and Mitchell
and Mrs. W. S. Vance with MANASSAS
Miss Shirley Beard, Queen o and Boys club. Mrs. Vance spoke Mrs. Vance and Mrs. D. H. Bettye Agness, I would like Delrose Holmes, wl90 is your White.
MEMPHIS-TUSKEGEE CLUB
iolk-Clark high school
Georgia James and Willie
from the the subjects, "Youths Tuggle hostesses. Devotion was to inform you that D. H. is love nowadays?
by Albert Franklin,escortd cam Responsibilities to Freedom." given by your scribe. The De- going strong with G. G. so on Bennetta Nelson, is very at- Payne.
'Ile Our Valetttinenext in the procession.
Maryland Roby a n d Paul
She was presented by Miss votion was centered around Ne- Sunday mornings I hope your tractive.
The retiring queens of 196 Mary Jo Bonds, president of the
President, Howard C. Lawson
gro History Week. The presi- conversation will be changed. Joyce Glason, have you heard Sims.
followed Miss Beard, Queen NHA. Ervie T. Wart in, presi- dent presided over the busi- Danny Murriel, keep your from Pope Puryear?
Doris Rowe and Cortez
Vice President, Joseph Jordan
Erlene Jaoocks, escorted by Bil dent of The Boys club was ness. Mrs. Erlene Croom, chair- nose out of other people's busi- Mary Wallace and Homer Greer.
Secretary, Mrs. Rosa Hall
ly Faye Jones and Junior queen master of ceremonies. M r s. man of Yearbook committee ness.
Fouche are tight.
Bettye Agness and Dan
Francene GiAns, escorted by Vance was at her best and re- presented the new Yearbooks Leonard Dixon, please call CARVER
Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Sylvia Grahant
Hancock.
rtur Gillespie, ended the
ceived a great ovation from to the members. Mrs. Alberta Joyce on Monday nights only. James Gray, you have an ad- Loretta Shores and Staton
Treasurer, Edgar Davis
proitsn.
Parham.
the student body. D. H. Tug- Jamison gave a very interest- Yvonne Luster, please give up mirer at Hamilton.
Financial Secretary, Gamaliel Black
Charles Brown is really Carole Moore and William
The Queens of 1961 crowne gle, principal made remarks. ing report on "The Best An- for Dorothy James sake.
Chaplain, Charles Reed
Richardson.
the Queens of 1962.
Mrs. Nelda Williams presi- nuals for '62." Mrs. Selma Loretta Shores was at the popular with the girls.
of th dent of the Missionary Society Jones gave some very helpful game with Staton •Parham. Ruby Hardy wears some neat Addle Smith and Dorothy
Imediatly
after the crowning
Public Relations Chairman,
rags.
Williams.
Queens Misses Jacocks a n d t Lane Chapel CME church and interesting information on (Ham.)
Mrs. G. A. Jordan
Manly Roby is talking to Beverly Allen and Lawson
Givens with all the escorts left attended the executive . board the care of the Poinsettia. Plans FATHER BERTRAND
the stage.
Dorothy Graham and Leo Paul Sims and Romeo McNairy. Rowe.
meeting of the Connectional were made for participation in
Jacqueline Hayes, why don't Alice Taylor and Ernest
1841 KELTNER CIRCLE
The basketball teant a n d Missionary council of the CME the Sweetheart Tea sponsored Koelhim are real tight.
you sing in the choir anymore? Harris.
coaches of Polk-Clark and Stig- church, Saturday, Feb. 3, at by the City Federation of Clubs. Lynn Howell, Maryland Roby
Revlon Goolloe admires Don
Roderick Diggs and Sandra
all were introduced and the Lane college, Jackson, Tenn. Mrs. Ora C. Gentry was select- is taking over.
Taylor.
girls game got underway. The She was soloist for the morn- ed to be the club's queen. A Michael White, Lora Green Brownlee.
A
certain sophomore at Sammie Edwards and CarJunior Majorettes performed at ing worship. Also attending the delicious menu was enjoyed by says you aren't the only one.
Lyncha Johnson and Patsy Hamilton thinks Hilma Gant is nell McFaden.
half time of the girls game. n-eeting from Lane chapel was all.
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Memphians Eagerly Awaiting
Odetta's First Concert Here

Club Plans Ball

TEENAGE EXPRESS
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By
Diane Morris
Theodore Pickett and Brenda McCollough Club To
Install Officers

Directors,
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WE SALUTE BOY SCOUTS

ARED
To

e st,

RUE U
Days
is
snot
MOB

TO
AL BOY SCOUTS
APPLAUD YOUR
DEVELOPMENT
OF CHARACTER"

RAY'S SHOP
DONUT
265 East Mclemore
•Phone: WH. 2-9251
MEMPHIS, TENN.

L

"COMPLIMENTS"
THE

BOY SCOUTS TROOPS

TM-STATE
BANK

CHICKASAW COUNCIL

386 BEALE STREET
MEMPHIS, TENN.

******

Italm Plotee(1Ue
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

WONDER
BREAD
Is Happy
To Congratulate
Boy Scouts of America

TO \li-;%1PHIS
HOY SCOU

'MOON

GOLD MEDAL
BEAUTY SHOP
AND

LITTLE PEAP!.?\
• ,

"May Your Sweets Be Continued"
CONTINENTAL BAKING CO.

368 HALE STREET
BAKERS OF WONDER BREAD & HOSTESS CUP CAKES

MEMPHIS, TENN.

"Building Character
Builds Better Citizens"

400 Monroe Ave.

Tele. JA 5-1448

.)U

F.-. .1,
)I.
1298 North t"177,
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THE FAMILY ROOM in Mr.
and Mrs. Sid McCoy's apartment leaves nothing to be
desired. In tones of white,
beige and gold they have executed a simplicity of room
arrangement that portrays

their elegance in home furnishing. Chalk white walls
and ceiling provide an exquisite background for the
teakwood shelf arrangement
which houses objects d'art,
books, plants, a bar, stereo

set, record collection, family
portraits, an abstract by McBride, a Negro artist; and a
desk from which McCoy. one
of Chicago's most popular
disc jockeys, edits his nightly broadcasts. A coniempor-

dry light fixture hanging
from the ceiling and a pole
lamp is ample light for this
modern setting. A gold
leather sofa, beige wall-to•
wall carpeting and beige
draperies add neutral tones
to soften the brilliant white.

A HAND-PAINTED M U RA L adorns the living room
wall of Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
Farribro, Jr.'s South Park
Avenue home in the Vernon
Park area. Painted by Leon
Windbush, a graduate of the
school of the Art Institute of

Chicago, the mural adds traditional sectional sofa and
depth and space to the room. white occasional chairs from
Stark
white
wall-to-wall, John M. Smyth's have gold
ceiling - to - floor
draperies metallic threads as do the
lend to heighten the ceiling draperies. Ebony mahogany
which is painted in a deli- end tables and a cocktail
cate green to match the wall- table also from Smyth's, are
to-wall carpeting. A whit*

nd
An
an
gra
and

rimmed in gold. A split-loaf
philodendron and two die•
ffenbachias, grown expertly
by Mrs. Fambro's "green
thumb," demand proper respect in this spacious living
room.
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EYE CATCHING FOCAL
point in living room of McAdoo brothers is black
branch
decoration
which

contrasts dramatically with
white drapes. Red and white
color scheme is carried out
by red fireplace, striped has-

sock and white rug. Piano
at right is frequently played
by Glenn McAdoo. former

concert artist. The brothdrs,
both bachelors, frequently
entertain in their colorful
apartment.

FORMAL DINING ROOMS
are a luxury which still appeal to many homemakers.
Lovely setting shown here is
in Chatham apartment of Mr.

and Mrs. Louis Brown.
their dining room and
ing room are furnished
custom made French

Both
livwith
Pro-

vincial by Edward J. Weber
company. Mrs. Brown, Ann,
as she is known in social
and club circles, is a member

of Winsomettes and active lat
block club activities. T h •
Browns have one daughter,
Sheila Renee. 5,
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CLASSIC ITALIAN
AND
LOUIE XIV
are artfully
blended in this charming
Chatham home. Shown above

DANISH MODERN appeals
kta many homemakers who
like its clean, smooth lines.
Chatham
area
apartment
shown has strikino walnut
couch with brown a n d

is the classic but refreshing esque flower arrangements on
living room which features mantle and coffee table recelledon green in drapes, flect the homemaker's avid
walls and chairs. The pictur- interest in flower growing.

DECORATIVE DINING
AREA of the spacious *IIshaped living room carries

through lovely theme shown
in photo above. The home
was decorated by Wilson.
Jump.
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orange stripes and versatile
walnut stack table that lend
themselves to varied arrangements. Tops of table
are reversible with one side
in fabric and other in wood.
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ENTERTAINMENT
centers
housed in wall shelving are
popular in modern apartments where wise use of
apace is important. Shown

here are walnut units with
bar. hi-ti components and
magazine rack. Shelves are
constructed so they may be
arranged in variety of ways.

IMAGINATIVE COLOR DECOR can result in rooms
which are harmonious but
original. Career woman Mrs.
Phyllis D. Johnson has used
lavender
pink
and
sofa

f.

drapes
against
off-white way Gorden. apartment. Mrs.
walls in modern living room Johnson is on staff of Chishown
above. Slimly ele- cago Public Library and is
gant lines of Danish modern employed in the personnel
are perfect scale for her Mid. office of the Main Library.

THE LASTING IMPRESSION which your home cre
ates is often determined by
the foyer, area which visitors
INN entering and leaving.
Truly excellent foyer treatment pictured above is in

Midway Gardens apartment
of Mrs. Phyllis Johnson.
highlights
Decorative
in.
clud• telephone seat, pole
lamp, modern painting and
towering rubber plant which
adds brilliant note of color.
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DEFENDER

Tennessee

Mississippi

with Ford Funeral Home In
JACKSON
YAZOO CITY
band with vocals by Will
charge. She was born in SpringSy C. A. AGNEW
Burgess Foster Brooks died, Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs Mack Wynn of field, Tenn. Surviviors include
4January 7, 1962, at the Afro.
The talent program held at
reute 2 Jackson, Tennessee. are I daughter, Mrs. Janie Casey,
American Hospital. He was the Sims High school recently was
the proud parents of a healthy 4 grandchildren, 5 great grandlast of four children born to a great success. The program
baby boy burn Dec. 31, 1901. children and a host of other
Mr. and Mrs. John Foster was sponsored by the music
The baby has been named relatives.
Brooks. His mother, formerly of department. Mrs. Doris Daley,
Religious Emphasis week was
Barry Bernard Wynn.
Montgomery, with her husband director.
alp and Mrs. Elsie Nelson of observed at Lane college last
.moved to Mound Bayou, Missis107 Panola Street announced week. The Rev. T. C. Lightfoot,
sippi tO establish an all Nethe arrival of a great big baby minister of West Mitchell C.M.
. aro Community. He had the SOUTHEAST STARKVILLE
boy born to their union on r. church of Atlanta Ga., was
• distinction of being the second
By WILLA DuPREE
Jan. 7, 1962. The baby has been the guest speaker. Mrs. Lelia
boy born in this new communinamed Willie Thomas Nelson Blakley of Louisville, Ky., was
Mrs. Gussie Sy k es and
ty.
Mother and son were doing guest soloist. The services were
daughter
of
Maywood,
are
Ill.,
He received his formal eduwell attended.
nicely at this writing.
in
town
visiting
Mrs.
Sykes
cation at Mound Bayou Normal
Funeral services for Mr. Ro- Youth Week was observed
who
mother
ill.
is
school and Howard university,
bert Lee Evans, 54, were held at Berean Baptist church. The
The Velvets motored to
Washington, D. C. He served
Wed. Jan. 31, 1962 at 1 p.m. Rev. Eddie Burkes, a ministeriMemphis
a
cut
to
record.
We
as an insurance agent, cotton
at the chapel of Stephenson & al student at Lane college was
wish
them
J.
A.
luck.
Collier
buyer and salesman for severShaw Funeral Horne. The Rev. speaker for the week. The Rev.
sal exclusive tailoring companies, is manager.
G. W. Scales officiated. Burial A. L. Campbell, minister.
Funeral
for
Callie
was
Hall
_making him many business aswas at Milan, Tenn. Survivors
sociates and life-long friends. held at Ebernezer last Sunday.
include his aunt, Mrs. Savanna
JOHNSON CITY
- He served as Sunday School Rev. and Mrs. E. N. Haggans
Croom, 1 uncle, Mr. Heinen Fly,
ssteacher and Church Secretary of were guest speakers last SunBy COURTLAND RHEA
4 cousins, Mrs. Virginia Spencday over radio station WROB,
Bethel A.M.E. church at Mound
er, Mrs. Bert Mack, Mrs. Re- The Rev. C. J. Webb conductWest Point.
•
?iatyou.eA
h After
ufned
e Yealzoo
o
A
becca Macklin and other rela- ed devotions over WJHL-TV
Miss Emma L. Harris if
y,
movingBethel
tives.
from January 22-26.
West Point discussing points of
.„.M.E. church of Yazoo City.
Blair's Chapel C.M.E. church
The Rev. T. K. Owens has
interest concerning Jehovah's
He leaves to mourn his pasheld pastor's appreciation ser- been called 'to the pastorate of
Witnesses last week.
:titling, a wife, Mrs. Ann M. Will Thrasher reported ill.
vices last Sunday at 2 p.m. the Mt. Hope F.B.H. church of
"Brooks, two nieces, Mrs. Beat- The Defender gets results.
The 'Rev. C. H. Murphy was this city and of the Viol Chapel
ice Thurman_of Mound Bayou, Don't borrow — buy the Deguest speaker along with con- F.B.H. church, Greenville.
sjind Mrs. Jean Moffett, of Los fender.
gregation of the New St. Luke's Elder W. M. Clark has left
,Angeles, several grand nieces
Baptist church. The Rev. N. the city and is now residing in
and nephews, three great
AsButler.
Floyd
Mitchell.
WarSteward:
Standing, A. H.
80. Henry J. Burks. Senior
Davis is pastor.
San Francisco, California. He
LODGE
CELESTIAL
TUPELO
grandnephews, other relatives
L.
Walter
E.
Secretary;
sistant
John
Mrs. Phyllis Bedford of is former pastor of General AsDeacon,
Prince Hall Masons, recently den; Andrew Jackson, Wor- Senior
and friends.
Youngstown, Ohio, vice presi- sembly church of the Fffst
installed its officers for 1962. shipful Master; Daniel E. Chalmers, Junior Deacon; Godfrey, Chaplain; William
By ELLA T. HADLEY
dent of the Woman' Missionary Born, 522 Wilson Avenue.
They are, seated from left, Radford, Junior Warden, and Thomas Smith, Senior Stew- Edmonson, Marshal and Estes
Connectional Council of the C. The Tr -City Circle Club held
A large crowd attended the George McClendon. treasurer: Curtis S. Stillwell. Secretary. ard; James Walker. Junior Smith. Tyler.
WEST POINT
M.E. church was guest speaker its monthly meeting in the
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Shell Houses Gaining In
Popularity In Industry •

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS is a sourc2 of diversified serv- WASHINGTON, D. C. —
ices for a chgln of franchised _
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The builder-dealers,
Hewlett. • Ft: Bishop, presimore •
said
EX ECUTI V E DIRECTOR
shell house, stepsister of the than 50,000 of the shell homes
dent of the Federal Business
homebuilding business, shows built in 1961 were unfinished
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Association of New York, ansigns of coming into its own. —without interior finishing,
nounced that Thomas N.
Negri,
('-ago
Commerce)
With volume up from $5 nul- wiring or plumbing—and thus
floormerly
Chamber of
Young, field representative
lion in 1955 to $75 million last offered no degree of livability.
and assistant to the Regional
Why' are so few Negro boys a 30-day tour of the islands, Director of the Bureau of Vetyear, it has been predicted
Because of this, the families
and girls participating in thrilled and extremely happy eran's Reemployment Rights,
that shell housing—buying an
Junior Achievement projects? over their experiences. In- U. S. Department of Labor in
unfinished house and complet- who purchased these homes
are
paying more per month at
As you must know, Junior cluded in the trip were the New York, was named runnering it yourself—may well beAchievement is the organiza- principal tourists' havens, up in tlie third annual seleccome the biggest and fastest- higher interest rates on untion which encourages high Kingston, Port-of-Spain, Fort tion for "Civil Servant of the
growing development in the finished shells than if they had
purchased livable homes under
school youngsters to choose de France, San Juan, Puerto Year."
housing field.
FHA financing, he said.
business as a career and trains Rico, Antigua, Martinique, Federal agencies in the New
CRITICISM
them in the science of develop- Barbados, Trinidad, Montego York area nominated candiIn 1961, there were 100,000 Interest charges for an unBay, St. Kit, Port Antonio and dates from their bureaus.
ing corporations.
shell homes built, or about finished shell financed at
Teen-agers form companies, Long Bay Beach.
Young was the U. S. Departeight per cent of the nation's per cent consumer rates (or
sell stock, elect boards of di- The Travises were fortu- ment of Labor's candidate for
annual housing production. 11.7 per cent simple interest),
rectors, manufacture and sel nate in having as their hosts, this highly coveted honor.
But this segment of the indus- the only type available. for this
products and distribute profits some of the island's most out- Young joined the U. S. Detry has been the target of type of buildii.g, would run
to shockholders. Guided by standing families. For ex- partment of Labor in 1957.
much criticism, largely be- $77 per month over a 12-year i&
volunteer experts in their re- ample, in Trinidad they were Prior to that, he was with the ATTENDING THE Cooper- Tuskegee Institute: P. R. Lawson. Fisk; Dr. Floyd L. cause of some questionable fi- period, Crawford noted. On a
spective specialized fields guests of Cyril L. Depree-Obe, Veterans Administration for 12 ative Engineering Confer- Robinson and Igal E. Sprag- Bass. LeMoyne: Rev. Hulse nancing practices associated 5 1-4 per cent simple interest
these youths learn every phase president of the Colonial Life years. He is vice commander ence, college representatives gins, both of St. Augustine H. Little and John R. Kin- with it and because the buyer basis under FHA financing, a"
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surgeon of the Public
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Kentucky State Cagers
Here On Saturday Nile

Sports

Barons, Stars Get
Former Hurler
Wilken As Manager

Golfing
With `Lil'

Wardell
BIRMINGHAM
Jackson, president of the Birm- Lookout Miami here they The Sam Qualls Golf club is
ingham Black Barons and Phil- cane Ragtop Thunderbird and happy to announce the winKentucky State college's LeMoyne finished in the top adelphia Stars, both all-Negro all, taking off this weekend for ners of their third annual
highly rated Doormen come 10 last season and the season traveling baseball teams, has a week of golfing in the sun Whist and Five Up Tolimato Memphis this weekend to before but was barred from the announced the signing of Karl are Mrs. Cataleen Johnson her mint. First prize was captured
By BILL LITTLE
ognized that Negroes had no
help the Magicians of LeMoyne tournaments for using two in- E. Wilken as general manager first trip and return trips for again this year by Adraln Sisfacilities for the nation's fastof the organizations.
college end their basketball eligible players
SPRING GRIND
Helen Tarpley and (Memphis ley and son; second prize went
est growing sport, bowline.
Wilkens, 46, of Decatur,
schedule Saturday night, Feb
The call has gone out and Even in its Infancy,
champion Lady golfer) Odessa to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Scott
High scorer Captain David
the
scout.
major
league
former
is
a
17, at 8 in Bruce Hall.
hot stove-leaguers will douse strikes and
Dickens to compete in the Ray and third, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Gaines will set the pace for Lespares sport has
sev- Mitchell North-South ninth an- Joe Harris. In the
the flames in their potbelly produced some
The Kentucky cagers, of the Moyne in the tussle with Ken- He has been manager of
Five Up
promising kegtalks for this again is the lers. Already, a few boast o
Midwest Conference, will be tucky. Other local starters will eral clubs and is an ex-minor nual golf tournament Feb. 19- session first prize was nail
league
pitcher.
time of migration to the South 200-plus games. With leagues
23.
down
by
their
first
appearance
backboard
Mr.
and
making
Mrs. Bridges
be the dependable
said that the new Dr. Arthur E. Horne is hoping Pyles and second by Mrs. 'Cog— not for the birds, either, being formed, the
on a Bluff City court
nen James Gordon and Bob Jackson
pin knockorganize he can return this year and er and Mn. Willie Hill.
manager
will
general
unless you mean the Orioles ers should increase their
The Magicians, under t h e Nelson backed up by the flashy a nation-wide player procureand Cardinals. Pretty soon scores.
crafty tutelage of Coach Jerry Boyd Currin and the elusive ment system for the organiza- with a golfing buddy, Robert That out of town golfer was
L. Wynn. Good luck golfers and
major league teams will be LeMOYNE' CLOBBERS 1
C. Johnson. have posted a Donald Nelson.
George A. Brown Special Martions, with oldtime Negro
all decked out in their flan- LeMoyne went outside the
sparkling record this season and Coach Johnson will have American Leagues and former while you are down that way, kets manager of the Southern
* '1
why
not
score
a
hole
in
one
nels to start spring training SIAC for action last week and
are arnost sure of finishing in plenty of good bench strength Bar on players serving as
Jimmy Charl- the top 10 of the SIAC cage
That is a good place as any for Division of the Pepsi Cola oom:baseball had an undefeated vu n in MAGICIAN
for another he
in Robert Hambric, Willie Herethat lucky shot.
campaign. As usual, Florida three games. The Magicians ton. freslunan from Syracuse. race The top 10 teams in the tor, Clee Sanderson, Paul Low- scouts.
pany.
The
Barons,
recognised
as
will be the home-base for the clipped Paul Quinn college o N. Y.. has shown up well as 16-college Southern Conference ery, Verties Sails, Curtis MitNegro
base"the
Yankees
of
Akmajority of the teams and their Waco, Tex., last Monday night forward for the Magicians dur- will participate in the annual chell, Jimmy Charlton, Cleotimes he has seen ac- tiiurnament, Feb. 22-24, at Tus- phus Owens, Eugene Davis and ball," are presently considerlp minor league affiliates.
and the following night reg- ing the
ing a'three-week foreign tour
tion this season. He is fast
TRADES BIG
istered that eighth 100 points
hegee.
Frank Woody.
for the 1962 season.
ball with ax•
and
handles
the
WINTER TALKS
game, in downing Stillman
Last year, the season ended college of Tuscaloosa, Ala., ceptional skill.
with many clubs vowing that 108-8f Both conquests were
By JACK CUDDY
ladelphia, who hopes to stage
many of their top stars were on the Bruce Hall floor. LeNEW
YORK — (UPI) -- a Johnson-Jones title bout in
on the trade block if trading Moyne has won eight of ten
Another split in the light Philadelphia.
could help them to become games played at home. Last
heavyweight champi onship SENT TELEGRAMS
contenders. Trades involving Saturday night in Little Rock,
was threatened when a new "We sent telegrams this
two former top pitchers led to Ark., Philander Smith was
promoting
organization, Sports morning," Paully said, 1,1)
their retirement or quitting thrashed 79-69, to complete a
International,
Inc., announced Johnson and his manager of
the game. Johnny Antoneth of successful week.
it
had
signed
top contender record, Pat Olivieri, and to the
Cleveland and Billy Lou de- The offensive punch again
Doug
Jones
to
fight for the New York Commission, statcided against playing for the was supplied by the explosive
vacant
New
York
version of ing that we have signed Jones
BUFFALO,
N.
Y.
—
(UPI)
Metropolitans, the new New threesome of James Gordon,
and we want Johnson to fight
the crown.
Howe
of
Unseeded
Sam
York entrant in the National Monroe Currin. and David
him within 60 days, if possible.
President
piling
upsets
David
J.
Philadelphia,
Paully
of
League. Casey Stengel came Gaines. Gaines and Currin
We will give Johnson very
SU told a news conference it favorable
out of retirement as one o averaged over 20 points per back to back, won the 1062
terms on a percenthad
signed
Jones
for
Squash
Racthe
National
primU
S.
the game's most celebrated game during the siege. Gordon
age basis of all income."
,
ary
purpose
of
fighting
Harold
Championships
by
octm•
quets
managers, to accept the re- wasn't far off.
James A. Farley, Jr., one of
Johnson
of
Philadelphia
for
beat
1959
ing
from
behind
to
sponsibilty of handling the Coach Jerry • Johnson had
the three members of the New
the title that the New York York
champion Ben Heckscher.
Mets.
Commission, attended
not received an invitation to The 23-year old Howe,
Commission
took
away
from
MARIS BALKS
the news conference at a midthe conference tourney as of ranked Ilth in the nation,
Archie
Moore
last
week.
With the spring training last week, however, the Letown restaurant.
Attorney Paully emphasized: According to
dik,grind awaiting after the for- Moyne mentbr thinks his squad pulled the match oUt after
Paully, if
two
games
dropping
the
first
"If
Johnson
refuses
to
signing
is
over,
fight
al contract
if y by coming in
will q u
Johnson refuses to fight Jones,
15-11,
3-15,
7-15,
Hecksher,
Jones
in
o
New
York
still
remain
State,
many top stars
we in New York State, another,
among the first ten finishers.
will go before the New York
unsigned. Willie Mays is in the Johnson wasn't too optimistic 15-5, 15-13.
challenger must be picked,
of
Cracken
Commission
Clavin
D.
Mac
and
ask
the
com$100,000
with
a
rumored
fold
instead of Johnson, from.
about how the Purple Wave
third
his
mission
New
City
won
to
York
designate
another
one
of
the
making
him
pact,
among Moore, Eddie Cotton of,
will ''do in the.tourney because
challenger to fight Jones for Seattle. Eric Schoeppner of
highest paid athletes in the he is aware of the absence of straight veterans title earlier
the title."
history of baseball. That elite a sorely needed big man in the in the day, sweeping Edward
Germany or Guilio Rinald of
J. Hahn of Detroit, 15-8, 15-7, PARTY PLANNERS — Off- 24. in the home of Herman secretary. Standing, same or- HOLD NBA VERSION
group includes Stan Musial, LeMoyne
Italy.
Joe Dimaggio, and Ted Wil- BRONCOS DOUBLE LOSERS 15-10.
icers of the Spartan Sports- Lusk of 1252 Nichols. Seated der. are A. Warner, president:
Johnson holds the National
Hecksher, 26, also of Phila- men's Club are seen as they
liams.
from left are Lusk, secretary; H. Jubert, and E. Humphreys, Boxing Association's version of
Paul Quinn left Memphis
Roger Mans, the premier last week absorbing 2 losses delphia and a member of the made plans for their presi- Miss J. Watkins. club sweat. business manager. (Withers the 175-pound crown. The
Yankee muscleman, came out although they played only one same club as Howe (The Men- dent's House Party to be he art; 0. D. Petty, treasurer: photo.)
independent New York Comof sittings with general man- game. Sometime during their ion Cricket Club), played all given on Saturady night, Feb. and L. Johnson. assistant
mission is not a member of the
ager Roy Hamey still dissat- exciting tussle with LeMoyne, but flawlessly in the opening
NBA.
isfied with what is believed to thieves broke in their dressing games and appeared well on
Johnson and young Jones of JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
the presentation preceding the
be a $60,000 offer. Mans hit 61 room and made off with one his way to recapturing the tiNew York were sq4eduled to Heavyweight champion Floyd'
day's racing program.
homers last year and also of the player's suit of clothes. tle.
"This award also honors the fight for Johnson's NBA title Patterson will appear here
grabbed most valuble player Notice to impoverished thieves: .• But Howe's touch came on
profession of race riding and last Dec. 2 at Miami Beach, late this month, it was anhe forced
honors. The whiplashing out- Men have been strung up for in the, third game, and
these assembled jockeys re- but Johnson withdrew from nounced by the National AssoHecksher into a series of erfielder, reported is asking for less in Texas.
gard the George Woolf Me- the bout because of a toe in- ciation for the Advancement
rors.
$75,000.
jury. Heavyweight contender
ARCADIA, Calif —(UP!)— the late rider who lost his life morial Award as typifying all Eddie Machen was substituted of Colored People (NAACP).
MARTS CONCENTRATED
that is fine in the thrill and
Patterson, along with a numSteve Brooks, fifth ranking in a riding accident at Santa
)N LONG BALL
spectacular and, yes, even against Jones and he outpoint- ber of other famous NegroAmerican rider with 3,735 Anita in 1848.
Maria hit 59 four-ply wallops
dangerous career of being a ed Doug for his first defeat athletes, will address the NAwinners to his credit, received "I wish to thank the turf
over the 154-game route. The
jockey," Hernandez said. •.‘ 1 in 20 professional bouts. Doug ACP's 10th annual Southeast
the George Woolf Memorial writers, owners and trainers Brooks, who
ten circuit AL caused the
startetC,Ming never was beaten in light Regional Conference. He will
Jockey award in a public cere- for helping make this award
scheduling of a 162-game slate
in
1938,
is
40
years
of age. He heavyweight competition.
appear Feb. 25, the last day
mony at Santa Anita race- possible," Brooks said in ac- was selected for the Woolf
which gave Maria the great
Paully said today he under- of the four-day conference.
track.
cepting the award, a miniature Award by vote of turf writers stood that NBA champion Also slated .to \appear at the
chance. If anyone had seriously predicted that a .270 hitter
The presentation to Brooks bronze replica of the Woolf covering the Santa Anita Meet- Johnson's contract with pro- meeting are veteran rinse
would miss tying the Babe's BURLINGTON, Wis.—(UPI)
as the 13th recipient of the Statue which stands in the ing. Brooks flew here from moter Herman Taylor of Phi- champion Archie Moore.
60 by breathless inches (in the —The controversial speeding LAS VEGAS — (UPI) — award was made by Mrs. Gen- Paddock Gardens here.
Hialeeh to receive the Woolf
154th game in Baltimore), the ticket case of third baseman Cerise-colored "thumb proof" evieve Woolf-Cayer, widow of "It is the greatest thing that Award and will return to Floman with the net would have Eddie Mathews was called by boxing gloves under lock and
has ever happened to me."
rida to continue his riding
come a-running. More than a Racine County Judge John key here for the lightweight in Bakersfield, Calif., because Brooks was escorted to the there.
third of Mans' hits have been Alhgrin, but the Milwaukee title bout between champion of the heavy rain, Ortiz' hand- center of the walking ring by
homeruns. This can mean but Braves player didn't appear in Joe Brown and Carlos Ortiz lers located middleweight Al a guard of honor of past win- SWATTER
For As Little As
one thing: He concentrates on court.
on Feb. 24. The men who'll Gran( working out several ners-of the Woolf Award made
the long ball and the long There was a mixup as to use them arrive today.
miles away, rushed him over, up of Johnny Adams, Ray ST. LOUIS.—(UPI)—Rogers
green. Smart gent.
when Mathews was supposed The gloves, according to a and he went four rounds with York, Ralph Neves, Merlin Hornsby, who started his major
Cries that the homerun has to appear and the case was Nevada State Athletic Com- Ortiz.
Velzke, Bill Harmatz and Pete league career' with the Bt.
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
been cheapened are lustily then rescheduled for next mission spokesman, w ere
workout was Ortiz' last Moreno. The rest of the riders Louis Cardinale' and ended it
The
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
has
space.
But
to
Alhgrin.
Monday, according
echoed in this
flown in from Mexico City
a
semigrounds
formed
on
the
transthe
and
Angeles
With the old St Louis Browns,
it? John Q. Fan doesn't seem The ticket, which Mathews over the weekend. Br o w n ir Los
silks.
their
racing
circle
in
now
a
Rican,
Puerto
• DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
won the Natiojial League bat-'
to think go and he's the guy got last Dec. 19 for allegedly has used them in three of his planted
of New York City, Brooks, who rode here a dewho picks up the tab. The M 8c going 37 miles per hour in a previous 11 title defenses and resident
won many top ting championhip seven times
ago
and
cade
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
boxing
at
a
guest
a
M (Mantle and Mans) produc- 25 M.P.H. zone, has promp- insisted — during contract ne- will be
wore the Red and Blue and had an all-time pigh of
dinner along with Brown. The stakes,
tion, provided baseball with ted Mayor A. B. Rewald to gotiations — they be worn.
carried
silks
he
424 in 1924, still a -modern
champion arrived in Los An- Calumet Farm
the hottest box office it has accuse police chief Walter Designed in Mexico City, the
to victory in 1950 with Ponder
record.
Gabriel of neglect of duty and gloves ere made so a fighter is geles from Houston.
Anita
had in decades.
Santa
$100,000
the
in
Ai But whether the Yankee going beyond the scope of his unable to move his thumb Then they'll go to Las Vegas Maturity after having won the
Wmusc le show would have authority by suppressing it. away from his fist. Thus where both will train — as has Kentucky Derby with him in
been the custom in the past— 1949.
packed them in. around the The judge said Mathews had preventing gouging.
circuit the way it did without been notified to appear Feb. Ortiz, who will close down at strip hotels, Brown at the Joe Hernandez, public adthe Babe's ghost, may be de- 19, but the case had been his training camp in Los An- Thunderbird and Ortiz at the dress announcer at the track,
batable. The 34-year-old rec- placed on his calendar for geles, was forced to send out Flamingo.
was master of ceremonies at
ord was an awesome challenge, Feb. 12.
an emergency call for a spara dazzling target, and in its The fire and police commis- ring partner.
own spectral way, a theater sion will hear the charge With Tony Noreiga stranded
against the Police Chief Feb.
of high order.
ROLL-AWAY PACKS 'EM IN 20. Gabriel has said a friend
If you've been missing your of Mathews' asked him to
EVELYN TAYLOR REALTY
or FEMALE
friends from their familiar delay the case because the MALE
2659 SPQTTSWOOD AVE.
losphotographicStudieNeeds:
places of leisure, then try the player was in danger of
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
due
to
new 32-lanes bowling a 11 e y ing his driver's license
•Safes Supervisors
just off South Parkway and previous violations.
•Sales Representatives
Mathews has said he never
Third; good chance you'll find
HUNKY D0f1Y
BROTHER BOB
•Proof Pressers
them. The modernistic Roll- asked anyone to intervene for
8:30, 11 to 1:30
to
6
not
was
be
said
Telephone 398-8418
4 fto 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to
away Lanes were established him. He also
REV. SISTER ALLEN HEALER AND ADVISOR *
here recently, when an.out-of- in danger of losing his license.
Rev. Sister Allen has the God Given Power to Heal
town business syndicate recby Prayer-So come today, tomorrow may be too late.
Remember if there is God's help on earth it can be
found-She heals by th• hand of God. Remember throe
NOW WITH
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints
of Jerusalem given free with each visit.
(LICENSED BUILDER)
COMMIRCIAL A N 0
IF YOU ARE BLIND OR CRIPPLE REV. SISTER
INDUSTRIAL, 8 P 8ALLEN CAN PRAY FOR YOUR SIGHT AND HELP
CIALIZING IN PATCHWORK
ING, BRICK
YOU TO WALK AGAIN.
WALKS AND DRIVEWAYS NO .108 TOO
Are you suffering? Are you Sick? Do you need
SMALL OR TOO LARGE,
help? Do you have bad luck? If so, bring your proPLASTERING
NO WIEPITINZ ST
blems to Rev. Sister Allen today and be rid of them
tomorrow.She advises on all the affairs of life. There
JA 6-.15374 (After 6 p.m.)
is no problem so great she can't solve-how to hold
JA 5-6041
CANE COLE
your job, when you have failed and how to succeedGOLDEN GIRL
reunites the separated).
3 to Sign Off
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3
Upon reaching womanhood and realizing she has
the God-given power to help humanity, she has d•voted a life-time to this work. From the four corners
of the world they come to her-White and Colored, men
and women of all races and walks of live. Guaranteed
to remove evi! influence and bad luck. There is no
pity for those knowing they are in hard luck and need
CARS OR
help and do not come for it-one visit will convince
•
you. it there is God's help in earth Rev. Sister Allen
USED CARS
and
lucky
numbers,
days
can help you. She gives lucky
lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and starts you
on the way to success and happiness. sister Allen is
INVITES HIS FRIENDS TO CALL HIM FOR
in this area for the first time. She invites you to her
FINANCING TO SUIT
home. A FREE LUCKY CHARM will be given with
YOUR PURSE
525-0581
THE BEST DEA( IN TOWN AT
each reading, Guarantees to read your entire life, past
present, and future giving dates and actual facts of
REUBEN
business, love, health, courtship, rorriagio, divorce,
WASHINGTON
and family affairs. You'll bless the day.
World's Largess Fiord Deol•r•
Sunday — Sign On
Mil.. New,' of Arl,nvon, T.nn. Highway 70-79 N. at Galloway.
THIRD I. GAVOSO
Look For The Sign of JESUS in Front of Her Home
To Sign Off
309 UNION AVENUE
/A 6-8871
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New Promoting Unit Signs
Jones; Seeks Jolmsons

Howe Wins U.S.
Squash Racquets
Championships

Floyd To Address '
NAACP In Jackson

Steve Brooks Receives
G. Woolf Jockey Award

Braves Mathews Brown-Ortiz
Holdout On
Prepare For
Traffic Fine
Match

Title

I OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
$30 MONTHLY
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8391

"CONGRATULATIONS"

BILL SPEROS

J. MACK

I

0

Buy Your 1962

NEW FORD
From Us

CHARLIE WASHBURN

•HULL—DOBBS

BILL SPEROS

PLYMOUTH - VAtIANT DEALER
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8
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Hardin and James Weary.
Most athletic: Bettye Griggs
and Wardell Thomas.
Most attractive: Lois Net
son and Lewis Woodard.
setma•••••••••••••••••••
Most
talented:
Georgia
Knowles and Isaac Ray Wil- The Booker T. Washington
Douglass continued to corial
Warriors, long time sole own- sistently beat Manassas de-"Ir
liams.
Most popular: Dorothy Sav- ers of supremacy in the prep spite a late rally that almoSt
league. but for the last three overcame a big Douglass lead
age and Clarence Mitchell.
seasons suffered a drought Is te in the game. Douglass
THIS AND THAT
NORTH LimE ROCK, Ark.
while Lester was winning won 64-60. The Red Devil3
- "Negro History and a New By CLARENCE E. WITHERS pts.; Gaston Amour, guard, 7 James Weary, when are you once. Douglass capturing one have won their last seven in
Primarily the money is not Birth of Freedom" was the and RAYMOND JACKSON pts.; and Booker T. Washing- going to make up your mind crown and sharing last year a row with the Tigers. The
The last question and answer
over P. P. and V. D.?
ton, substitute, 4 pts.
series was well received. The lianed to you unless there is theme of Negro history week LIMELIGHT
with Carver, nailed down an- Tigers broke even for the
The Tigers B. squad also
response to the series is what a comfortable amount already observances in two separate
William Partee, what horse other basketball championship week by mauling Hamilton
limelight
falls
week
this
The
won by a score of 47-88. The taught you to pony?
makes a writer satisfied at put into your house and after programs for the junior and
by whipping Lester, 69-59, be- 67-54.
reaching someone. As often bon owing on same it would be senior high school division of on Miss Minnie Harris, daugh- high point honors went to Bettye Griggs,
fore a capacity crowd at Lester In othre games, Bertrand
we're
sure
of
Louis
ter
Mr.
Mrs.
D.
and
Horace Hunter with 17 points June
mentioned before, if the ques- actually to the lenders advant- Scipio A. Jones high school on
again used winless Hamilton
Grandberry isn't the last Wednesday.
Harris, of 3330 Horn Lake rd. whose position
Wednesday, Feb. 14.
tion and answer is suitable to age in every way.
is forward. reason you attend
all of Mit- The Warriors made it an un- a victory prey, 84-57. Lester
Around
Miss
campus,
the
June Grandberry, forward, 10 chell's games.
you and your problem, then this Surely a man would not Giving the address for the
knocked
defeated year by winning
over Bertrand 71-61,
president of the pts.,
and Rickey Roberson,
is what we are trying to con- jeopardize his home when there senior high program was Rev. Harris is the
Author Patterson, we see their 14th straight from Mel- while Carver, in its only apvey. Here are some frequently are many other things to show Solomon H i I I, president of Senior Class, a member of the center, with 7 pts.
rose
65-62,
pearance,
last Friday night.
jumped on the Hamyou're taken up where you left
Band, Dramatic Club, NHA, This
Shorter college.
asked questions:
victory place the Tigers
security.
In the latter struggle, the War- ilton band wagon, 78-54.
Question: I am about to sell
The guest speaker for the and Student council. She is in 3rd place in the Shelby Prep off.
riors
Douglass
mind
almost
thoughts
blew
come
to
an 18-point
and Bertrand will
Two
junior high program was Prof. also an honor student.
my home but the attic fan I inLeague with a 5-3 record. They Peggy. since Felix left what lead when they scored
at this point and-in the east
only ring the curtain on the prep
After graduating from Mithave you been up too?
stalled at great expense to me
four in the third period while league season Friday night at
in years gone the wife was the N. P. Marshall, principal of the chell, she hopes to attend have two more league games
Lincoln Elementary school of
can be used in my new place.
Jimella Daniels, does a cer- Melrose fought their
to play. Thanks to the skilled
security and rriOtit debts ,were
way back Douglass. Melrose has two imHoward university, and plans coaching
Could the fan be removed and
by Robert Hewitt, tain visitor from Chicago bring in the game.
portant games with Carver
was too North Little Rock.
paid because there
career
study
in
for
a
to
n have an effect on the propMusic
back
for
the senior proany fond memories?
the Tigers are a great team
much to lose-and the second
Melrose remained in third Monday and Thursday nightsak
mathematics.
erty about to be sold?
gram
was
given
this
by soloists Bobseason.
Minnie Harris says she hasn't place behind Lester
thought and a more sober one,
Religiously, Miss Harris is
with an Manassas goes to Bertrand folk.
Answer: Anything definitely
"nothing before the home," bie Turner, while the band an active member of the New SENIOR POLL
given Andrew up for lost yet. 88-51 victory over Bertrand its final game Wednesday aftor permanently affixed to the
under
the
direction
of Frank
never take chances on losing
Most studious: Minnie Harris Maryland Timms, is it true and their second one point win ernoon.
Jerusalem Baptist church.
land and or building is known
it if at all possible by borrow- J. Boyle, and the choir direct- RELIGIOUS WEEK
and Robert Edwards.
that an extra close friend of over Douglass in as many
as 'real fixtures." It is ined
Prep League Standings
by
Mrs.
J.
S.
Ivy
performed
ing or creating a lien upon it.
weeks. The Golden Wildcats
Most likely to succeed:
This week we had the honor
cluded in a sale or covered in
for the junior program.
yours has been teaching you
School
W L Pct.
came
Ronald
from
questioner,
the
To
a
Beasley
inspiring
most
proin
very
43-39
having
a
and
deficit at
Earnestine
a mortgage unless specially exConcluding remarks on both of
electronics?
the start of the fourth quarter Washington
14 0 1.000
cepted. Things personally by cases all liens on a property programs were given by Dr. E gram on Religious Emphasis, Brown.
What would happen if Eve- to slip past the Red Devils 57- Lester
Most
presented to the faculty and
versatile: Jewelene
nature annexed to or used with MUft be cleared or provisions H. Hunter, the principal.
10 3 782
student body, by the 10-2 class Owens and William Willis.
lyn Campbell got a boy friend? 56. Willie Jones' 25 points Melrose
land but retaining their origi- must be made in writing stat8 4 .867
spelled
the
irg
intentions
Best
instruction
the
and
capable
dressed:
agreedifference.
under
the
Margie
The
Denal character, are known as
What is leading Jimmy Brit6 6 .500
Red Devils' Willie Kimmons, Carver
of Dr. Montee Falls.
"chattel fixtures," and "chattel ments of all parties concerned
loach and James Moore.
ton
to
a
certain
part
of
town? shooting at a 20.5 per game Manassas
We also had a very outstand6 7 .462
fixtures" are not included in are satified. I plan to discuss
Neatest: Jimella Daniels and
Did you know that C. B clip, tallied 21, but left the
ing guest, Dr. J. L. Tolbert,
the sale of mortgage of land "lien" more thoroughly in fuDouglass
5 7 417
John
Turner.
ture articles.
was going with a certain so- game midway the third quargeneral secretary Board of
unless by special agreement.
Bertrand
2 10 .167
LeMoyne closes out its cur- Evangelism CME church. His
Most Comical: Gwendolyn phomore?
Whether an article is a fix- There are many more quester and didn't return.
Hamilton
0 14 .000
ture depends mainly on the in- tions asked and many more rent basketball schedule with topic was "Ye Have Not
Chosen Me But I Have Chosen
tention of the placing and the that I would like to answer two big games.
person. Often on certain articles here. Unfortunately, all cannot Fisk University at Nashville, Thee."
that are included in the home appear in print, but if you drop defeated by LeMoyne, 69-66, Thanks to Dr. Tolbert and
are large enough and expen- a card or letter with your ques- early in the season on the Fisk the 10-2 class for a very insive enough to be paid on the tions I would be more than court will take on the Magi- spiring program.
installment plan and this is happy to answer it for you. You cians in the return match Mon- GUEST
day night, Feb. 12, at 8 in
definitely a permanent fixture may write "Real Estate Editor'
,
Last week the faculty and
until paid for. Of course the Tri-State Defender, Memphis Bruce Hall.
student body of Mitchell were
Kentucky
State,
making
its
courts have say on matters of 5, Tennessee.
first appearance here, will help privileged to have with them
this nature if perhaps the fuKarel Groensmit of the NetherLeMoyne
roll
down
the
curtain
ture buyer insist on the conlands and Mrs. Massarrat Kan
in
Bruce
Hall,
Saturday
night,
trary to the seller.
of Pakistan. They were here
Feb.
17.
Before
meeting
Fisk
Question: I have often heard
to study secondary schools of
here,
Coach
Jerry
C.
Johnson's
the term ''lien," What does it
the United States.
LeMoyne
charges
will
invade
mean in relation to the sale
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 10, for BASKETBALL NEWS
my home?
The Mitchell High Tigers
a return engagement with
AGENTS WANTED
Answer: Lien defined. In adSAYE $ee - Buy Thousands of Me*
calmly defeated Barret Chapel U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
at wholesale. Send $100 oerunosoiet
dition to the estates and chat- LACKLAND AFB. Tex. - Philander Smith College. Lefor largo Illustrated catalog. A rmone'
High 71-61 in a thrilling cage Men-vromen, 18-52. Siert high as
429
South
Main
Moyne
opened
the
local
seaof California. P.O. Boa 3157, Hollytel interests already mentioned, Airman Third Class Lawrence
$702.00
a
week.
Preparatory
traingame.
The Tigers were lead- ing until
wood, California
appointed. Thousands sof 10 M EN
various rights', known as "liens," G. Martin, grandson of Mrs. son against Philander, win10 WOMEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
ing at half time by a score of jobs op•n. Exp•rienc•
usually unaffect the possession and owner- Mary M. Thomas of 699 Buntyn. ning the contest 108-54.
apply
Age
56
45.
High
School
Education
nec•ssary.
FREE
39-31.
The high point honors
information on
Men etth sales experience prefer,,,,.
$10.00 DOWN
ship of realty. A lien is the Memphis. is being assigned to The two-week layoff for first went
salaries, requir•rnente. Writ
FULLER PRODUCTS
Must oe nest tn appearance. Car It
to James Weary 19 pts., lobs,
TODAY giving phone. Lincolni
slev*****
right given by laws to a credi- Robins AFB, Ga., for training semester final examinations captain
A b le to furnish
Own
a
beautiful
home site on
whose
position
is Service, Pekin 24, Illinoi•,
and second semester registrator to have a debt satisfied out as an air policeman.
PROMOTION TO
Grenada Lake in Carver
guard. Other honors went to
FOR
SALE
tion
didn't
help
Magicians'
the
of the property belonging to the He recently completed
Point
Subdivision' - Easy
QUALIFIED M EN
Pick Up Payments On
Unit- ability on the playing court. Walter Wesby. center, 17 pts.;
debtor. Liens may entitle the ed States Air Force basic
French Preying io, Furnit.,g
vrote to P.O. Box 311 - 00 v int terms, wonderful resort area
mili- They dropped two important William Partee, forward, 14
Wile Preservers
L.ying Room - 0,11.1g Roan
holder to have the realty sold tary training at Lackland
for fishing, boating, a w i mAFB. road games a little over a pts.; James Jones, guard, 10
Bedroom and Stereo
[retails
whether or not the owner de- Tex.
ming, hiking and just plain
week ago and both were SIAC
iplophon• Ot 11.83.57
sires it or not.
living. Call me for complete
Airman Tomas is a graduate contests. Tuskegee took Le- last Friday night and defeated
M AIDS - N.Y. TO MO WE.
TICKETS
In this area it is common of Melrose high school.
sent - Jobs waiting M 5 M secy. information and pictures. Mrs.
Moyne at Tuskegee, 102-72, Alabama A&M College here,
710 POST AVE.
HELP WANTED
Ruby Font - BR 6-7090.
practice to borrow large sums
and Lane turned the tables on 90-72. While two of the LeWESTBURY, N. Y.
15
GOOD WORKERS
of money putting the house up Records show that
on Jan. the Magicians at Jackson, 84- Moyne regulars, Donald NelPull or part tirn• in Mornings. Sand
as a security measure until the 8, 1912, it was so cold
postcard with name, address, and TYPISTS? HOME WORKERS I MAKE Baker Electric Co., Inc.
in Pitts- 64.
son and Robert Hambric, were
money at hornet Mailers, 2 Maditelephone to Dept. Cr; 147 111. WM.
money borrowed is paid. This field, Mass., that in
son.
one heated
LeMoyne had been among riding the bench most of the
ford mire',
2219 Young Ave.
is strictly legal and many com- home the water
ORXENCA8TLE, INDIANA
TUCSON, A RISON A
froze in a the top five in conference com- night, a couple of subs, Willie
panies operate thusly.
goldfish bowl.
BR 6-0016
petition and appeared well on Hereton and Clee Sanderson
LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
Live - In Maids
its way to a berth in the SIAC were proving that maybe they
YORK $130 - $220 MONTH
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
•
Tonna, en tin ma k•s it wear
New York
tournament at Tuskegee. Feb. should have been out there on
20-35 YEARS
Free Estimates
22-24. Teams finishing in the the floor in many of the other longer; se don't scour your tinware, Tickets. expenses adv aneed Send 11130
AguNTR. 20-36 YEARS
rickets,
expenses advanced. Send
wash with a cloth and sky careRef We wire new room additions,
REFERENCES.
top 10 of the I6-conference games. Also coming from the
'rend.
MALLORY
AGENCY,
/idly% prevent rue&
LY 3-2300
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
M A LLORY AGENCY, LY 3-2300
cage race automatically par- bench to help LeMoyne down
176 Merrick Rd
Lynbrook. N.Y
670 Myrick Rd., Lynbrook, N.Y.
hot water beaters, electric heat.
ticipate in the tournament.
Alabama were Vertie Sails, ,•
A rejuvenated Magician five Cleophus Owens and Paul
bounced back into contention Lowery.

Negro History
Week Observed
At Jones High

Commenting

ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown

Prep League Basketball

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

Kentucky Comes
To LeMoyne Mon.

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call

Melrose Grad
To Georgia
For Training

JAckson 6-8397

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

•

. . .70

3 MEN

•

at e.eie 4ne,ikt/,1
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net Client:1w

SIMMONS

SIMMONS

LeFLORE ST....2 Bedroom, Living Room, Kitchen,
Floor Furnace. Hardwood Floors, One of the neatest
small houses in town .$1,000. Down Payment -$300.
Monthly notes $50.

401 Linden Avenue
Saturday & Sunday

159 ROANOAKE
.4 Bedrooms. Con be used as
as two apartments. Also nice single family home.
S1.000 Cosh. On terms - about S60 per Month.

Feb. 17 & 18
From 2 to 6 p.m.

Block of S. Parkway East. 61420 TAYLOR ST
Room Fram• House. Garage. Lot 50 x 175. 55,000.
Terms.
4

Ill S. PARKWAY EAST... .3 13eclroorne. Living Room,
Kitchen. Den -Half brick. Will sell equity or FHA.

SIMMONS &
ASSOCIATES
* * *
WE DON'T WANT TO SELL
EVERYBODY

YOU

ALL SALESMEN ARE LICENSED & BONDED
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE TRAINED
SALESMEN

Dam Snzt

Theodore R. Branch
U. C. Brown
James L. Cowan

•Do You Want To Buy A Home?
• Do You V:ant To Sell Your Horne?
• Do You Want To Sell Other Pronerty?
• Are You Looking For A House To Rent?
• Are You Looking For An Office To Rent?
•We Sell, Buy And Rent Real Estate
•We Will Suonly Any Of Your Real Estate Needs
JUST CALL
Bob McFerrin

OR

Mrs. Freddie Wilson

WI'. (Jack) Simmons, Broker

WH 8-2034

We

need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

WH 8-2034

WE SELL-BUY-RENT
Real Estate

REAL ESTATE CO.
401 Linden Avenue

BUT WE DO WANT TO SELL

3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
-.-

JA 6-0249

PEACE REAL ESTATE CO.
EX 7-9343

307 Honduras Blvd.

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

A.m.
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YMCA
EDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JOIN TODAY!

2. Must be a go-getter

3 Lots Near Geeter High Woof. Lots 50 x 110.

JA 6-0249

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson
6-2523

1. Must have a car

GOOD DEALS

At

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

•

Real Estate Company
401 Linden Ave.

Real Estate Company

H 0 Jones
11.“ I CI Mom!
.

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

the
ave.

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
It-Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Cornier-Pablo, Modern
Furniture,
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Shorn
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming:
7500 ff. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater
lighting Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators
Section
with
1200 seating capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments,
Competativ•
Matches, Classes
Basing -- Community Progroms
4. 3-Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meetings
Cl
Forums Conferences - Teas - Socials
I.

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES 57

-$10-$25

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL isia
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are 'you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to You
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Minsirr
MOM State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to Atay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State 1,Ine
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see a
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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